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ABSTRACT

This study is an attempt to explore the nature of modern 
Thai poetry through the works of some well-recognized poets 

of today, namely Angkhan Kalayanaphong, Naowarat Phongphaibun 
and Suchit Wongthet. The exploration into the nature of 
modern Thai poetry serves ultimately to reveal the nature of 
the art of Thai poetry. The analysis of the works of these 
poets reflects the significance of 'convention' in the 
creation of 'modernity'.

The study is divided into six chapters:

Chapter I : 'Convention' and 'modernity' in modern Thai
poetry: a study of Angkhan Kalayanaphong1s Lam Nam Phu 
Kradu'ng
Chapter II : The nature of Angkhan's modernity

Chapter III : The nature and significance of verse forms in

Thai poetry: a study of Naowarat Phongphaibun

Chapter IV : The influence of 'oral tradition' in modern Thai 
poetry
Chapter V : The creation of symbols in modern Thai poetry 

Chapter VI : On the formation of Thai poetical convention 
and Thai concepts of poets and poetry

Through the structure of the study emerges the fact 

that the exploration of 'modernity' is inevitably the explor
ation of various aspects of 'convention'. Therefore, the 

discussion in Chapter VI forms a valid conclusion of the 
study.

It is essential to observe that a firm belief in the 
relationship between the nature of language and poetry in



that language is an underlying 'theory' of the approach of 
the study. This 'theory' is re-confirmed through the 

examination of various texts on Thai versification.
The study is intended as a 'tribute' to a rather 

unexplored domain of modern Thai poetry or, at least, as an 
invitation and inspiration for future exploration to come.
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A Note on Translation and Transcription

It is important to emphasize here that the translation 
of all the poetical texts in the study should be considered 

only as a convenient instrument for academic discussion. It 
is not in any way an attempt to produce or re-create any kind 
of anthology of modern Thai poetry. Though great care and 

attention has been employed in the translation so as not to 
destroy or distort the original meanings, the limitation of 
time makes it impossible to aim at the original poetic 

beauty. Nevertheless, if the translation helps to clarify 
the discussion in the sdrvdy, its function is considered 

sufficiently fulfilled.

The transcription of Thai texts is based on the General 
System of the Royal Institute of Thailand, with some 
modification.
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CONVENTION 
A STUDY OF

CHAPTER 1

AND MODERNITY IN MODERN THAI POETRY: 
ANGKHAN KALAYANAPHONG'S LAM NAM PHO KRADU'NG



CHAPTER 1

Convention and Modernity in Modern Thai Poetry: 
Study of Angkhan Kalayanaphong1s Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng
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The Poet's Testament

I wrap the sky around myself 
to keep away the cold 
and eat starlight late at night 
to take the place of rice.
Dewdrops scatter below the sky
for me to find and drink,
and out my poems flow
to greet the morn, to last the age.
My heart, sacrificed to its grave,
gains unworldly powers;
the spirit flies to lands of dreams
the far side of the sky.
It seeks divinity in Heaven 
and brings it back to earth 
to soothe the sand and grass, 
bringing happiness, bringing peace. 
My purpose in composing poems 
is to salvage the soul.

Translated by Allen Ginsburg 2

^"Angkhan Kalayanaphong, Kawlniphon (Bangkok, 1964), p. 5.
2Sathirakoses-Nagapradipa Foundation, Three Thai Poets (Bangkok, 
1978), p. 12.
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The above Thai poem translated by a famous American 

poet, Allen Ginsberg, is written by one of the best known 
and highly recognized Thai contemporary poets, Angkhan 
Kalayanaphong. The translation, though not strictly 
accurate to the original Thai version, should be able to 

tell western readers quite a lot about this Thai poet.

Those who are accustomed to the conventions and tradition 
of Thai poetry will certainly find this poem rather 
striking. It is not very common for a Thai poet to assert 
his 'testament' so explicitly and personally.

In the old d a y s , it was understood that most Thai 
poets worked under the patronage of the king and the nob

ility or they were kings or nobles themselves. Thus, it is 
natural that their 'testament' was quite different from 
Angkhan's testament as a poet. Through the long history of 
Thai poetry we have works written in praise of the king 
like Lilit Yuan Pha i , Lilit Taleng Phai or to entertain the 
king by the story and the pleasing sounds of poetry like 
Lilit Phra Lg or to gain religious merits by composing 
religious works like Traiphum Phraruang, Mahachat Khamluang, 

Phramalai Khamluang, but the poets hardly asserted anything 

personally as the purpose of composing poetry.
Here, Angkhan not only chooses to be very personal but 

also very spiritual as he declares that his purpose of 
writing poetry is to 'salvage the soul'. This fact perhaps 

helps to emphasize the comment of one Thai critic,
M.L. B u n l u 'a Thepayasuwan that Angkhan could be considered 
'one of the poets who mark the turning-point of Thai
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poetry . '1

Angkhan Kalayanaphong was born in Nakornsrlthammarat 

in the South of Thailand in 1926. He went to study paint
ing and sculpture at Silpakorn University in 1946, and his 
poetry was first published in the University's magazines. 
Later on he gained much recognition when his poems appeared 

in the Social Science Review. The translation of the poem 
above by Allen Ginsberg made him known internationally and 
the English version of his poems also appeared in Tenggara,
Malaysia, Solidarity, the Philippines and Quadrant,

2Australia.

Angkhan's first book Kawiniphon was published in 
1964 by the Social Science Association of Thailand Press.
In 1972 he w a s rawarded the best poet of the decade by the

3Sathirakoses-Nagapradipa Foundation.

Together with two other Thai poets, Naowarat 
Phongphaibun and Witayakorn Chiengkun, Angkhan was invited 

to read his poems at the 'Asean Poetry '78', the first 
Asean poets' meeting held in Jakarta by the Arts Council of 
Jakarta in July 1978.

In fact, Angkhln's recognition as a great poet has 

been a gradual thing. His originality in combining the 
conventions with his own powerful and unique style of

^M.L. Bunlu'a Thepayasuwan, 'Hualieo Khgng Wannakhadi Thai* (The 
Turning-Point of Thai Literature), Wannakhadi (Bangkok, 1971), 
pp. 125-6.
2See Three Thai Poets (Bangkok, 1978), p. 4.
3This is a foundation named after two famous Thai authors and scholars 
Sathirakoses and Nagapradipra, which has as its main objective to 
support Thai literary works and traditional arts.
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language use was not immediately accepted by the more 
academic and conservative authority in Thai literature.
For example, he was accused of neglecting the exact 
poetical forms as well as 'poetic1 diction. This might 
be quite true in a sense because he cares more for the 
beauty of sounds in his poetry than the regular restricted 
number of the syllables in each line or stanza and he dares 
to use many 'improper' or 'impolite' words in his poetry 
as well.

On the other hand, nobody can really deny the power 
of his language use which deeply moves all his readers.
One criterion the committee of the Sathirakoses- 
Nagapradipra Foundation used in order to award Angkhan 
the best poet of the decade is that he is the poet who 
could reflect the thoughts, opinions, feelings and dreams 
of the new generation.

M.L. Bunlu'a Thepayasuwan explained her decision to 
award Angkhan as follows:

'The beauty of Thai poetry depends so much on 
the careful and delicate use of words as well as the 
deep and refined sensibility of the poet who can 
create the "marvellous1' and the "wonderful" out of 
the "ordinary". This can be seen in works like 
Lilit Phra L o , Inao, and Nirat Narin. The careful 
choice of words used to describe nature in general 
such as the trees, the sky or the mountains and 
forests or to describe the common feelings experienced 
by almost everybody is the ingenious art of Thai poets 
from the Ayuthaya to the middle of Ratanakosin period.

Until this last 15 years since I started reading 
Angkhan1s poetry, I was delighted to realize that we
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had a Thai poet who could express the thoughts and 
feelings of modern society in the language of a poet 
as well as with the sensibility of a poet. Thai 
poetry has reached an important turning-point. We now 
have a poet who can move us, modern readers, with 
language that made us experience the pains, bitterness, 
as well as tenderness, and who can make us feel joy 
and delight. Angkhan is truly a poet of our time not 
just a versifier who only uses mental intelligence 
but a great poet who combines the feelings and the ideas 
and understanding of the Thai way of life with the 
marvellous heritage of Thai poetic art.1 (trans. S.C.)

As Angkhan is also an artist, his work reflects his 
talent in painting and creating images from words as well 

as from his brushes. This is commented on and praised by one 

member of the committee of the Foundation, Prakhin Chumsai 

Na Ayuthaya, who is a poet in her own right.

’Angkhan not only composes poetry in his own 
style but he is also genuinely an artist-poet in the 
fullest sense of both words. He is able to move us 
deeply by creating with his pen as well as his brush 
the most breathtaking and beautiful images that never

2occur before m  any other poet's mind or imagination.'
(trans. S.C.)

A similar opinion is given by another member of the 
committee, ThapanI Nakhonthap, who is a critic as well as a 
poet herself.

Angkhan Kalayanaphong, Bangkokkseo Kamsauan or Nirat Nakorn 
Srithammarat (Bangkok, 1978), pT 253.

^Ibid. p. 254.
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1 But when he is moved by the beauty of nature 
he will use the most beautiful words with melodious 
sounds and with deep and wide meanings. We can say 
that his poetry has the beauty of sense and sound as

iwell as of shadow and shade.' (trans. S.C.)

If Angkhan's well established recognition as a modern 
poet saves me the effort to justify my choice, it still 
remains for me to explain why I choose to study Lam Nam 

Phu Kradu'ng. The main reason lies in the fact that Lam 
Nam Phu Kradu'ng is written in the tradition of Nirat 

though the poet does not use the word 'Nirat' as the title 
of his work. Besides, this work is Angkhan's first long 
poetical work published after his first book which is only 

a collection of his short poems and poetic prose.
The importance of the Nirat genre in Thai poetry is 

well recognized among Thai literary scholars. Nirat is 

not only one of the oldest genres in Thai poetry but also 
one of the most popular genres to which a lot of major Thai 

literary works belong.
Dr Manas Chitakasem, in his article 'The Emergence 

and Development of the Nirat Genre in Thai Poetry' traced 
the origin of this genre and came to the conclusion that 
'The term Nirat as a poetical genre was recognized as long 

ago as the 16th century when Khlong Nirat Haripunchai 

is believed to have been composed.'

Some other well known earlier works of Nirat type are 
not distinguished by the title 'Nirat' such as Khlong

^Ibid. p. 256.
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ThawSthotsamat meaning 'Twelve Months' or Khlong Kamsuan
Srlprat, meaning 'the Wailing of Srlprat'.1

By using the title 'Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng' for his

'Nirat' poetry, Angkhan is, therefore, just following an
earlier 'tradition' and 'convention' of composing a Nirat
poem. However, Angkhan's choice to use the word ’Lam Nam'

tnin is significant. According to the Thai-English
Dictionary by George Bradley McFarland the word flTin

2means 'the theme of a song' or metrical composition.
Similarly, the New Model Thai-English Dictionary

compiled by So Sethaputr a , defines the word filth as a 
3song. Besides, m  Dictionarium Linguae T h a i , a Thai

dictionary by a French priest D.J.B.Pallegoix in the 19th

century, we can find the definition of f i f i t h  as 'differ-
4ent measures of verses'.

The word fifiin is used in ChindamanI, the most 
important text-book on Thai language and versification 
written in the 17th century, to mean a verse or a poem.

MstmnjsjL'nnfi'n b ' n m w u  m a 3 j fi'ixio If\pnmivi

i l

1 -Manas Chitakasem, 'The Emergence and Development of the Nirat Genre
in Thai Poetry', Journal of the Siam Society vol. 60 Part 2 (July, 
1972), pp. 135-68.

2George Bradley McFarland, Thai-English Dictionary (Stanford Univers
ity Press, California, 1944), p. 741.
3 - .So Sethaputra, New Model Thai-English Dictionary, 2 vols. 2nd ed.
('Inai Watana Panich Press, Bangkok, 1972), 2, 822.

^D.J.B. Pallegoix, Dictionarium Linguae Thai (Paris, 1854), p. 380.
5 v _ChindamanI (Bangkok, 1969), p. 47.
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We can also find the word tf'lU'l used in jJlsflUfnin 
Prachum Lam Nam an important text-book of the Ratanakosin 
period on Thai versification. In this book the word

tnin is prominently used to mean 'poetry'. Thus, by 
his choice of the word tnu’n , Angkhan reflects his 
attitude towards his work and shows how he is aware of the 
old tradition of Thai poetry which has always recognized 
the relationship between the text of a poem and its real
isation in sound.

In other words, Thai poets are aware of the close 
relationship between music and poetry. Most Thai poetry 
can be recited as well as sung like songs with melodies. 
Thus, there exists in Thai tradition a special way of

i
reading poetry called tmivhlifN IfjlTis which may be trans
lated as 'melodious reading'. This means that the readers 
must pay special attention to the rising and falling inton- 
ation in the poem or prolong some ending syllables for the 
emphasis of sounds and meanings.

The purpose of this study is to illustrate the import
ance of 'convention' in Thai poetry and how the poet mani
pulates the 'convention' to create 'modernity' in his work. 
As I have chosen to study Angkhan's Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng 
which is composed in the Nirat genre, we shall now begin by 
examining some conventions of Nirat.

It might be helpful if we try first to clarify the 
characteristics of Nirat poems. Dr Manas Chitakasem 
described the meaning of the word 'Nirat* both as a Sanskrit 
lexical form and a type of poetry in Thai as follows:



'As a lexical form, it has been generally 
accepted that the term Nirat is of Sanskrit origin.
It comes from flnirafl meaning "without" and "asa" 
meaning "passion or desire". However, it is used in 
Thai poetry to mean "separation, to be separated from, 
or to be without something which is dearly desired".
In a Nirat poem a poet may express, with strong feel
ings and emotion, that he must "nirat" his loved one 
or "nirat" something which often veils many feelings 
and desires and includes a yearning to experience the 
pleasure of affectionate union or reunion.'"*"

Prince Bidyalankarana, a famous poet and scholar also
commented that 'The Nirat poems use the subject of sadness

2on love separation as the core.'

As a Nirat poem is usually composed during a journey, 
either a real or an imaginary one, the poet can naturally 

make use of 'time1 and 'nature' as main elements for 
expressing his sufferings or his love-longing. Thus we 
can say that according to a Nirat convention, the main 
theme of love-longing is conveyed through the themes of 
time and nature. These three characteristic themes will 

serve as a starting-point in our exploration into the 
'convention' and 'modernity' in modern Thai poetry.

First we can begin by considering how Angkhan mani
pulates the theme of love-longing in his work 'Lam Nam Phu 
Kradu'n g 1. According to the convention, a Nirat poem is 

essentially a complaint of the poet's sufferings caused by 
the separation from his loved one. Angkhan follows this

"*" Manas Chitakasem, op. cit.
2 —Prince Bidyalankarana, Phasom Phasan: Miscellaneous Essays by N.M.S.
2 vols. (Bangkok, I960), 2, 7-9.
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convention but his suffering is somehow different. His 
main lamentation is not so much caused by his inevitable 
separation from his loved one but by his loneliness and 
his complete lack of a loved one. He expresses a deep 
resentment towards women because he believes that they 
value riches more than pure love. Yet he finds a consol
ation in creating his ideal beloved one in his dream; an 
idol of purity and beauty.

Within the essential theme of love-longing in a Nirat 
poem, it is normal for the poet to include the praising of 

his beloved which helps to reflect and deepen his suffer
ings. No doubt, Angkhan, fully aware of the significance 
of this theme, follows the convention.

In many major Thai poetical works, it is not uncommon 
to find the praising of the poet's beloved which follows 

the Indian convention. This means that a Thai poet tends 
to praise the beauty of his beloved by using a set of 
conventional comparisons to describe the 'ideal' beauty.

For example, her neck is compared to a swan's neck, 
her waist a lion's waist, her fingers like those of a 
Kinarl, a creature of half bird, half maiden in mythology. 
In praising his beloved, Angkhan follows the convention by 
using a similar traditional set of comparisons to describe 
an ideal beauty. However, his appraisal is also a mixture 
of convention and his own creativity. He does not seem to 

be content only with describing the physical features of 
his beloved but he mentions and praises her intellectual 
power in speech.
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p. 71
Vs * y v *=4 *4jflotiimoruirnrntf?

ItfflOH^VUlVimvntm1

Like the blade of piercing sword, is your tongue, 
Uttering words far more precious than poetry.
Simply by your speech, the poet can be mortified,
And at your feet he will humbly kneel down to die.

Apart from praising her intellect as well as her 
beauty, the poet expresses his desire to share his intell

ectual and spiritual life with her. He will discuss 
philosophy and art with her and make her share his apprec
iation of them. By all this they will create an ultimate 
union with each other, an ever-lasting love which is above 

and beyond time.

p . 72

i juuflmifizYh'nmn 

afmiJnrifpiivmfirnfi
IL3J3J1 U f\MS'UVilUvrn a tv1 u

n ̂  f n  ** f  >3 h  ^Qjojntu

Real friends of heart are you and I 
Together we study the Earth and the Sky! 
Always in love we are till we die,
And forever renowned is our love divine!

1 _ _ _Angkhan Kalayanaphong, Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng (Bangkok, 1969), p. 71.
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As says old master Sunth^n Phu 
Till the end of the Earth and the Sky
Immortal is the power of true love
And remain it will beyond time above!

This 'idealistic' element in the poet's desire is 
something 'new' in Thai poetry. According to the convent
ion, the emphasis is almost entirely put upon the physical 
beauty of the poet's loved one and normally little or
nothing is mentioned about her intellectual or spiritual
qualities. At most, the poet might praise her refined 
manners and her modesty.

On the other hand, this 'idealistic' element here is 
not surprising since the poet makes it explicit that his 
loved one is an 'ideal' lady in his dream and not in reality.

Nevertheless, his 'idealistic' desire and praise for 
his ideal lady is a great contrast to his bitter attack 
against women in reality. From his own unhappy experience 
with women, the poet expresses a very strong resentment 
against women's nature. He laments that his loneliness and 
complete lack of a loved one is only due to his lack of 
wealth.

p. 16 ^ ^ « v »
flxmnsmnfisn^NiivitN ' m n m i f m n  IfiTvmo i m

V V 1 J |
I t mw^nvitNViCivm

Alas, I lack forever any riches 
Thus never can I find Love's sweetness!
Empty are all the chambers of my heart 
Lonely, tormented and falling apart!



He also blames women for their frivolity by using the 
convention of comparing the impermanence of their love to 

the impermanence of the dewdrops.

p. 94
• V V I V  V

'nn<iflU'NinpnNim/'m ^masmuvunfi^vi ivmifl
m i T m m m f u ^ i j l ^  iiapit ivitnlvimifinnTs'min

Glittering dewdrops are women's hearts 
Like brilliant diamonds they all seem,
So firstly met they can impress
But, alas, so soon reveal their emptiness!

p . 65 v *1 ■=» • V V
in l r ^

• ^ •
^fhumiicuin'Enrnj

Like dewdrops are women's love!
After short dawn swiftly disappearing,
Radiant like diamonds glittering,
But, alas, how cruelly deceiving!

j^fhviTt ivimJufimvifnlvifi 

flnfimnrhlvruvnlfi i flu

Parting from you is but parting from the dews, 
All is gone just after dawn!
A precious diamond is not your heart,
So easily found anywhere, anytime!

p . 62
I V V V

' m q n m n - w n u n f m  

jj l£Qun̂ 3JWJjfinf)i It

fltiuffn̂ Lflnaiuvifnlvia



The poet even allows himself to repeat many times 

throughout his work that women are in fact the greatest 
or the most dangerous and destructive power against men. 
They are, for the poet, like the graves of men or they 
are Death themselves.

vi a n n ®i o cj an oj S'fumiFin u 

1 a n vi u-ivfV1 vi u n 1 jj wou

Alas, my poor and miserable life I 
Turning to corpse even before I die.
Ah, women are like monsters from hell,
Who can deceive, harm and destroy your life!

Forever lingering is my forlorn pain,
Endless will it be in this world and beyond.
No doubt, women are the graveyards of men,
Who are born only to meet Death in the end.

p. 95 I
Imumifrmnfnmj

* t

Why should this current of love 
Flow back to burn my own heart?
Far worse than any weapon are women 
Uncaring quite, destroying lives of men!

P *  64 >4 ̂4 * W  ** * ri ffi  ̂ I(
mnnsn b  Ivmfifm

Truly women are Death,
That cruelly kills and destroys the heart!

lbsvnTS'n'iBfmuliJ

64
fimvisfnvunSfrm!

fl'mniurt'mntmjrnufl

LTuibftnnn'iitfnlrtn
<4=1̂ 1 V
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This bitter ’denunciation' or attack against women is 
a very dramatic contrast to his 'idealistic' praise which 
is in itself a part of the convention of the poem of Nirat 
type. Therefore, here, we can see how the poet creates 
his own 'modernity' out of the 'convention' he is very much 
aware of. He extends the praise of his loved one from her 
purely physical beauty to her intellectual and spiritual 
beauty. At the same time, he adds in the bitter attack 
caused by his own disappointment from women. This seems 
to make a clear distinction between his 'ideal' world and 
his 'real' world and reminds the readers of the well- 

balanced reality in the poet's mind. Thus the poet succeeds 
in establishing himself as an 'idealistic' poet without 
losing the ability to perceive and realize the nature of 
reality.

To manipulate the convention of using the theme of 
love-longing in Nirat, the poet not only laments the lack 

of love for himself alone but also laments the lack of love 
in all humanity of the present time. Throughout the work, 
the poet expresses his deep love for nature and praises the 
divine generosity of nature towards mankind. On the other 
hand, he clearly abhors the fact of humans' cruelty towards 

nature and towards each other. For him, the lack of love 

in the human heart is the cause of sufferings and destruct
ion of the world. Because of their ignorance, human beings 
are blind to the beauty of nature and fail to live in 

harmony with nature.

The poet also resents the modern technology that 
encourages human beings to believe that they can be the



master of nature and the world. He believes that although 
science and technology are the source of human progress 
they can also be the cause of destruction for all humanity
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Alas inhuman and dry is now our world!
Thus will the infernal fire sweep over Earth and Sky 
All our tears can hardly help to cool 
Nor calm nor subdue the burning fire!

Marvellous though science seems to be 
Equally dangerous it can also be 
Even to destroy all human race
Thus all creatures can disappear with no trace!

p. 41
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Then the world would be without happiness. 
Night and day the Heart would suffer,
Just because of wicked cleverness,
Indulging in sins and impure labour!
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Behind the arrogance of the brains,
Lies the wicked nature of wild animals,
Full of mysteriously evil influences,
Burning like the infernal flames!

Unable to know one's self,
The meanings of life are empty and gone.
Thus ruined is the whole world,
Where virtues and morals see no dawn!

From the discussion so far we can see how the poet 

makes use of the 'convention' to express his own ideas and 
philosophy. The theme of love-longing which is essential 
and characteristic of the Nirat genre is carefully and 
subtly manipulated to the full. The poet's love-longing 

* is not caused by the inevitable separation from his loved 
one but from his deprivation of any loved one at all. 

Therefore, the poet laments his lack of love and at the 
same time he looks beyond himself and laments the lack of 
love in the human heart which, for him, causes all the 
sufferings in our modern world.

His lamentation, in fact, reflects his deep love and 
appreciation of nature which is one of the significant 
themes in all his works. According to the Nirat conven
tion, it is quite common to find that the main theme of 
love-longing is closely related to the theme of nature and 

time. In other words, Thai poets in Nirat poems always 

use nature and time to express their sufferings caused by 
separation and love-longing. Needless to say, Angkhan is 

too much aware of this 'convention' to neglect it in his 

w o r k .
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Thus it is worthwhile discussing the themes of nature 
and time in Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng in some depth and detail 
here since they are obviously essential to the apprecia
tion of the work and help us to see how the poet mani

pulates 'convention' to create 'modernity' in his work.
The theme of nature has always been a very essential 

element in Thai poetry, especially in a Nirat poem where 
the poet uses nature as an element for his lamentation.
The poet describes nature in relation to his own feelings 
and sufferings at the moment. Khlong Thawathotsamat. a 
fore-runner of the Nirat type, is an obvious example of how 
the poet expresses his love-longing through the description 
of nature. He describes the change of seasons and plants 
which all remind him of his beloved. The rain, the sun, 

the heat, the wind and the clouds, all help to reflect his
1pains and sufferings caused by his desire and love-longing.

Prince Thammathibet, one of the most outstanding poets
of the Ayuthaya period, also makes use of the theme of time
and nature in his well-known Nirat poem, Nirat Phrabat.

It is quite common for a Thai poet to describe nature in
relation to his beloved one by using the technique of pun

2and transference of meanings. The names of trees, flowers, 
fruit, birds and fish usually serve to express the poet's 

admiration for his beloved, the remembrance of joys and 

happiness he shares with her and at the same time his 
desire and sufferings caused by separation.

^Manas Chitakasem, op. cit., p. 144.
^Ibid. pp. 157-67.
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This 'convention' is, in fact, not limited to a Nirat 

poem alone but can be found in other types of poetry such 
as in a narrative poem or even in an epic. However, since 
the theme of love-longing is prominent in a Nirat poem, 

this 'convention* is even more definitely emphasized and 
manipulated.

The theme of nature is very prominent in Lam Nam Phu 
Kradu1ng and the poet even declares in his work that it is 

only his deep love and appreciation of nature that inspires 
him to compose this work.

p . 163
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Thus ends my Nirat Phu Kradu'ng,
Composed from the deepest love for nature.
No matter how many existences to come,
The same love may I feel forever!
Humbly would I always recognize
The real value of the Earth and the Sky!

Thus it is not surprising to find that in this Nirat 
the description of nature is more emphasized than that of 

the journey or the places. In fact, we can say that the 
importance of the journey seems to be secondary whereas 
the poet's admiration of nature and his philosophical 
contemplation of it appear more prominent.



This, however, does not mean that the poet ignores 
the convention in a Nir^t poem to use nature as an element 
for lamentation. By using the technique of pun and trans
ference of meanings, the poet expresses his sufferings and 
love-longing through the description of nature.
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From the example above, flowers and tree names are 

taken and punned with attributes and feelings of the 
beloved. This can be illustrated from the first line of 

the quotation as follows:

horn chokaso n u ’k keep wlfeota chatna prathana nangkaso

Kabo is the name of a flower and it is used to pun with 
Kaeo wabota,meaning ’beloved1, and with Nangk^o, meaning ’an 
ideal l a d y 1. The line can be translated as

‘The scent of kaeo flower reminds me of you, my beloved, 
precious to me as my eyes, even in my next life I long 
for you, my ideal lady. 1

We can find passages of a similar nature and technique 
in many other poetical works. For example from Lilit Phra
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Similarly, from the works of Prince Thammathibet we 
can find passages of the same nature.

p . 29
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If the poet in the past normally used the theme of 

nature only as an element for lamentation, Angkhan seems 
to be more philosophical and serious for he uses nature as

1Lilit Phra Lo (Bangkok, 1965), p. 62.
2 _ v _ _ _Dhanit Yupho, Phraprawat phraniphon chofa Thammathibet (Bangkok, 1973), 
p. 29.
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a main subject for contemplation. Since the poet suffers 
from his loneliness and lack of love, he turns towards 

nature as a consolation. He declares explicitly that he 
has no more faith in women nor human nature and thus prefers 
to devote himself to nature and the art of poetry.
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Alas, my sad and lonely life,
How it grows like wild trees,
Surrounded by merciless hearts 
Being harmed, wounded and destroyed I

Thus I can no longer feel any love 
For all this cruel humanity!
If the world ran out of art or poetry 
I would rather become a corpse!

In this existence, poetry is my vocation, 
So absolutely and truly!
All the four chambers of my heart 
Are filled with its divine nectar!

With Shadow, my forlorn friend,
I have escaped to these woods,
Where the kind and divine Poetry 
Is revealing to me the wonders of Nature!
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Because of his deep love and appreciation for nature, 
his attitude towards nature is rather different from other 
Thai poets. Angkhan looks at nature very closely and gives 
equal value to every element in nature. For him, the sand, 
stones or earth are as precious as any precious stones.
Every natural object is related to every other and all 
are interdependent. A tiny drop of dew helps to create the 
ocean and without iron and tin, gold would not have any 
value. The poet appreciates even the most insignificant 
thing in nature, therefore the smallest and simplest flowers 
or even the most unpleasant and ugliest insects are worthy 
of his admiration.

p. 14
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Thousands of grains of dust and sand 
Creating the Earth for us to live 
Are, no doubt, more virtuous and precious 
Than any gems or diamonds!
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Why look down on small wild flowers?
Are they not the precious gifts from Heaven 
To beautify and adorn this Earth?
Why praise only gold, neglecting lead and iron?

A tiny drop of water, though like a dewdrop,
Surely helps to create the great ocean!
Without sand, stone and earth,
What is the value of gems and diamonds?

Even the lowest creatures, insects or worms,
Are worthy of our appreciation.
With the heart free from contempt,
We can learn the values of all things!

In other w o r d s , we can see that the poet has a very 
genuine and high respect for nature. This is explicitly 
stated when the poet reveals that nature is his great 
teacher. The sky, the moon and the stars all teach him the 
secret of the night. The mountains and the clouds make him 
experience loneliness and melancholy. Even the dew helps 

to make him realize what it is like to feel cold. The 
smallest wild flowers are like his friends who help to 
sharpen his intellect. In fact all the things that go on 
in nature give him kind and generous instruction about life.
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My divine teachers are all over the Sky,
The Moon and bright Stars in heaven
Kindly tell me the wondrous mystery of Night
And various universes, glittering like diamonds!

The Mountains teach me the taste of loneliness, 
And the Clouds train my forlorn heart to wander.
The falling Dew teaches me how the heart can freeze 
When love and hope fade away like Night.

The flowing stream, weeping to the pebbles, 
Invites me to cry silently for my broken dreams!
For Cupid wakes me up to Love
Only to show me all its sweet sufferings!

Even the smallest wild flowers are like friends 
Who help to enlighten and sharpen my mind.
Thus will I devote my life to all Nature Teachers 
Trying to realize the divinity of poetry!

The p o e t 's idea of the Nature Teacher is further 
expressed in a beautiful description of the woods and the 
grass covered with dew. For the poet, the beauty of 
nature is a 'spiritual gift' from heaven to feed our mind 
and to open our inner eyes to the 'truth' of life.
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The woods and grass, sprinkled with dew 
Are glittering brilliantly like gems and pearls.
Are they not spiritual gifts for our mind 
Graciously granted from the Sky?

So evident is the profound wisdom in nature 
Without seeking nor searching wherever!
Sages are the Sea, the Earth and the Sky 
Who open our inner e y e s !

Besides, the poet praises the generosity and kindness 

of nature towards human beings who generally do not realize 
the kindness of nature but try to destroy nature without 
any feeling for it. The poet believes that if human beings 
could learn from nature how to give without asking anything 
in return and how to live in harmony with each other, the 
world would be a possible paradise for all and everybody 
could enjoy peace and happiness on earth.
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Trees never complain, merely accept.
Nor do they ever become jealous of anyone.
Such wicked impurity cannot touch them.
How great must their hearts be 
To abide always to solitude,
And to cherish peace!
They do not know how to cheat
Nor to accumulate wealth for fear of future hardship. 
So unlike human beings who, so covetous,
Can sell even their hearts and souls!

Trees give their fragrant flowers,
So graciously and gratuitously!
Even though they are cruelly slaughtered 
Just for empty money,
Never do they utter a word of protest!

How courageous and admirable they are!
Are they not the Greatness themselves,
Holding brilliant Immortality?
Their lives are the lives of giving,
Of divine purity and honours,
A complete sacrifice to Earth!

Because of the poet's special respect and reverence 

for nature, mingled with his deep love and understanding, 
he personifies nature to a very high degree and thus 
renders liveliness and loveliness to nature as well as 
tenderness and emotions.

p. 99
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Gently and slowly comes the Dusk, 
While gloomy skies seem to weep.
Night unfolds her sorrowful silk 
To cover and lull the Earth to sleep!
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The breeze in the pine woods whispers softly, 
Sadly composing sweet and forlorn melody,
Till the clouds, so enchanted and moved,
Cannot help shedding tears in gentle showers!^
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The forest-pines compose sweet and sad melody, 
While the flowers blossom cheerfully.
Wild flowers all over the mountains 
Are wooing the bees with their fragrance!
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iA good example of Angkhan's technique of the personification of 
natural elements as human.
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Lovely are the colours of these morning flowers! 
Their buds are blossoming as if smiling,
And peacefully dewdrops are still sleeping 
On their sweet and tender petals!

Oh, how the Moon charmingly implores the clouds 
But how forlorn is the clear lonely Sky! tonigh
The Milky Way, so brilliant and bright,
Is glittering like the magic eyes of Night!

From all these descriptions of nature we can see that 
nature is represented not only as goodness and kindness 
towards human beings or as a great teacher to the poet 

but also as very humane, gentle, tender and melancholic.
By using a lot of personification the poet succeeds in 
drawing his readers nearer to nature and to feel and 
understand nature better.

Since the poet is also an artist, he tends to 'paint' 
his description of nature and creates a beautiful image 
with details and colours.
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Far beyond the wide horizons are the mountain lines, 
With the cliffs and valleys intertwined.
Forlorn and lonely are the clouds uphigh,
And on each mountain shines the blue, pale grey divine!

116
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Lonely is my heart while the rays of dawn adorn
the clouds.

Bright deep crimson is the rainbow of the rising sun, 
Glittering like gold, causing a deep reflection:
Will we ever reach that divine heaven once?
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Flowering indeed are these wild green screens,
Full of buds and blossoms, yellow, red, white and cream, 
With young and tender leaves lavishingly adorning,
Thus render divine and beautiful the whole surrounding!
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This soft golden moss, gleaming in orange beams, 
Is like a magic carpet on the rocks' recesses. 
Precious ornaments of the mountain are they all 
With wonderful wild flowers of every kind!



The significance of colours in his description of 
nature is even more emphasized when the poet praises the 

beauty of the rainbow's colours. He states clearly that 
for him every colour is like a gift from heaven with a 
special quality of exquisite immortality. Besides, this 
appreciation of colours brings him joy and contentment 
that help to enrich his soul and life.

Every colour is a divine gift from the Sky, 
So precious like sacred immortality!
The riches and wealth of the Three Worlds 
Is undoubtedly uncomparable!
Humbly I adore this divine gift,
And loving the rainbow like the kingly treasures, 
I feel richer than the rest of the world 
For I hold this divine gift in my hand!
Surely joys can be used to cure
All the bitterness and pains in life.
Only with contentment and serene happiness,
Can you truly become a real millionaire!
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Here we can see again that ‘colours' as elements in 
nature lead the poet to a philosophical contemplation like 
all the other beauty he finds in nature. This serves to
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emphasize the significance of the theme of nature in 
Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng. In this modern Nirat, nature is not 

just an element for lamentation as in the past but it is 
by itself a main subject for the poet's contemplation.
The description of nature builds up the significance of 
the whole work as it reveals the sensibility of the poet as 
well as his ideal and philosophy of life.

The importance of the actual journey in this Nirat 

seems to be secondary to the importance of the poet's 
contemplation on nature. Thus through the theme of nature 
the readers can follow the journey of the poet's mind and 
perceive the significance and the beauty of the work.

We can consider that Angkhan follows the 'tradition' 

and 'convention' in Thai poetry by cherishing the theme of 
nature. He also tries to deepen and extend its significance 
by his artistic and philosophical attitude. Writing for his 
readers of the modern time, Angkhan takes the responsibility 
of cultivating the readers' minds by endearing nature to 
them in the hope that they can learn to love nature and live 
in harmony with nature. He perceives and describes the 
'spiritual' beauty of nature as well as its 'physical' 
beauty. For the poet the ultimate purpose of perceiving the 

beauty in nature is to elevate the mind and spirit of his 
readers.

Another significant theme connected with the main theme 

of love-longing in a Nirat poem is the theme of time. Like 

nature, time or the passing of time in Thai Nirat poems 

serves as an important element for the poet's lamentation. 
This is manifested even in an early poem of the Nirat type
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in the Ayuthaya period like Thawathotsamat. The poet 
uses the passing of time, the change of seasons and human 
activities as a means to express his love-longing and 
sufferings caused by the separation from his loved-one.

The beauty and significance of Thawathotsamat is well 
recognized among Thai scholars and its influence can be 
seen in some later Nirat poems such as Nirat Phrabat by 
Prince Thammathibet, one of the most distinguished poets of 
the Ayuthaya period and Nirat Duan by Nai MI, a student of 
the great poet Sunthon Phu of the early Ratanakosin period.
In all these works, the poets manipulate the theme of time 
in order to convey their desires and sufferings according 
to the 'convention' of the Nirat genre."''

In Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng, the poet manipulates the 
'convention' in a different manner. He realizes the import
ance of the theme of time as an element for lamentation. 
However, his lamentation is somehow quite different. He 
laments the passing of time not because it reminds him of 

his loved one but because it reminds him of his own mort
ality, the brevity of life and the limited time to enjoy 
the beauty and wonders of nature.

From the beginning of the work, the poet's first 
contemplation is the contemplation on time. He questions 

what time is and why all human beings are subject to it.
He believes that we are all the slaves of time but if we 
try hard enough we can free ourselves from the limit of time.

1For detail of the treatment of time m  these Nirat poems see Manas 
Chitakasem, op. cit., p. 145.
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Alas, what is it we call Time?
Why should it ever be, in our World, so powerful? 
Of course, it is timeless outside our World.
Oh, what slaves of cruel time all we humans are I

Absolute master on earth Time is, 
Manipulating humans like poor slaves.
Let's wake up our conscience and wisdom, 
Determined to fight for our freedom!

To our work be devoted night and day. 
To get strength, meditate and pray.
Select the best of our immortal ideals 
As our powerful weapons and shields!

To really conquer the power of Time, 
To humble and ruin this great harm,
A constantly joyful heart need we,
To attain a real liberty!

p. 36
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No attachment to anything in life,
No greed, anger nor illusions,
We can forget and abandon the cruel Clock,
Thus the current of Time can touch us not I

Throughout the work, the poet laments the brevity of 

human life and how every minute of life is too precious 
to be wasted in ignorance and greed. For him, life without 
an ultimate ideal does not have any value and to waste time 

is like committing suicide.

p. 15
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A gift from the Sky life is,
As precious as any kingly treasure.
Truly every minute is life,
Wasting time is thus committing suicide!
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Oh, how vulnerable and short life is! 
Before we get to understand the Earth and Sky 
Death hastily comes to greet us,
Taking us away to sleep in a different World!
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A grain of sand is like a divine clock. 
No doubt life is extremely short,
Not even half as old as the earth or sand, 
Gone are we all far from the human eyes!
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Slowly flowing is the sand under the streams, 
Kindly reminding the Earth like a clock divine. 
Only a few minutes long does life seem,
So come and taste immortality to survive!

149
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How vain are these small human beings 
To think like the sky they will forever stay? 
But life is shorter than a grain of sand,
So insignificant like a drop of water!

The poet believes that because most people do not 
realize how short life is they waste their lives destroy
ing each other as well as nature. He also resents the fact



that during our short life we do not have enough time to 
understand life, nature nor ourselves.

It is worth noticing that the poet repeatedly compares 
life to a tiny dewdrop or a drop of water, and thus estab
lishes an underlying lexical pattern in the work which will 
be discussed later on.

On one hand, the poet perceives time as a destroyer of 
life and laments the cruelty of time that kills and destroys 
everything, even the small innocent flowers.

Without mercy can time destroy,
Even the most innocent flowers.
Letting them perish and sink in the earth,
Showing no compassion, care nor love!

Because of this cruelty the poet cannot help feeling 
threatened by time and expresses his desire to be 'above' 

time, to rebel against this cruelty and to be able to 
reach 'immortality' through his works.
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No longer can I be devoted to Time 
Nor to any measure of Time on earth.
Rather I would revolt and change 
To that cruel Time, be above!

No more faith nor respect to Time 
My ultimate goal of life 
Is my divine and immortal works 
That will forever be my greatest delights!

On the other hand, the poet's awareness of the 
destructive nature of time does not prevent him from 
perceiving time as the creator of the beauty in nature. 

While admiring the marvellous beauty of nature such as 
the mountains, the caves, the forests, the poet is always 
aware of the creative power of time that shapes and moulds 
everything in nature.

p. 49 ^ ^  „ * * - Kfnun^vmaviwEmvNnan upfivrnvnm atfafm
1 *1 4

u i j u i j f l f m n f m n i n T M i o  m f n i h v i u n t i t n i m m

Who can create such marvellous beauty on Earth, 
But those magic hands of Time?
Oh, jealous human beings, have no anger,
Pray love and never destroy the woods and wild!

^  ̂  V • V  * V  V

ljmijftnnfivintifhufWn tnunilfwmiflTnijfN.



Surely more than thousands and millions of years 
Have gently polished this pure and glittering sand 
And in every pebble and grain of sand hide 
The invaluable poetry and philosophy of mind!

52 , v t i t
ufiasnauLinnmi^inrmn wrtiovitH j nyjntffinmi
1 y y y |itnrmtnuil?iiTu mlvilitmxj'n'3'nu

Older than the great grandfather are these rocks, 
And every single corner of them I truly love!
Oh how many million of years of labour,
Can create such unforgettable splendour?

92
A

miviastifativiwmivN n tn  rmTfitiInjjflvifutvh

Whose divine gardens are these,
Created to challenge those of heaven?
Oh, yes they are gracious works
Of the heavenly hands of Indefinite Time!

The poet realizes that all the beauty in nature is a 
result of a very long and delicate process of evolution 
through time. Therefore, he appreciates nature with deep 
respect and love.

It is obvious that in his work, the poet reveals to 
his readers the dual nature of time as a creator and 
destroyer of life and beauty. This deep awareness serves



to explain the poet's longings for 'immortality'. As he 
values the beauty and wisdom of nature, he values the 

power of time that creates it. Therefore, it is natural 
that he will long to be a part of this eternal power and 
refuse to be destroyed by time.

His desire for 'immortality' through his work is 
explicitly stated throughout as we can notice the intens-

forever or ever-lasting.

The poet's desire for his work to last forever is in 
fact not a modern or new idea in Thai poetry. Thai poets 
in the past also made the same wish that their work could 
remain until the end of time. For example, in Lilit Yuan 
Pha i , the poet expressed his pride for his work by compar
ing it to a beautiful garland adorning the world till the 

end of time.

<*
ive use of words like , fijjfis

imperishable as well as riaih'ltf'TU , OftiflT

meaning immortal,
meaning

fhjainjjfnpimtN 

Snijjjntntf'mpi 

luo ion ffirtnm ififN

nam uv i u rn

I y y
fifiglvijjLifi'jJtiiJ

y viihifUaiilflifawu

i

vnmiuufiwh'tmi D in v n u 1

^Lilit Yuan Phai (Bangkok, 1969), p. 16.
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A similar feeling is expressed by Prince Thammathibet 

in his famous Nirat Than Thong Daeng when he made a wish 
that his work should be read and admired by those who could 
appreciate it and thus remain forever.

< n L U t n m m m m

rudujmenniii 
Yin iSmi

V

‘lu U n u
• * M 1t)OUt)OOtlJT

For Angkhan, his work is truly the ultimate goal of 
his life. He believes that his dignity, honour and value 
depends on his works as a poet. Poetry is his vocation and 
through his poetical achievements he wishes to free himself 
from time and mortality.

p. 161

i Uu i m n ^  umi 

lblaniQfHftami

I Vidf]£fJJ?JfnLI

tv

Lrmrfiurt

pnin'Nvmu

To poetry will I devote my whole lifel 
Though my body is ruined or decays 
Eternally will my spirit stay
Even in other worlds will my name be honoured 
Thus can my spirit remain radiant forever!

1 _ _Dhanit Yupho, op. cit., p. 143.
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The love and pride he feels for his works is clearly 
expressed at the end of his work when he compares his 
poetry to the most beautiful and
to beautify the world. He also 
work to remain forever.

p. 163

i i

dnnijw 'nThvmn
t V J V

ffa ivminviin
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purest diamond which helps 
expresses a wish for his

‘bvnti
tv

fntj'j
I V
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Noble and courageous is the painter-poet 
Whose brilliant and immortal name is Angkhan 
His honour is in the works he dearly loves 
Which will remain till the end of Sky and EarthI

Like a great and pure diamond is his work 
Composed to console and comfort the heart of Earth 
Forever and ever may it remain with time 
Till the Earth and Sky are burnt down!

The poet's desire for immortality here is very 
interesting since it appears at first sight to be rather 
unusual in a Buddhistic context. However, the poet manages 
to clarify the meaning of 'immortality' he longs for through 

his work.
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At the beginning of the work, the poet invites his 
readers to follow the 'ideal' path of Buddha and to live 
according to his principles so that the world would be a 
beautiful and peaceful paradise for all. By being able to 
purify and enlighten our spirits and souls we can attain 
the ultimate truth and be 'above' time which means no danger 
nor death can harm us.

p. 14

Having seen the beauty and meaning of life,
I have tried to keep it forever in my divine poetry. 
Raised above time is thus my heart 
And no longer can Death harm me I

p. 15

flumunfisiff'iritfft'jiJTpn j  e  d u n v r n v u  j  11 w f i  v m j

*1 v i n v j n p l  u fu 4* ^

lJfj'Jfitffiu s iJ f

a *  4.
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glVlilifiiJBfn'n'n 
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l  n u  x f i  t i P t O ^ l v i Q j  

1 v s  %  n  t r n  v i - n  n ) ? ■yn  t  r u u j1 c u

Now awake, let us find the divine path 
Of our holy and great Buddha.
With our whole heart, let us sacrifice
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And truly give for joy, day and night!
Come, let us change beliefs and ways of life

To create a heavenly world well-purified.
Pray, never kill, have mercy on others,
Instead convert the blood to use in growing flowers!

Raise our heart as high as the bright stars 
Let it be shining with brilliant noblesse 
With bravery and sound wisdom,
An immortal heart, forever timeless!

On the other hand, the poet also believes that through

his vocation as an artist he could create 'immortality' in 
his work which will help not only himself but all the others 
to understand the meaning and value of life. It is obvious 
that the poet highly values the spiritual power of poetry 
over human minds. Therefore he equally esteems the magic 
of dreams and imagination. For him, imagination is time
less and through imagination the 'immortality' in any 
artistic works is possible. This means that an artist or 
a poet creates his work through his imagination and in turn, 

as long as his works can be perceived through imagination 

they will always remain.
Because of this belief in the spiritual value of poetry 

the poet places high value on the power of imagination. For 
him, through that power, we can attain the ultimate truth 

to understand the meaning of life. Therefore, the spiritual 
value of poetry is almost comparable to being a Bodhisattva 
who helps others to attain enlightenment. We can find many 
passages where he praises the magic of imagination and dreams.
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p . 113
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Then the radiant divinity of life will you find 
To help create your immortal work,
And save the world from the infernal fire,
That consumes all common souls and lives!
Thus will life gain a real meaning
When you can appreciate the Earth like the Sky!
Even almost equal to Bodhisattva can you be 
Just by your perseverance divine!

p. 112

Pmucfti i fluHo i 
. ✓ * a

in W ilg n w lrb ^
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Above all time are dreams 
That bring our hearts to wonderful realms, 
And paint everything in celestial hues. 
Thus, magically all our desires come true!

p. 112
^  f v V  C»
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Dreams are composed of magic elements,
Always renewed by Heaven above,
Forever to fill up our hearts,
Like money in the bank to be withdrawn.
They polish and burnish all precious facts 
To reveal the invaluable truth.
Crystallized gradually they can become 
A radiant magic crystal for all desires!

From the discussion so far, we have observed the 
connection and cohesion among three major themes in a 
Nirat poem: the themes of love-longing, nature and time. 
This close connection and cohesion serve ultimately to 
build up the significance of the work. In Lam Nam Phu 
Kradu * n g , the poet carefully builds up the unity and sig
nificance of his work through a key image of water as well 
as some major lexical patterns.

If we consider the theme of time, we will notice that 
time is closely related to the image of water. The poet

often refers to time as fiJsLifinna or fiJsiifinfn meaning
'the current of time'. Consequently, the verbs used to 
describe the action of time are mostly those connected with

water like Ivifi = to flow, = to melt,
= to wash, to clean.

These can be seen in various passages in the text, for 
example:

p . 12 ^ tv i
imnnfitnn In lupu

Ivitmfitntjrijfmfh!—  u i
v i •

13 A vli j 11 Vi * n n a “f n  j a m  s ni n  t*n



p . 35

en ivn'ft'iunTsufima
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p. 36
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p. 89
yunfnimufisfntj

Similarly, the poet often compares life to a drop of 
water when he tries to express how life is actually so

to a boat of love wandering through the sea of fate, tears 

and sufferings. These two images connected with water and 
the sea help to reflect the poet's melancholy and painful 
awareness of the nature of life. Even poetry which is the 
poet's only consolation in life is also compared to the 
waves which move and reflect the beauty and life of the sea.

short, transient and fragile.1 Besides, he compares life

p. 141
A yY i t h f t f l s v n i i f i m i f i i j m i

TrnifiiN irmnpmiifn <miflnfMuih4n>iflq|
y t y

Vhi n m r i m ’rinvilftw yu^iMuvmmipiu

1See quotations and translation pp. 44-5.
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The waves are sweet and divine poetry 
Endlessly moving and enchanting my heart 
Drifting in the sea of love and sufferings 
Is, alas, my drowning heart!

Life, like a boat of love,
Is destined to be wrecked and gone!
Aggravated by all my deeds so unworthy 
My poor life and soul perish completely!

The image of poetry as the waves in the sea is worth 
noticing as it reveals the poet's attitude towards the 
nature of poetry as well as its values. To the sea, the 
waves are natural and spontaneous and they actually form 
part of the sea as a totality. Thus, to the poet's mind 

poetry is a part of his life and it is a natural and spont
aneous expression of life. Because of this belief, the poet 
seems to be able to perceive all the 'poetry' in nature. He 
considers the movement of nature as well as the music of 
nature as divine poetry created by the Nature-Poet. This 
can be seen throughout the work where he describes the 
natural beauty of the scenery.

p. 152
V

'naninnrft nosf-mpi 
nwu'bliiehimn 

yinfn'j'n'nljjssjijjsin

Every single glittering star 
Is composing forlorn poetry in Heaven,
And flowing in the melody of the streams 
Are the sweet drops of poetry's radiance!
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89
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So marvellous like a beautiful painting 
Are the water plants adorning divine streams!
Every movement of the leaves is truly poetry,
And no doubt the mountain is the poet!
Who, then, has composed this poetic painting 
Of the wild water-weeds gently dancing 
Under the bright rainbow water of the s u n ,
Offering the charm and beauty of their tiny flowers 
Above the clear crystal water?

p. 149 1 J ' «i 4
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I would try to pledge those wild streams 
To slow down and wait for dreams,
And to the whispering water I would advise 
How to sing and recite poetry divine!

Moreover, the waves represent the continuity of the 
sea as they give life and beauty to the sea. Therefore, 
the poet values his poetry as the continuity of his life 
through which he could attain his divine 'immortality'.

It is worth noticing that even when the poet describes 
nature he often refers to the movement in nature such as 
the trees, the leaves, the flowers or the fields as the



movement of water or the waves. It is not difficult to 
find descriptions like 'the waves of grass', 'the sea of 
clouds and mountains' or 'the sea of wind and valleys'. 
The starry night is also described as 'the ocean of gems 
and diamonds'.

p. 98
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p. 149
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Thus we can see that the image of water serves at 
different subtle levels to integrate all the major themes 
of the poem and to create a total significance of the work. 

This obviously illustrates the close connection between the 
major themes of love-longing, nature and time in a Nirat

poem, for these themes are all connected with or related to
the same image as well as the same lexical patterns.

One aspect of Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng which belongs to 
the modern tradition in general is the use of quotation 
and allusion in the work. Angkhan does not try to conceal

his admiration for all the Thai poets of the past who
greatly influence him especially Sunthon Phu who is recog

nized as the most famous Nirat poet of the Rathanakosin 

Period.
The poet even mentions the name of Sunthon Phu in his 

work and refers to him as an 'old master'.

p . 72
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥

uuuTufiuBuvhiJvnfffnu 
Bijfisirm imtafnantn

As says old master Sunthon Phu 
Till the end of the Earth and the Sky 
Immortal is the power of true love 
And remain it will beyond time above!
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It is well recognized that Sunthon Phu's love poems 
are among the best in the heritage of Thai poetry. There
fore, by alluding to Sunthon Phu in his passages of love- 
longing and lamentation, Angkhan is able to evoke in the 
reader's mind the passionate and deep feeling of love, 
very characteristic of Sunthon Phu's style.

In the passage of his love-promise, Angkhan shows 

how he is influenced by Sunthon Phu. Though his expression 
and images are different, the basic ideas are the same as 
a typical love-promise in most of Sunthon Phu's works. The 
poet declares his strong desire to be with his loved one in 
every life and in any form of being in order to prove to her 
the eternity of his true love. He even emphasizes his true 
love by declaring that he is willing to follow his loved 

one to hell and to die with her in every life.

p. 72
fl mini mi vm n i vi LiJsnlrtilJsaulmismyh

• 11
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Let the Earth tremble down and decay 
Or the infernal flame wipe the Sky away 
And extinguish the Sun, Moon and Stars 
Yet forever let our love stay!
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No matter how many Earths and Skies are destroyed 
Let not our true love run dry 
Truly with heart and soul we love 
Thus immortalized is our love divine!

To the hell of ever-lasting fire I will follow you 
To live and to die with you forever 
Gladly and always will I die with you
Till the day when our karmas are over!

Were you humbly born a mermaid, snake, crab or shell 
Never will my true love be deterred 
All the obstacles I will surely overcome 
To resolutely love you in all existences to come!

We can see that Angkhan's use of the image of the fire 
that causes the destruction of the world, the sun, the moon 
and the stars is in fact a 'conventional' image of the end 
of the world in Thai poetry. On the other hand, the idea of 
following his loved one to hell and dying with her in every 
life or the idea of being born in the shapes of low creatures 
or animals like snakes or crabs can be considered less con

ventional, and help to reflect the intensity of feelings of
the poet.

Thus, by alluding to the name of Sunthon Phu and 
echoing his style and ideas, with some subtle modification 
of his own, Angkhan succeeds in creating his unique style 

and expression. This can be seen furthermore in Angkhan's 
use of Sunthon Phu's famous quotations in order to create 
an irony in his own work. The quotations are from Phra 

AphaimanI WJsfjtfyjjfi when Phra AphaimanI declares his
eternal love and devotion to Nang Laweng -
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These lines are among the most popular and the best 
remembered of Thai love poetry. They have also become a 
well-known lyric of a modern song, cherished and appreciated 
still by all the Thais of today.

The prominent feelings expressed here are those of 
deep love and devotion as well as the strong desire and 
resolution to prove the eternity of true love that lasts 
beyond this life. Angkhan, fully aware of the prominent 

feelings in these lines, deliberately uses these quotations 
to create an irony in his bitter lamentation of the avarice 
of women.

1 3J 14 fl Pi'13  it ffl ft i]f) Jfl U3111
V V V
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rG'QnniiPi l f]!j
l _ _Sunthon Phu, Phra AphaimanI (Bangkok, 1962), p. 639.



Till the end of the Earth, Sky and Ocean 
Never can end my true love for you!
Next life, a beggar-millionaire I would be 
To buy and satisfy myself with love's ecstasy!

Were you a great ocean, my love 
Meet you as a fish I certainly would!
Oh, how women are worse than any goddess,
Craving to be worshipped with all riches!

Were you a wonderful cave, my love
To abide with you I would be a swan!
And in every life to possess you 
How I would gladly hire and buy you!

The poet's resentment towards women's nature is 
strongly emphasized by the contrast between the quotations 
from Sunthon Phu's work and the poet's own lines. The poet 

combines here the lines from Phra AphaimanI expressing true 

love and devotion with his own lines which obviously express 
his bitter contempt for women's avarice. This sharp contrast 
serves to emphasize the intensity of the poet's feelings. 
Therefore we can see that the poet uses the quotations as a 

background to create a powerful expression of his own feel
ings and a deep irony in his work.

It is worth noticing that the use of quotations and
allusions serves ultimately to deepen and intensify the
meanings and significance of the work in a subtle and econom
ical manner. This technique is, in fact, very characteristic 
of modern literature which can naturally take advantage of 
the riches of the older literature by means of quotation and 
allusion. By manipulating this stylistic device, modern 
poets can use the connoted meanings in quotations and allu-
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sions to intensify their own works or to create an irony 
or even a satire to serve their various purposes.

If we consider the text more closely, we will find that 
the poet does not limit himself to quotations and allusions 
from written literary text alone. He also makes use of a 
nursery rhyme like a song to the moon, a child's request to 
the moon to give him and his loved ones all kinds of presents.

19
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Oh my dear Moon, please give me food 
With big copper rings and also gold ones 
Together with plenty of money 
So that I can make eating my ecstasy!

May I acquire the huge wild forests,
Besides, a big rubber plantation all to myself!
Any kind of impure work may I enjoy 
Just to exchange for riches and wealth!

May I have great new luxurious cars 
With televisions, refrigerators and air-conditioners 
Also a glamorous mansion to satisfy my passion,
And the same may I ask for my relations!

Here, Angkhan quotes the first line from the well- 
known song to the moon but he manages to change an innocent
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request of a child into a sarcastic attack on the greed 

and corruption of human beings.
Similarly, the poet sometimes uses the quotation from 

a proverb.

How true is the old saying 
That silver and gold bring brothers and sisters!
In every woman's heart, without exception.
Money is really her heart's devotion!

The proverb indicates the value human beings attach 
to money or riches. If you have silver or gold you will 
naturally have a lot of brothers and sisters as they all 
love your riches or your money. The poet, thus, uses this 
proverb to support and emphasize his bitter resentment 
against women who, in his opinion, by nature, adore wealth 
more than anything else.

Besides, the poet makes use of some old sayings in 
his metaphors and similes. For example, when he laments 
that his love is not appreciated he compares the girl 
throwing away his heart to the monkey throwing away a 
diamond without realizing the value of it.

l 141411 L llllU'EX)
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Even one of your fallen hairs
I do cherish and value.
But, alas my pure and perfect heart
You can simply cast away
Blindly like a monkey throws a diamond away!

The saying 'a monkey throwing a diamond away' usually 

refers to the ignorance of a person who destroys valuable 

things without even realizing it. By using this saying as 
a simile, the poet reveals effectively his high self-esteem 
and his bitterness against women at the same time. He con
siders his heart as precious as a diamond but if it is 
rejected it is only because of the ignorance on the girl's 
par t .

Thus, it is worth noticing that the use of quotations 
and allusions is not limited only to written literary 
texts but includes all other forms of oral literature such 

as nursery rhymes, songs, proverbs and sayings.
The study of Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng serves ultimately to 

illustrate how a modern poet can create 'modernity' in his 
work by manipulating the convention. The poet is aware of 
various conventions of a Nirat poem and manipulates them to 

the full.

On one hand, it is obvious that the 'conventions' of a 
Nirat poem still appear quite prominent as a 'structure' of 

the work. On the other hand, Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng can hardly 

be considered a 'conventional' Nirat poem in any sense of the 
word. Though the poet describes the journey to Phu Kradu'ng, 

it is the journey into the poet's mind that is more essent
ial for the readers to understand and follow.
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The beauty of nature described in the work serves to 
reveal the philosophy of life of the poet and thus nature 
proves to be one of the main themes of the work and not just 
an element for lamentation as in a conventional Nirat poem. 
Through nature the poet reveals and explores the 'spiritual* 
value of poetry and beauty, while contemplating the nature 
of time both as a creator and destroyer of life and beauty. 
Therefore, the themes of nature and time are connected and 
quite differently manipulated by the poet to create a 'new' 
type of a Nirat poem.

The theme of love-longing, usually and conventionally 

the 'core' of a Nirat poem, is also manipulated and extended 

in this work. The lamentation of the poet is caused by a 
lack of love both for himself and for humanity as a whole.

The lack of a loved one turns the poet to a deep devotion 
for poetry and nature and he claims it to be the 'ultimate 
goal' of his life. He laments also the lack of love in the 
human heart that causes much suffering in the modern world. 
Therefore the lamentation of love in this 'modern' Nirat 
transcends conventionally personal feelings and embraces a 
more philosophical aspect quite unique and unknown in Thai 
poetical tradition.

The 'spiritual' aspect of all the three main themes 

harmoniously integrated in the text reflects how the poet 
manipulates the conventions and the form of a Nirat poem 
ultimately to convey his own contemplation of life or, in 
other words, the spiritual journey into his mind.

By choosing the well-loved and well-known form of a 
Nirat poem as a 'structure' of his work, the poet can render
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his rather unconventional ideas more 'acceptable' or less 
'alien' to the readers who would expect and accept more 
'personal' sentiments in this type of poetry.

As a result, Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng can either be consid

ered a 'new' type of a Nirat poem as the 'form' or the 
'structure' of the work indicates or it can be more precisely 
considered as a new type of a 'lyrical' and 'philosophical' 
poem as revealed through its content.

As the word 'Lam Nam' suggests the meaning of 'music' 
or 'melody', the title of the work can be translated as 'the 
music of Phu Kradu'ng' or 'the melody of Phu Kradu'ng*. A 
deeply 'philosophical' contemplation of the poet is partly 
a revelation from the 'melody' or the 'music' of the place. 
This 'revelation' concerns mainly the concept of beauty and 
truth, not usually discussed in Thai poetical work or, at 
least, not explicitly. The theme of beauty and truth will 
appear as one of the prominent themes in all the poet's 

works and becomes a characteristic of Angkhan's 'poetical' 

philosophy.
Above all, this work is a clear example to manifest 

the importance and significance of 'convention' as a funda
mental element in the creation of 'modernity'.
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CHAPTER II 

THE NATURE OF ANGKHAN'S MODERNITY
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CHAPTER II 
The Nature of Angkhan's Modernity

From the discussion in the first chapter we have seen
how Angkhan as a 'modern' poet manipulates the 'convention' 

in order to create 'modernity' in his work. Now we are 
going to look in some depth into the nature of his modernity 
both in his poetical devices and his imagination and ideas.

To start with I shall refer to some comments on 

Angkhan's works by Thai critics, especially those who are 
members of the committee that awarded him the prize of 'the
best Thai poet of the decade'. As we have already seen most
of the appraisal of his work, we shall now concentrate more 
on the 'attacks' on his work.

One very outstanding and common attack from most of the 

members of the committee is that Angkhan seems to use a 
large quantity of 'repetitive' words in his poetry.'*'

This attack, in fact, reflects a rather typical attitude 
towards Thai poetry. For a typical Thai standard, poetry is 

an art of arranging 'words' for the melody of the sounds as 

well as the beautiful meanings. This attitude is clearly 
expressed in many poetical works, as in Lilit Yuan Phai 

where the poet compares his work to a garland of flowers 
with its beauty and fragrance to decorate the head.

1Angkhan Kalayanaphong, Bangkokkaeo Kamsuan or Nirat Nakorn 
SrTthammarat (Bangkok, 1978) pp. 243-61.
2Lilit Yuan Phai (Bangkok, 1969), p. 16.



In Lilit Phra Lp the poet gives a similar comparison 
by saying that his poetry is like enchanting music or a 
precious ornament for the ears as well as a consolation to 
the heart.

1 m  n s  i  f t j u u ?  j t n t i
I %/

*jj

iwnsiN i w n z m

i LLfuJnncj tmmivi
* ' « vfltlflintnfiS' T I S' U U  T t) LIu

TEfiurum
flfin  T «11^ SJfl'eH’U'QU VIIN I fill J 4 b

Thus it is understandable that Thai poets always pay 
a lot of attention to arranging words in order to get the 
effect of both sense and sound. This means that words used 
by poets should be ‘poetic* with melodious sounds and with 
clear and definite meanings. The poets will normally avoid 
using repetitive words or the same words but try to use a 
wider variation of words with similar meanings.

VThis is evident m  C h m d a m a n i , an early Thai textbook 
intended as a book to teach the Thai language as well as 

Thai versification. There is a whole section of vocabulary
t

called (Aksonrasap) to use in composing poetry.

^Lilit Phra Lg (Bangkok, 1965), p. 1. 
^Ibid. p. 149.
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This section consists of lists of poetic words as well
as synonyms and homonyms generally used in poetical works.
Most of these words are not originally Thai but derived or
borrowed from Pali, Sanskrit or Khmer. We can find lists
of synonyms like those use to refer to a king, a beautiful
lady or even a bird or a snake. These synonyms are used for
the reason of rhymes as well as for the variation of meaning.

This obviously indicates the importance Thai poets
give to the use of words and the ability to find and select

'different' or 'various' words for one particular meaning
vm  poetry. The author of the textbook Chindamani also made 

it clear that the ability to select and use different words 
in poetry is essential to great poets. At the end of the 
section the author concludes the importance of the section 
as follow:

'All these words are compiled by scholars in 
order to be used in all poetry. If a person does not 
know or learn these words he will not be able to read 
or write poetry correctly. Therefore all poets and 
scholars should learn this as required.' (trans. S.C.)

Thus it is natural that Thai critics will not expect a 
good poet to use many 'repetitive' words in poetry, nor will 
one who does so be accepted as a good poet, since it can be 
considered as a lack of ability on the poet's part and 
therefore a lack of beauty and excellence in the art of 
poetry. However, this attitude cannot diminish the brill
iance of Angkhan's works. Despite this obvious 'flaw', the

1  VChindamani, p. 9.
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committee admitted that Angkhan's poetry was definitely 
powerful and original in its beauty.

If we try to find the reason for this, we might find 
that this so-called 'flaw* in Angkhan's poetry is perhaps 

an element in his success. By this I mean that the coher

ence and unity of his work is in fact created through his 

careful patterning of words used in his poetry.
By using certain prominent words repeatedly the poet 

can manipulate their meanings and create special meanings 
for them so that they can express and convey his unique 
ideas. This 'arrangement' of words is not only intended as 
an arrangement of melodious sounds to please the ears but 
also as a composition of meanings which contribute to the 
unity and coherence of the work.

The unity between the arrangement of the words and 

their specific meanings created by the poet is undoubtedly 

the 'essence' of the art of poetry. From this point of view, 
Angkhan's 'flaw' of using certain words repeatedly in his 
poetry is a deliberate device to create a coherent signif

icance in his work.

We have seen in Chapter I how the lexical patterns in 
the work serve at different levels to create a unity between 
the main themes and the major symbols of the work. By 
selecting certain sets of words, the poet can create certain 
sets of association which help to clarify the meanings of 

his selected words. These 'lexical patterns' serve, in 
turn, to lead to the understanding of the work.

This means that the readers learn to understand the 
'meaning' or the 'significance' of the work through the
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p o e t 1 s patterning of his language use. Seen in this light, 
Angkhan's 'flaw' of using certain words repeatedly is just 
one of his stylistic devices to achieve his goal of convey
ing his own ideas and visions.

However, this does not necessarily mean that this 
patterning of language use is something modern and exclus

ively true for Angkhan as a modern poet. If it is agreed 
that poetry is the art of language use, then it is natural 
that we should find 'patterns' and 'arrangement' in all 
poetical works. If Angkhan's device of repetition of words 

appears rather more obvious than that in the works of the 

poets in the past, it should hardly be considered as a 
'flaw' in his work.

By close reading of any poetical work, the reader can 
definitely perceive and find some patterning of language use. 

One very obvious patterning in Thai poetry is the 'verse 
forms', consisting of a set of rather restricted types each 
of which has its own rules of versification. The main 
verse forms in Thai poetry are J'lU R a i , lp| Khlong,

f *
*014VI Chan, mWil Kap and fiflflU Klgn. Each of these forms 

has its own characteristics and serves different purposes 

in different genres of Thai poetry.
Most Thai poetry from the past until the present abides 

by the rules of versification in a rather strict manner. It 
has always been a 'virtue' for the poets to be able to com
pose poetry in its 'correct' or 'exact' verse forms.

However, since Angkhan's attitude towards poetry is 
rather different from that of other Thai poets, his view 
on 'verse forms' is somewhat different. He considers poetry
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as a natural and spontaneous expression of life, like the 
waves in the sea or the movements of nature.1 So it is 
quite understandable that he cannot pretend to agree with 
any strict rules of versification. This does not mean that 
he actually ignores these rules or tries to create his own 

rules and forms in his poetry.

On the contrary, he studies the whole heritage of Thai 
versification and tries to make the best use of it. He 

studies the rules not to follow them blindly but to under
stand the essence and the reason behind them. Therefore, 
from his work we can see that his ultimate aim is to create 

'real' poetry which is alive and has some freedom to grow

naturally. This should justify the liberty he takes within
2the accepted rules of versification.

If we look at his verse forms, we will agree that 

Angkhan only takes liberties within the rules. As he has 
a real understanding for the rules of versification he is 
not always restricted by the superficial structure of the 
forms.

In bam Nam Phu Kradu'ng he uses a combination of 
various verse forms. He uses the traditional form of 

Rai in his incantation and begins his Nirat in the form of 
Klon by paying respect to the Buddha and the Three Gems in 
Buddhism. This is in fact a very conventional beginning of 

most Thai poetical works. However, Angkhan, with his deep

1See Chapter I, p. 57.
2Peter Bee, 'A Living and Breathing Poet'. The Social Science Review 
vol. 1 (June-August, 1968), p. 73.
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love and appreciation of nature and poetry, also pays 
respect to the Moon and the Sun as well as the goddess of 
the arts Sarassawadi. The account of his Nirat

is all composed in the form of Klon which can be considered 
as a Nirat form of the Ratanakosin Period made well-recog
nized by Sunthon Phu. Angkhan ends his Nirat in a rather 
serious and elegant form of Khlong.

When considering the forms he uses we can say that he 
is 'conventional1 in his choice of verse forms as he 
closely follows most of the poets of the past. On one hand, 
Angkhan abides by the rules of versification as most of the 
time he follows the exact rhyme-scheme and the number of 

syllables in each line and each stanza. On the other hand, 
he allows himself some freedom in the number of syllables as 
he uses a variation of seven to nine syllables in each line 
of his Klon rather than being restricted to only eight 

syllables.
In Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng we can find a few stanzas of 

Klon with regular lines of seven syllables with a 'correct' 
rhyme-scheme such a s :

84 rhfin^Ffni I t m m  tnmifNiJTsfntjlYflflvien
»

oooooolT oooooo<p
ooooooo ooooooo
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Similarly with Khlong which is a comparatively more 
restricted form, Angkhan sometimes allows himself the 

liberty of adding in some extra syllables in a stanza. For 

example in Bang Bot Ch'ak Suankaepwe can find a stanza of 

Khlong like:

3 4 g
m n t m t ' J u f n j t f t j M f m  u t U n m

u « N i i a 4 i J J 3 m n > n  v s y l u

^ 1 ~ S * v
i m f i j ' H i n a  I n a

i ✓
0 ( 0 ) 0 0 0 0  (0 ) 0 0
* 1   ~ t

00000----------, 00

(O )OOOO 
I ✓00000—

00
•
0 0 0 ( 0 ) 0

C(o) = the extra syllables added in]

The normal or correct form should be

1 ✓
00000 og (00)

• r-----------------------------------------rvOOOOO-.
oiOOOO

IOOOOO-

00

00 (00)
1OOOO

It is obvious that the 'extra1 syllables Angkhan adds 
in his stanza are mostly 'unstressed' syllables which are 
usually combined to the stressed syllables when being 
read or recited. Therefore, when reading or reciting these 

lines we will notice that these 'extra' syllables will not 

disturb the normal rhythmic stresses of the line.
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This again shows how Angkhan only takes liberties 

within the rules of versification. Then it is hardly valid 
to complain that his verse forms are 'loose' or that he 

tries to neglect the rules altogether.
We shall now try to look into Angkhan's technique in 

building up his 'lexical patterns' by means of 'repetition' 
and his use of imagery which is highly praised in its 
original beauty.

One of the most prominent words that Angkhan uses in
f

his work is MWLI (thip). According to the Thai-English
*

Dictionary by George Bradley McFarland, the word VTWU 

(thip) is of Sanskrit origin and is used as an adjective to 

mean 'superhuman, supernatural, spiritual, divine, heavenly, 
celestial1.1

We can see that by the nature of the word it is a 
rather typical and proper word for poetry both in its 
origin and its meaning as a high proportion of Thai 'poetic' 

words are not Thai in their origins and Thai poetry consists, 

to a large extent, of romances. Therefore, the word VlWtl 

is quite commonly used in Thai poetry especially in the 
earlier poetical works.

However, in modern Thai poetry, this word is less 

common since the subject-matters of modern poets of today 

are quite different from those of the past. Thus, Angkhan's 
use of this word is rather unusual and worth examining.

In Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng, Angkhan uses this word right

McFarland, Thai-English Dictionary, p. 415.
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from the second line of his poetry - at the beginning of 
his incantation.

p. i i m  JsMfllvn

From the first time the poet uses this word in his 
work, it is collocated with the word annjs (akkhara) 
meaning letters or words. Since this word is normally 
associated with literature and poetry, its collocation 
with VilAm serves to reflect the poet's significant 
attitude towards poetry. For Angkhan, poetry is spiritual, 

divine and heavenly.
f

He uses VITAIU in his incantation for the second time
i

by collocating it with the words ?£l (rot) and fnJJJCU (a-rom). 

v a e 1 e ^ *p. i injjjQiumtJTfifjfi

The word jfj (rot), according to the same dictionary,

means 'sap, juice, flavour, taste, essence, sweetness, the
1 * _ best part or extract of a thing'. The word tn?3J£U (a-rom)

means 'mental environment, state, mood or attitude; concen
tration, fixedness of mind, centralization of thought, ideas

2or purposes; the state of feeling at any one time'.
When combining the meaning of these two words together

<one will find that in this collocation the word fiyYU is 
connected with the realm of feelings and the intensity of 
sensation. To some extent, this can be considered as an

^Ibid. p. 690. 

^Ibid. p. 994.
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extension of the first collocation between the word
and the word (akkhara) meaning 'words' or 'poetry'
for poetry naturally involves feelings and sensations.
So, here we have a cohesion between the two collocations 
which is significant.

The word appears for the third time in the

incantation in collocation with two words UfVUfhJ (kaen-san) 
and (khlang).

^ I < t v  I I V
p. i tNiiniifliTiwiiJW liJtfhmif^umivifNVifn

According to the dictionary, the word unuth? (kaen-san)
means permanency, fixedness, durability, important, vital,
whereas the word (khlang) means strong, zealous, enthus-

2lastic, having miraculous power.
This third collocation helps to extend and clarify a

<

deeper meaning of the word irv\i?j as used by the poet in his 

work. The meaning of the word wwu as 'spiritual' is 
further emphasized here by the collocation with these two 
words which are themselves normally associated with some
thing spiritual or religious.

Thus, from the incantation the poet establishes signif-
t

icant meanings of the word yfwsj through his three main 
collocations. These collocations serve to create three 

different but coherent associations of meanings which may 
be divided into three groups: poetry, feelings or sensations

*̂ Ihid. p. 129 

2Ibid. p. 144.
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and philosophy or spirituality.

We shall use this 'rough' category as our guide in 
studying the collocations of the word VIVID in Lam Nam Phu 
Kradu1ng in order to see how, through this 'key word', the 
poet succeeds in building up the significance of his work. 

We shall note down all the collocations of the word
i

vn\t! in the work and arrange them into three main groups.
Those 'less significant' collocations which do not belong
to any of these three groups will be separately arranged
into another group.

Even though the work is not very long, compared with

Thai poetical works in this Nirat tradition, we have a very
*

intensive use of the word irwu as shown in the large 
number of collocations found as follows:

The collocation of in three main groups:

Poetry

u .1 flfmsvrmi
u .10 iijjSflvtofiwuvhfmfi?
u.io iSu’niuvNtnus'Phtffi?

vi t Sfiffiwfjihjjj vi-a ̂ pi'ntm 
(*

u .14 ’ntinfiwtjtffmsujjfls
^  V V I V

u . 1 0  u^o^uvmo'eiLnejuj^u

V «. <■
uaomatiri lamia s fl pi
i * « M f

f N  V N  tfUV) 7 8

t I V V

'mtufiailflimsfltnjn'J 

uuaafiT/'mlvnlul'vna'H lanniow^uuufufmviflnj

u.13 uqumiufiscja'nu
i

u .14
l h u a n v m v S m j i i m i m i f i u

•S i'AVVlJ^vmu b^nj sua^n
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U. 58

14.70

U.74

14.101

U.109

14.109

14.145

14.1 50

U.1 ' 

U.4 

U. 5 

u . 7

U .15
U .51

U .52

U .57

U .71

U .74
U .98

U.102

f i v i v m o u o i n m  t f u n o  

ifa l^LN IWDOUVIiJftUflf
V tv

l u m n m i f m f n n ?  

vminin ? tiul LliŜ 1 n ia 

himu^ufmvivmmi 

tJufl<i n/TviDnafiulpia'3Uuvi'0i4 

iviJtaurmnfivmsiiHffafu
1 tv

u f irn n f iv iv ii jv h ilfs v n u

* ^UmyiWDfjUMDJflUfUtN

1flufl^lglanManDiulijriaiJ 

5 > m  JtufiaiivtomvhJin 
• /

41 li

t Tii'lunnflti

Feelings

t i f a S 'n t f i f a m i i t u
t t

3 fM ?s i*q ifav ivm v ia ‘4 

ffa a 11\ a-0 ej elu vl w d il  7s m j*! ^ 

iJ js f fu a o D n u n v iv m ^  i v i f l u b  

f̂ fiU f â VlilVN lH v l 

m s n  n n w u f l 'E f u l i b D i J n u  n u t  n3 v iw yu flu o  

d s o n 'n lu v iv m a s  i ? W U
1 t 1 1  t

i 3jM f n jn ^ j j ja a R * u ®  tm u i j^ n lQ jf iK iu w D s o n
t w

f l u S f o o u i t a i i a ' i t n i j
~ v 1 v m *fi s ru u n a >1 ufi >3 ufi jj 8 m  u

• t
?j fl TfTVI TO vn  <1 vl'VI8 ̂  i l  tim 1
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11.1 02
* ^ * -4 -4 ^

mJiJfThiJviu^ n̂3 l ann ifivim

11.102
<•

14.1 12
. I* V •

? S h 0 1 J& L J lM fiW ? 4 ik lN
* 1 *41 **

SUlIrs?l'3Pl1jnSNi3JU'3 3Jllf1J

11.127

11.159 ufl^Vl'WUfls l?lfiU*N

11.145
«* 1 i

u 0 0 T11 ?r0 m vi fvo cJii viw u

U .155 v h i in iJ ta v m 'b f im i1

11.162
» . <*

L n ^ n n '^ n s n n u a  u^v ivm

P h i lo s o p h y

11.1
«* 1 *
f i 'U i n i i f l ' u t a w

11.2 vi^ nuvi'WLiri'j *^nfifiiTDjnjn

11.2 f 11J tin J S 5 T JuffiYIll L ih iv n ii

11.11
 ̂ i 1

unT3Jvl^?jLiviv3Viqym

11.12 fflll'3  011̂ 0UUv3V1WD̂ UVl?£J

11.14 i^ u j t lu u n 'n m v i i f l t j iu f u
V

*1 1 l fm u jft w  nan

H • 35 U«h'HlT'31U)iM<l^lAVIJE]
*4 M *
ij? o jq n tu ik fliw tfijf itf ii

H .45 rm m fn ifa iQ p ijn im i
• v c  vv

ra m i TUPififfivim m u
V V

un 'iitvnu  l ^ uviixi anuua iiii
/  t

n?afluYifwm?i«tjfivntfb

11.60
«i * *

fj? HH1 EJTil T 0 8 Vl W LI 3 h a fl U 0 4 n n la n u tm n v iv m ']

11.60
1 * «» V) V

‘W fft n  i / b l i l ^ u

11.72
1 V ^ ^

^5 L fn L ^o tN v iw u iln jn p bhn^UVlT UVi^nLI L JfH

11.82
^ 1 * ^ <* A

<1 ou l Sn ljfipilnnnvn m i i n 1 n t

11.83
V, V d 1 ‘'S
U U 'l'lfn iV illU ^ v iv ^ ll

11.91
V * i

U fl 7 0 J 0\l S'IfiVI1AIUri0 113

11.95
<•

L M n s lJ jS in Y lf ln flv ta ffa  L Qu

11.95
1 v *  * <N *

^  laoL^ntH vm iitfiiv iJU
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11.104 
14.112 

U.1 13 

14.1 1 5 
U.1 16 

U.118 

u.159 

U.1 40 

U .140 

U .147 

U .161 

U .162

u'nduumi^fnufi'ifjvmtj
^ *

^  x, fi n cj a n vi m  u * 0 u fi 1 s m  t
✓ • ^

^  ✓

1 j^rhiuwuiikiimtijtipQi 

lhuMmifUjfis 1 vmnfliTu
<Sl t tf TUI

V I V ^ /
ntiuviTu1 1 1

u
‘MiJlijn&mf]

<- V) y ■ < <v

v n m  fuming fhTTfaunuo

ri ̂  **  ̂*Ivroqtfufnijvfam̂ YiTu

fhu^inyiwuiinuvitH
134H4V1WU

.anvmu

The collocation of vtou in general use

U . 5
^ V

iviujjT'mmhffivntftj

U .6
> <

mvmuiwfluaTsChj'wa

U.13
1 ^ ^ ^

^tinuMviu^umjl if

U.44 munutN lanviuovivnaij

U.45
✓ ̂ V

v̂mnufinnuwrmwihvn

■U.49
y t

fi&jflfm iuui Mwuamu

^.49
/ ✓ •

ffnun̂ winffiiflmiivN 1 uan

U.49 ' * 1 * <=1 0UMllltm^UVlimatN It!

u. 5 2
f ̂

tnuuvmuatnuuvmu

U.58 ihuvmuainu înuLiuu

u. 60
1 f' |/

fafluuflvtoiuviSijiinlfi

U.61 y u miUlAl I) fl D1 u 7 3J1U ll UU

u .63
y t

tunnnnuniimflvmnuiwrn

U.71
<*

uuasuuaslmiulviuiiwu
U . 7 1

V i

Milana an^an  ̂in wwu
U . 7 4

** v fi
uauiunuvmuiuwm lu
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1 4 . 9 2 4 * 'm i v m s w i t i w w t j i i v N  n t n
U . 1 0 9 ^ftuoS^u^luviwu

U .1 17 tl U  9 u  t a w  m i u  V) LI fmfl u
U . 1 2 1 iviffuvntuj11

U .1 40 '  f c5 < X
p n u u i h u f l t n u u w u u n ^

U . 1 4 1 v m i i v m f h M w i J v i u

11.145
U . 1 5 1
U .1 52

* V
1 »i

U.155
1 1 *■

IflUmitJmimiffiwtJJflU'l
From the collocations quoted above we can see that the

collocations under the group of philosophy or spirituality

appear to be the largest in number. Though it may not be
intentional on the poet's part, it clearly reflects the
poet's 'personal' attitude towards the word. The poet seems

€

to associate the word Y\WLI with a spiritual or philosoph
ical context while not neglecting other more 'worldly' 
associations of the word.

A comparatively intensive use of the collocation in
this 'philosophical' context also reveals a 'thematic' sig-

<
nificance of the word wwil in this Nirat. As a Nirat poem 

is by nature a lamentation on human or worldly love, any 
spiritual or philosophical elements may seem to be incon
gruous. Yet it is not impossible to find some passages in 
Sunthon P h u 's Nirat poems when he contemplated life and 
human nature with some philosophical profundity. Neverthe- 

less when considering these collocations of the word 
in Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng, we can perceive significant 

'seriousness' in the way the poet associates this word.
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t
It is obvious that the poet uses the word VliAlU rather 

intensively in his philosophical contemplations. Besides, 
he collocates this word with a set of words normally used 
in a very Buddhistic context like ^llQJQp - sati-panya 

- knowledge, prudence, intelligence.'*' 
iniU ba-ra-mi - the transcendent virtues

VnysHTJJJ phra-tham - the law or Truth of Buddha'*
M 43flJQpUi win-yan - consciousness, spirit
yinvin'U tham-than - to give alms.^

This is quite understandable since the poet is Buddhist
and the word itself can easily be associated with Buddhism.
However, the way the poet creates his collocations and

associations in this Buddhistic context is significant and
worth examining.

By the nature of the word, is normally used as
an adjective modifying nouns, but in Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng
we can find the word used both as an adjective and a noun.
By using the word as a noun, the poet cannot, in fact,
change the meaning of the word but he certainly gives a
more intense meaning and significance to the word. Usually
a noun represents an independent word that refers to a thing
or a person or an idea whereas an adjective is dependent on

a noun substantive and cannot normally stand on its own.
Thus by using the word ffivnu as a noun the poet can create
a sense of independent totality to the word and therefore
intensify the usual meaning.

^Ibid. p. 808. 
^Ibid. p. 482. 

^Ibid. p. 431.

^Ibid. p. 773. 
5Ibid. p. 411.
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Moreover, this reveals how the poet manipulates the
word in order to create a 'special' meaning significant to
his work. It is worth noticing that among the collocations

<
quoted the word yiwu appears most as a noun in the group 
of 'spirituality' or 'philosophy'.

14.2 vi i n u wmj 11 n a ̂ iTqj oj n

■U.35
^  e

14.72
i y  ̂ <

14.82 «l ' V ^ ' A^nw 1 flanfltjuquvmMniat)

U.93
• V ^ < <

14.1 18 1 nfiufrwt]iflmin?i3|Qjnai
14.1 38 IvwqmianiiitoiiĴ uvi?*]

14.140
14.161

~ ■ < v t v
^ r h i S m n y

This further emphasizes the significance of a rather 
unusual theme of philosphy in this Nirat. At the same time, 

the set of words in Buddhistic context collocated with the
t

word y\ynj serves to clarify a deeper meaning of the word.
The usual meaning of VOtili as 'spiritual' or 'divine'

is extended to mean 'philosophical' as well as 'aesthetical'
t

by the collocation of the word VTWU with the words
~ A 'llTfl&p (pratchaya) 'philosophy' and (suntharl)

'aesthetics'.
i y 4 ^

14.72 it Lanma^ffiwtiilffloin

14.73 ‘frS tan t "TIEN fiTMfjUVlTEJ
14.139 lvivitiymt)niĵ ijai4vt?8

The underlying meaning of 'philosophy' and 'aesthetics'
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in the word inu in this Nirat poem is also revealed through 
its use as a noun collocated with ■anil?%'Qllfis meaning 
'immortal letters'.

Amidst the stream of eternally flowing Time 
I inscribe the divinity of immortal letters!

The poet believes that his vocation is to write poetry
t

or to inscribe ViVMLJ to last forever. Therefore, in the
t

poet's mind, the poetry he writes is or spiritual
philosophy and aesthetics. This idea is made explicit

<•
when the poet declares that poetry is $̂ 1̂ given by 
heaven.

p. 150 ' ^  ^
uflniflfivmuyhihsvnii

This attitude or belief serves to reveal the serious
ness of the poet's devotion to his poetry. He also values 
his vocation highly as he refers to poetry as VHAIulflPbJfU 
or 'divine kingdom'.

p. 109 fpffiwulflrtnjrulunnJIf}

I dream of various verse-forms 
Like a divine kingdom in my hand!

From these collocations we can see how a significant 
relationship between the word VIWU and poetry is estab-
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lished. Therefore, when considering the collocations in
the group of 'feelings or sensations' it is not surprising
to find that the poet collocates the word V)WLI with a set

€

of words, meaning 'fragrance of flowers' like
o- * „  *

All these can be considered as rather 'conventionally
poetic' phrases found in many Thai poetical works. As a
typical Thai attitude towards poetry is that poetry is
composed to please our senses and to entertain our minds,

it is natural that Thai poets will normally praise the

'divinity' or 'heavenliness1 of all pleasant sensations.
T h u s , a collocation between the word V11/MU with words

connected with or associated with pleasures or sensations
is quite common or almost 'conventional' in Thai poetry.

Conventional though it may seem, the collocation
between the word VlWtj and a set of words meaning 'fragrance

of flowers' is significant in the text. As we have seen,
- 'the word VIVilll is equated with 'poetry'. This is further 

emphasized towards the end of the work when the poet declares 

that his heart consists of hundreds of beautiful fragrances 
of flowers giving pleasure to the whole world.

I y /
P* 163 b i nnurm?fltj

tiijjnntnihi mmlu

bbn
1 ** 1 % *

More than hundreds of floral fragrances is my heart, 
Profoundly perfumed with time and flowers.
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Giving sweet scent to the whole world.
Thus honouring life, I pay tribute to the Earth and Sky!

From this poem we can see that not only the poet him-
€•Sself is associated with the word VMtJ but also his heart, 

a source of all his feelings which are the soul of his 
poetry, is associated with this key word. Thus, we can see 
how the poet manipulates an apparently 'conventional' image 
of flowers with subtlety so as to give a significant 
symbolic value to this image. This success lies mainly in 

his technique of repetition and collocation of the word
i

V1VJU in the text. Moreover, it is obvious that this 
technique creates a coherent pattern which helps to reveal 
the underlying significance of this Nirat poem.

On the other hand, the poet collocates the word WIU 

with words expressing deep and strong feelings like 3?i 

(plti) delight, joy, (prathap chai) to be impressed,
(sathu'an chai) to be deeply moved or touched.

i * _

u .5  yfoaQnanutH nfau ibsvm  W

14.7 il?sffaantJfiunfiviE]fls ivifli/b
14.52 

u . 1 5 9

These collocations are far from being merely 'conven

tional' if not to say 'original1. The same is true for the
*collocation tfuviwtl (fanthip) 'divine dreams' which occurs

a few times in the text.
\ <  _

14.5 U
< I c

u . 1 4 5  u  9  f u t l n  i j t u v i  f v i  (fmm
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These collocations, both conventional and original, 
with sets of words normally associated with poetry help to 
build up a lexical pattern that leads the reader to accept

t
the equation between the word VlVJLI and 'poetry' as well as
'a poet' as perfectly valid.

This valid equation is essential to the understanding 
of the work since it is also connected to other lexical
patterns and symbols the poet uses in his Nirat poem. In
order to see more clearly the 'patterning' of the work

t
through the word we will continue to examine some
other significant lexical patterns and symbols related to 
this key word.

By equating the key word viWU to 'poetry' the poet
creates a significant cohesion between the collocations in 
the group of 'poetry' and those of 'philosophy1 or 'spirit

uality'. This is evident when considering a set of words 
appearing in both groups of these collocations like UUPls 
(amata) - immortal ■afiUPî  (udomkhati) - ideal and llfi 
(piti) - delight, joy.

This cohesion extends beyond the level of lexical items 

to the level of images and symbols in the text. The poet, 
at the end of his work, proudly compares it to a most 
beautiful and pure diamond that will remain forever.

P* 163 i v 4 v  ̂ i M
fi>3

''N'DypjifimiS naiJniJiJ
mjiicnifiuyhlvm

^See the translation in Chapter I, p. 51.
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Thus, the image of diamond is consequently associated
t

with the word already equated to the word 'poetry'.

When examining the images used in the collocations of the 
word VlWtl under the group of 'philosophy' we can find the

* V
images of LLf1"3 (kaeo) 'crystal' and ^  (rung) 'rainbow' 
as well as a frequent use of the word (chia-
ranai) meaning to cut, to burnish diamonds or precious 
stones.^

It is quite obvious that 'diamond', 'crystal' and 
'rainbow' can be naturally associated since they all have 

some qualities in common. First, they are recognized for 
their beauty. Secondly, a diamond and a crystal share a 
similar beauty of clarity and brilliance whereas the 
radiance of a diamond is that of a rainbow's colours.

The frequent use of the verb or 'to cut
diamonds' reflects a cohesive pattern in the text. Although 
by nature of its meaning, the verb is associated with 
diamonds, the poet still creates a deeper and more signif
icant meaning to this verb in the way he uses it in differ

ent contexts in the text.
He uses the verb in its original meaning in many of his 

descriptive lines. For example, he compares the beauty of 
the Milky Way at night to the beauty of brilliantly cut 
diamonds.

v m s m  iflflnwnuasfifHCjfi'j'lfi 

rl pi ? vufl fifmt} ffu rn a

* *4 v y
cjtitmuwmmjyhrm>3

Lfljjut ijfiumvrnuunuTslu

1Ibid. p. 260.
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Forcing my heart to admire the wide dark sky 
With the brilliant and beautiful Milky Way 
Glittering like marvellously cut diamonds 
I wonder who ever created our universe?

The poet also extends the meaning of this verb by 
using it in a metaphorical sense. For example, he describes 

that the beauty of the cliffs and rocks is the result of 
the 'cutting' - of heaven.

y y y ^

Beautiful are the shades and shadows of those rocks 
For they, no doubt, are exquisitely cut by heaven I

Similarly, when praising the wonder of nature he often 
uses this verb with personified Time as a subject, and thus 

extends the meaning of the verb from ’cut and
burnish1 to ‘create and beautify gradually'.

This meaning is explicitly expressed in the passage 
where he describes the beauty of the rocks and mountains 
and the purity of white sand created by the gradual polish
ing of Time.

p. 75

pjntKintnvii'mslu

Marvellous are the rocks and mountains,
Creating radiant hills of dreamy beauty.
How pure and bright is the silver sand!
And how long must Time take to polish these diamonds!
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Moreover, the verb is used in a philosophical context 
in the passage of the poet's contemplation. For example, 
when the poet declares that for him, nature is his great 
teacher and even the rainbow is like his great university 
that helps to sharpen his mind to reach enlightenment.

 ̂ y I y I I
p * 13 i^tmiivmyitntTiAvrnj

Under the arch of the grand rainbow,
A great university for me,
I gather philosophy to polish my mind 
And render it an enlightened serenity!

■< *|This meaning of the verb as 'sharpen or
enlighten the mind' is further emphasized when the poet

t
associates it with the word in the passage where the
poet praises the virtue of imagination and dreams.

pp. 112-3
^  V i V V 1wumiaiTflhM>aw3uilj svnu imi

» V

<3 ' 1 ,, * ^ « 1
' ^ f i n e j f m v m t j v n u f i T s r m  m m  5' L i n i i m m ? ' w ? i i m i n

The poet's use of the verb this text serves
to illustrate how the meaning of a word in poetry can be 
manipulated through the 'patterning' of language use -

^See the translation in Chapter I, p. 55.
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through collocation, equation and association of meanings 
and imagery.

This means that the poet can create 'special' meanings 
for the words he uses through this 'patterning' and thus 
the meanings of words can be deepened, extended or specified 
through their use or their patterning in the text. This 
'patterning' serves to reveal the significance of the work 
as well as to create a coherence and unity in the work.

When we consider all the rest of the collocations of
i

the word VilAILI We can see a large number of collocations
✓

between the word VIWSJ and the word fltlHU (sathan) meaning 
'a place'. This is quite understandable since this poem is 
a Nirat poem where the poet describes and records the beauty 

of nature and the places he passes through on his journey. 
With his deep love of nature he naturally feels that the 
landscape and places he sees are indeed 'divine'.

This collocation can also be considered very 'convent

ional' to some extent because it is commonly used in Thai 
poetry especially in the description of palaces and great 
cities. Thai poets in the past tended always to describe the 
beauty of palaces or temples in great detail, and also to 
compare this beauty to the beauty of 'heavenly' palaces and 
cities where all the different angels and gods are supposed 
to reside.

Nevertheless it is worth noticing that Angkhan uses this 
rather 'conventional' collocation in a different context. He 
uses it to describe the wonders of nature, the beauty created 

by time and nature and not to describe any elaborated beauty 

of palaces or temples created by men. This reveals his
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respect for nature as a great creator who creates all 
'divine' beauty on earth.

This again serves to illustrate how the poet can 
manipulate certain 'conventional' collocations in a subtle 
manner so as to create certain special meanings that help 
to reveal the underlying significance of the work.

From the discussion on the lexical patterns and their 
significance in the text, we shall now move on to consider 
some imagery in the work. There is no denying that Angkhan's 
success as a great poet lies in his ability to create imagery 
original in its beauty. This ability is highly praised by 
Prakhin Chumsai Na Ayuthaya who is herself a poet. She 

claimed that Angkhan has created the most beautiful and 

breath-taking imagery that has never occurred before in any 
other poet's mind.^

When considering closely the images in Lam Nam Phu 
Kradu'ng we will have to accept that her appraisal is not at 
all exaggerated. Indeed it is not difficult to find many 

beautiful and original images in this modern Nirat side by 
side with many rather 'conventional' ones.

Generally speaking, traditional Thai poetry has a rather 
strong convention at different levels. For example, a con

vention can govern the types of versification used in differ

ent genres as well as the types of imagery used in different 
contexts. Thus, there exists a set of conventional images 
commonly used according to the type and tradition in which 
the poetry is written.

^See Chapter I, p. 14.
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As we have already seen, Angkhan is aware of the 'con

vention' in Thai poetry but at the same time he can make 
use of it in order to create 'originality' and 'modernity' 
in his work. Since we have already studied Lam Nam Phu 

Kradu'ng in some detail we will use this Nirat as a starting 

point for our discussion of Angkhan's use of imagery.
In the Nirat tradition as a lamentation of love or as a 

record of a journey, the imagery used to convey the feelings 

of the poet is mainly based on nature. Usually the descript
ion of nature is the reflection of the poet's feelings at the 
moment and thus it can be considered as a 'means' for the 
poet to express himself but not as a real subject matter in 
itself. Therefore, the imagery of nature in a Nirat poem is 
mostly conventional. For example, the poet will describe 
trees, flowers or animals by using their names to create 
puns or word-plays so as to get a 'melodious' effect of the 
sounds. This stylistic device is in fact not limited to the 
Nirat genre but is also used in other types of poetry in 

descriptive passages where the poet would like to exercise 
his 'mastery' over the language.

As a result in most Thai poetical works we tend to have 
detailed but comparatively unrealistic description of nature, 
which is in fact an expected and accepted convention that 

most Thai poets agree to keep and follow.
Nevertheless, Angkhan as a modern poet has tried in his 

work to create 'more arresting' imagery in order to 'bring 
the mind or imagination into play - to let the imagery get 

into the mind's eye rather than the ear.’1'

^Peter Bee, op. cit., p. 73.
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It is obvious that Angkhan pays a lot of attention to 

the use of imagery in his work. In order to enliven his 
description of nature he uses a lot of personification and 
he also brightens his imagery by using colour words. This 
ability to create vivid imagery of nature might be common 
enough in the tradition of Thai poetry. However, because of 
the poet's different attitude towards nature, his description 
of nature is somehow quite 'unconventional1.

The poet looks at nature in detail and from various 

points of view. He does not try to avoid mentioning some
thing 'less pleasant' in nature but he treats everything in 
nature with real respect. Thus the description of nature in 
his work includes the description of worms, mud, dust and 
dirt seldom mentioned in descriptive passages of Thai poet
ical works.

However, the poet draws the readers' attention to the 
inter-dependence of all the elements in nature including 
human beings. He tries to show how nature is important for 

human beings both physically and spiritually. He respects 
nature as his great teacher and declares that he learns the 
meaning and value of life through nature. He makes it 
explicit that his Nirat is composed out of his deep love of 
nature and with all his disappointment in human beings he 

can find consolation in the kindness and wisdom of nature.

By using a lot of personification in hi£ description of 
nature, the poet succeeds in bringing life to nature and thus 
can justify his own philosophy of nature-god which is not at 
all common in the context of Thai poetry.

However, this philosophy does not really contradict his
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deep Buddhistic belief for we can see that he even uses a 
lot of 'Buddhistic' terms when praising the wisdom and kind
ness of nature. For example, he claims that nature has no 
greed or anger and only gives without expecting anything in 
return.

Besides, the kindness of nature towards human beings is 
unlimited and it is like pure compassion towards all 
creatures. This quality of love and generosity is so much 
emphasized by the poet who feels a deep resentment towards 

all human wickedness and selfishness. This even leads him 
to suspect and condemn the progress of science and modern 
technology for he believes that without the enlightenment 
of the mind, science can only destroy humanity in the end.

This reflects his deep concern as a modern poet to send 
a message to his modern readers. The poet does not look at 
nature purely for its beauty but he contemplates the 
relationship between nature and humanity and tries to per
suade his readers to follow the ideas and philosophy which 

he believes will be good for the modern world. This concern 

shows the seriousness in his ideas and respect for nature. 
Nature is not just a 'poetic' theme for him in the work but 
a serious subject matter for his readers to contemplate as 
w e l l .

The first aspect we can start with is the wide imagin

ation of the poet when describing nature. For the poet, his 
description of nature extends beyond this world to the uni
verse. When he describes the beauty of the white sand he 
claims that the beauty is created by the divine Time that 

polishes the sand. Furthermore, he wonders where can that
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divine Time be at the moment. Maybe, she is in another 
universe busy polishing other stars so that they can look 
back and admire our earth.

Marvellous are the rocks and mountains,
Creating radiant hills of dreamy beauty.
How pure and bright is the silver sand!
And how long must Time take to polish these diamonds!

Now where can that divine Time be?
Is she perhaps wandering into another universe,
Or is she busy polishing any bright stars,
So that clearly they can see and admire the Earth?

This comparatively wide scope of imagination creates an 
unconventional image of Time wandering in the universe and 
polishing beautiful stars to admire our earth. This wide 
imagination is in fact very characteristic of Angkhan as we 

can see from most of his descriptive passages.
For example, when admiring the stars at night he 

questions the freedom of the stars and describes the stars 
and the moon as the prisoners of the sky and the Milky Way.

p. 75
v

7/munna'fnnn?1nui

pinnq lu

*/ l v *
^mi W l a -? fN lit) viflmi



p. 108
Ivm 

n  a o*ln1 vi jj t» >s1 m m m
£1flTjuvmim l afinatH tflflfm nniwfm l u v n ^ t i t  Tfi 

tmmTniTnlvittmi^fuvi? iJuwfivinimfirinfiT

Who confines all those stars?
The sky is a prison, can she be happy?
Does freedom really exist, then?
Is it not Time that punishes all?

Far beyond is the bright Milky Way 
Who confines all the stars in heaven.
Pitiable indeed is the prisoner Moon
Whose great misery is to be imprisoned by Night!

Even when the poet laments for his own lonely suffer
ings he wishes to ask the wind to blow them away out of this 
world where nobody cares for him.

Sad and forlorn shadows of dreams I revive, 
Entrusting them to flow with the pure melody of the wind, 
So that they can be blown away from this world 
Where nobody at all ever cares for them!

p. 51
TfljflEJdumiiifim tfnfijfiti cJnntujstitianiin̂ vifplf1

%/y

^liJvNUflnvhiUw Itmflniflfijfliu'taifiti

The idea of the poet trying to get rid of his sufferings 
by sending them 'out of this world' helps to reveal the wide 
imagination of the poet whose concept of the world extends
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beyond our earth to cover other worlds or even the universe. 
Therefore, it is not surprising to find that the poet claims 
Time as his slave and the sky as his mansion and chambers.

p • 5 8 \ „ ( */

UTTTOmirmriFrtiivin1 jtNTtH

Time is the slave I can exploit!
The sky is my mansion and chambers.
My bed, so heavenly and preciously glittering,
Is the incomparable and unique Phu Kradu'ng!

Similarly while admiring the mountain and the sky the 
poet expresses his fear of 'tripping over the stars'.

I y y
nvn'Qtj£lfl‘nv!'5t]vk ‘uu
m u  IvmstisqfifMfm

Looking around to the far edge of horizon,
I wonder whether the sky is beneath me.
Surrounding my feet are the soft clouds,
Making me afraid of tripping over the stars!

On one hand, we can consider these images as a kind of 
hyperbole, not uncommon in any poetical work. On the other 

hand, these images are powerful enough to reveal the intens

ity of the poet's feelings when he is moved by nature. The 
feeling of the poet as being the master of Time is obviously 
uncommon especially in the 'convention' of Thai poetry.



Generally speaking, Thai poets hardly entertain the 
idea of contemplating time as a serious philosophical topic. 
Time in Thai poetry is mostly just an element of description 
or in a context of separation as in a Nirat poem, an element 

of lamentation of love. However, with the influence of 

Buddhism, the passing of time which normally brings changes 
to life is described as another manifestation of 'imperman- 
e n c e ' (anitchang) which Thai poets as Buddhists tend to
accept as an ultimate truth rather than to question it. Only 
to that extent can we say that time in Thai poetry has any 
'philosophical' association at all.

Therefore, Angkhan1s explicit attitude towards time as a 
tyrannical power over humanity and his strong desire to rebel 
against it is quite personal and unique. This leads to an 
'unconventional' image of Time as a slave to the poet - an 
image that reflects the poet's strong desire to free himself 
from the power of Time.

The intensity of the poet's feelings is usually combined 
with his wide imagination in order to create most of his 
beautiful and unusual images. As discussed before, the poet 

not only perceives the beauty of nature but also values it 

as a spiritual power which will benefit human souls. There
fore while admiring the beauty of nature the poet expresses 
his desire to capture the divine elements in nature to keep 
as the wealth of his soul. At the same time, he hopes to 
beautify the world with the wonder of nature like rainbows 

as well as with his divine poetry that can plead with the 
flowers to blossom and give fragrance to all the Three Worlds.
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149
1 t v  I

nm iLttf'jfuviJ t 'n n ^ m f iu o n
I V

UJJf)L3J»BQUl J li ln m ifH lln f l
V V

flj & n u vh in m w
«=i <=) v *

l  duuSnuno m j s l i / l n  

\i L̂ uvinyo3i4?iB<i?QjQjnw
.  W  t V

v m  b u f l j j L i M f N v m o j j m f l i n u  

u ^ i m o u v m u v i f m i j r m l m

I will distill the moonlight late at night 
To get its pure and clear crystals 
Then to hide them in the far away clouds 
To keep as the wealth of my soul!

I will catch the rainbows and confine them 
Hoping to use them to dye the whole world!
I will compose poetry to plead the flowers
To blossom and give fragrance to the Three Worlds!

These images can serve as good examples of how the poet 
creates the images that get into the mind's eye rather than 
the ear. This means that the beauty of these 'unconvention

al 1 images depends so much on the imagination of the readers
to re-create the vision of the poet in their own minds. The
readers have to imagine how clear and bright the moonlight 
is during the middle of the night so that the poet can 
distill it into a pure and clear crystal. Similarly, the 
readers will have to imagine the beautiful colours and 
radiance of rainbows that the poet hopes to dye the world 
with. The image of the world dyed with rainbows conveys 
the beauty of the world and implies peace and happiness in 

the world where human beings live together in harmony or with 

their dreams coming true. Besides, the readers will have to 
imagine how beautiful and magical the poet's poetry is so 
that it can have the power to invite the flowers to blossom
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and give fragrance.

The readers' imagination is essential in perceiving 
the full significance and beauty of these images. Only 
by using their imagination can the readers follow the poet's 
mind and re-create vivid and meaningful images in their own 
minds. Seen in this light, Angkhan's use of these 'uncon

ventional' images is a challenge for the readers to a deeper 
and more subtle appreciation of poetry.

In fact, this stylistic device of the poet reveals his 
deep awareness of the value of imagination as expressed both 
explicitly and implicitly in his work. For example, the 

poet describes how he wishes to let his heart float like a 
crystal boat, and let his 'self' drown in the clouds.

p . 51
fifm'lVtiJifljjfitf'un'uim ivmmm lAuas fifinpimiihljj 

mtn nniu i 1

I let my heart float like a crystal boat,
Above the mountains and the waves of forest trees.
My lonely self is drowning in the flowing clouds,
Under the arching bands of the great rainbow divine.

The idea of the poet to let his heart 'float1 like a 
boat and his self drown in the clouds actually alludes to 
the wandering state of self and mind in the world of imag
ination. The image of a 'great rainbow divine' emphasizes 

this implication of a land of imagination where dreams and 
desires reign as supreme powers.

These images suggest not only the smooth dreamlike



movement of a 'crystal boat' and 'the flowing clouds' but 
also the brilliance of crystal and the glittering colours 
of rainbows. These combinations create an unusual but 
inspiring image of a spirit of imagination in the world of 
the poet.

His appreciation of imagination, however, does not 
prevent him from describing nature in very scientific and 
realistic terms. For example, he explains how the rivers 
originate from the trees in the forest.

p. 84 ( y
wqnimouimsBtNin vhtrmjimoom'n
| y |

noiumiiiunlviQfUfloitn tinifnWilijnS'n

Trees help to gather the misty vapours of the air, 
To create on the mountains all the b r o o k s ,
That join to become rivers, great and small,
To please the heart of every single life!

This rather 'scientific' and realistic explanation, 
nevertheless, remains quite 'poetic' in its expression 
because of the personification of the trees. Besides, the 
verb Ifnflnifnl^meaning to please, to pamper'1' that the poet 
uses with the trees is unusual but serves to reveal the 
kind generosity of nature deeply appreciated by the poet 
himself.

We can find many more similar examples where the poet 
succeeds in explaining some 'scientific' facts within the

^McFarland, Thai-English Dictionary, p. 1012.
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beauty of 'poetic' expression. For example, the poet 
explains that the sea is like a mother who gives life to 
all creatures in the world, and from the sea come the clouds, 
fog and rain providing water for all lives on earth.

Like mother indeed is the sea,
Supporting lives that sustain the world,
Creating the clouds, fog and falling rain,
So that all can forever have water to maintain!

Moreover, the poet gives an image of the pure air hold
ing the seas and world for indefinite years.

1 ** 1 v
as lainuilfEJiiiiijmiJJii

' .i nuvn i usivihiDnii
i

* A  V  F| v 1

b o m LfUJBVfatl
V I
UJJUVIfNTi;; LflthJflU 1

1 V V

How clear and divine is this pure air,
Holding the seas of all the world,
Holding the world for indefinite years,
And thus remains till the end of the Earth and Sky!

1 ^Aragkhan Kalayanaphong, Bang bot chak suankaeo (Bangkok, 1972), p. 18.

^Ibid., p. 17.
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This image is most unusual judged from the 'convention' 
of Thai poetry. Though the poem appears to be very scient
ific and realistic in its subject matter, the main verb

and care since in Thai this verb is used to describe the way 
a mother holds her baby or her child. This again emphasizes 
the attitude of the poet towards nature - how he feels that 
nature is kind and generous to human beings as a mother is 
kind and generous to her children.

Even when the poet admires the freshness of the air, 
he claims that the air acts as a protector as well as a 
refuge and resource for all creatures.

Joyful and enchanting is the charm of the air I 
So wondrously fresh and pure beyond compare, 
Protecting all the world and nature and lives,
A refuge and resource for all creatures to survive]

The awareness of the poet of the virtue of nature is 
explicitly expressed when he uses natural phenomena as an 
allegory of Buddhistic philosophy. For example, the poet 
compares tolerance to clear water which is not bothered by 
dirty mud, and to the light that will not be angry with

y 1f)3J - to hold, to carry expresses the feeling of love

uJTi/iyiuifiuviiim
m u n u  Uosji/ifi fSstm

mnrnfi 

uvirt

■^McFarland, Thai-English Dictionary, p. 1009.
2 v —Angkhan Kalayanaphong, Bang, bot chak suankaeo, p. 17.
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darkness .

t
qiln?$fiuvru£Lh 

iI'aion'tuM'aim 

u^i'-NlfufiSfintn

I V

fh^H

n e m n tA v i lm i

This pure crystal water is tolerance 
That never with dirty mud be angry!
Wisdom will never force ignorance,
Nor will the Light ever blame Obscurity!

Similarly the peaceful co-existence of the sky and the 
clouds, the universe and the stars is used to symbolise a 
spiritual freedom which is an ultimate goal of Buddhism. 

This freedom means an ability to remain at peace within 
oneself and to be with others without being attached nor 
hostile and harmful to each other.

Never can the Sky be dirtied by the Clouds,
Nor can the Clouds get impure by the Sky's solitude! 
The beautiful Universe is never untidy because of the

Y h n v h m ilu iS m i

iwfll

ib^fmlibrufln-
yhlflfifHfifru'n■i

llVNYh
i

muvN <n3Jin 
lhsnfmlttu2

Stars,
And the Sky is never a prison for the bright Moon, 
Nor the grave for the glittering Stars!

’'‘Ibid., p. 29. 
2Ibid., p. 30.
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The poet also contemplates the natural power of the 
heat of the sun and the movement of the waves as the mani
festation of Buddhistic philosophy. For example, the 
natural quality of the heat of the sun is no longer percept
ible in its shadow in the water. This allegory refers to 
the state of peace and enlightenment where all the fire of 
suffering ends in serenity.

More than the heat of the fire is the Sun,
Yet his shadow in the water is hardly warm!
Everywhere can we find the Truth of Dhama!
Through that essence can enlightenment be achieved!

The underlying emphasis of Buddhism on self-reliance 
for each individual's enlightenment and spiritual freedom 
is also conveyed through the image of the waves in the 
sea. The poet wonders and questions where the sea gets her 
strength from and the answer given is that everything gains 
strength from its own self. This explains a Buddhistic 
belief that one can only achieve one's spiritual freedom 
through one's own effort.

V

flpm

1 mfnucjfuivi'mjim 
v i  m i

1Ibid., p. 31.



v, • 4 ' * v, 1ImvmfmmnuviJtiU n a'mn
Ym^m^via<mrilfi IviujÔ

< v A v ^ ■]
vmifo i v i n ^ m v i  vinm?mtn

Oh sea, how your waves weep and lament!
Can you never tired or exhausted be?
Where is the source of your great strength?
Oh, just from its own self, everything gains strength!

Even when the poet sees the sand he perceives it as an 
illustration of the law of impermanence since he realizes 
that the sand is from the rocks of the mountains, destroyed 
and transformed by the passing of time.

1 J v *  Vmantmvintmm gin
I I ViJwnu

miuviasfitJO'iiJrtiQin Imrnmcu
w ' *  ̂ *4 P
Jtl?)3JM)3Jl llllm u  L fill IWH \1 lM7

This sand is from great mountains long ago, 
Falling down, transforming into small grains,
This is the Law of the three characteristics of exist-

0 n c 0To be modest like earth is to attain real grace.

The poet seems to emphasize always the virtue of modesty 

and contentment and it is very characteristic of Angkhan to 

praise the simplicity of humble elements in nature like the 
sand and the earth. As here he praises the nobility of the

1Ibid.# p. 31. ^Ibid., p. 27.
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earth that, in fact, has the great power to cover the 

world but never boasts about it.

nys^ffi
I V

v h l v i o j
l & - j

So tiny seem the grains of earth,
Yet how content and noble they are!
Never do they boast about their power,
Though they can cover the whole world of ours!

Because of his deep love and respect for nature the 
poet even reflects in his work his belief in the magic 
power of nature to protect the soul. For example, we can 
find a beautiful image of beautiful clouds weaving soft 
cotton of the sky. The poet wishes to weave it into a rain
bow cloth in order to protect himself.

p. 74
ujw ru jim na IsjcJnuvh in v i'a tn n ^  i 

m m n jvm 'm s  ir tn lt fn m ij

The clouds are weaving soft cotton of the sky,
How I wish to weave that into a rainbow cloth!
To cover and cherish a poor poet,
So cold and sad he could die!

A similar idea is expressed when the poet laments that

qnifisjujoflvifipf
4 vV N m m n a u m n

^Ibid., p. 28.
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he wishes to weave silk out of the gold hue of the moon in 
order to warm his soul as he travels in the next life.

104
y y y y

ifntmvifi'jufN iKtniftawnu fpfnuTnunjflvivfficnlvijj 

yin^ln^T^nviunlflnnf] t

I wish to take the gold hue of moon crescent,
As gold thread to weave a wonderful piece of silk,
To wrap and warm always my soul,
For still far in the sad next life I have to go!

These two similar lamentations of the poet not only 
give unusually beautiful descriptions of the clouds and 
the moonlight but also reflect the mind of the poet who 

believes in the power of nature. The warmth and comfort 
he expects to get are from the elements in nature and there' 
fore they can benefit his spirit or his soul.

This belief in the magic power and spiritual effect 
of nature on human souls is uniquely conveyed through an 
image of thunder composing poetry with the help of the 
wind and the rain.

uvieuvifn
• ^ <. ✓

IIbid., p. 13.
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Swiftly the roll of the Thunder composes poetry,
So brilliant and beautiful to adorn the world,
Swiftly the Wind moves the divine Time,
And joyfully the Rain helps to write divine rhymes!

This image reveals a very significant attitude of the 
poet towards poetry. The idea of thunder composing poetry 
conveys a very spontanteous power of poetry in the poet's 

mind. The movement of the thunder sound is fast and power
ful like the flash of inspiration or deep emotion that moves
the heart of the poet to compose his w o rks.

The swift movement of the wind and the lively action 
of the rain serve to reveal the joy and delight in the act 

of composing poetry both for the poet himself and for his 

readers. The whole image of the thunder, the wind and the 
rain, in fact, suggests the power of creativity since the 
rain usually means the beginning of life or the source of 
lif e .

i
It is worth noticing that the poet uses the word iy<| 

Reng meaning to hurry, to urge o n /  twice in his poem
rf , 2together with the word IT'} Reo meaning 'fast'. This 

reflects the spontaneous nature of poetry and the power 
to move the readers which, according to the poet's belief, 

are the more significant qualities of poetry.

Thus, in this unique and beautiful image the poet can 
convey the spontaneity, the creativity and the power of 
poetry as well as the joy and delight that poetry can offer 
to the human heart and soul.

^McFarland, Thai-English Dictionary, p. 718. 
^Ibid., p. 718.
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In this chapter we have examined in more detail the 
'nature' of Angkhan's modernity. We have observed how 

the poet manages to create 'patterns' in his work through 
stylistic devices such as collocation, equation and assoc
iation of meanings and imagery. These 'patterns' are re
emphasized and integrated into the text through the technique 
of repetition.

Through these carefully designed 'patterns', the sig

nificance of the work is manifested and the coherence and 
unity of the text is achieved. All these elaborate stylistic 
devices reflect the ultimate idea of poetry as the art of 
language use. This idea, though obviously not uncommon, 
is especially emphasized in Thai poetry.

The poet respects and follows the rules of versification 
yet he does not allow the restriction of the rules to destroy 
the 'spontaneity' and the natural beauty of his poetry.

The liberty he takes within the rules reflects his 

real understanding of them. Thus he creates a harmony 

between the 'convention' and his own 'originality'. Being 
a 'modern1 poet with his ideas and philosophy different from 
the poets in the past, Angkhan, however, finds expression 
for his ideas in the 'forms' of the past and employs his 

wide imagination in creating beautiful and most unusual 

imagery in his work.
Therefore, ultimately speaking, the nature of Angkhan's 

modernity is the careful manipulation or the extension of 
the 'convention' harmoniously integrated with the poet's 

'originality* through the well-designed stylistic devices.
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CHAPTER III

The Nature and Significance of Verse Forms in Thai Poetry 
A Study of Naowarat Phongphaibun

The term for 'verse forms' in Thai is SlilVlflnyttl 
(chandalakshana) which is of Sanskrit origin. The term is
a combination of two words: tiiivi:; (chanda) meaning

\ _ 'approval, consent, satisfaction' and armw* (lakshana)

meaning 'a mark, a sign, a symbol, a token, a quality,
2characteristic properties'. Therefore, literally speaking 

we may translate the meaning of ■fSuyitSflWOJ as 'a symbol
or a sign of approval or satisfaction'.

This literal meaning enables a prominent contemporary 

Thai poet to express his ideas on 'verse forms' as follows:

11 think that a verse form is a form or quality
that pleases and satisfies. It is not necessary for

3verse to be m  the form of Klon, Khlong or Kap . '
(trans. S .C .)

This personal view of the poet sounds very 'liberal' 
and we might expect him to write poetry without any 
'restricted forms' at all. However, it may come as a 
surprise to many to realize that this 'liberal' comment was 
actually from Naowarat Phongphaibun in the early period of 

his career as a poet.

^McFarland, Thai-English Dictionary, p. 268.

^Ibid., p. 736.
3 — —Naowarat Phongphaibun, Kham Yat (Bangkok, 1969) in the introduction
by Sathira ChanthimathJ>n.
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From the beginning of his career until now Naowarat 
has always been regarded as a serious poet who follows the 
'tradition' and continues to develop it in his works. If 
anything at all can be said about his poetry, it is not 

possible to criticise the liberty he takes in his verse 
forms.

Like Angkhan, Naowarat is highly influenced by the 
great masters of the past and his works illustrate the 
harmony between the 'tradition' or 'convention' and his 
own 'invention' or 'originality'.

Naowarat Phongphaibun was born on 26th March 1940 in 

the district of Phnom-thuan in KarnchanaburT province 
where he received his primary and secondary education. He 
came to Bangkok for his higher education and during the 
years 1959-1965 he studied law at Thammasat University for 
his first degree.

After his graduation he entered the monkhood for ten 
months and thus began his deep interest in Buddhism which 
is an important influence in his works.

Though Naowarat started writing poetry in his school 
days, his work only came to the attention of the public 
while he was at Thammasat University. He joined the 
'literary Club' ( ) of the University and

created a fairly large amount of poetry within the univers

ity's circle.
His first book of short poems was published in 1969 

with the title PHViinf) Kham Yat. This first book reflects 
his deep concern about the verse forms and the melodious 
effect of poetry with the evident influence of Sunthon Phu.
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Despite his personal ideas about the verse forms, we can 
see from his book how strictly the poet abides by the 
'poetical rules'.

With his first book, Naowarat established himself as a 
serious modern poet who studied thoroughly the art of Thai 

poetry in order to follow and make use of it in his own 
works.

His second book is tnvifltJEN WM? (Athit thu ' ng chan), 

a narrative poem on the event of the political uprising 

by the students in October 1973. His third book is 
LV'JD'3Pni3Jlfî '0ulvn (Phiang khwam khlu'ang wai) which 

reflects his progress concerning the verse forms and the 
content. We can find in this book quite a large number of 
poems with 'philosophical' themes as well as the subtle use 
of symbols to convey his ideas in the form of allegory. He 
also made use of folk songs and folk legends for the 'form' 
and 'content' of his work. Despite this variety of themes, 
his poetry firmly reflects his mastery of language use and 
his talent for combining the 'convention' with his own ideas 

and philosophy in order to create a unique 'modernity' in 

his own work.
His unique 'modernity* based on his deep awareness of 

the 'convention' is clearly illustrated to the full in his 
fourth book flnunflUlllfN (Chak Ma Chom Mu'ang) - a long poem 
describing the beauty of the Temple of the Emerald Buddha 
and the works of art inside the temple, especially the 
mural paintings of the story from Ramakian.

The poet intended to write his poem as a 'religious
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sacrifice' to the Lord Buddha for the Wisakha
Bucha festival.^ This long complete work will serve later 
on as a main text for our study of the nature and signif
icance of 'verse forms' in Thai poetry.

The most recent work of the poet is a collection of
1 ' *short poems under the title of (Phleng

khlui n u 'a thung k h a o ) published in 1980, after he was 
awarded the prize of 'South East Asia Writer* in 1978.

The book is a reflection of the deep influence of Thai 
folk songs and music in the poet's work. Besides, we can 
find an amount of 'free verse' as narrative poetry as well 
as a rather intensive use of symbolism and allusion to 
some folk legends and to major literary works.

In fact, we can say that Naowarat Phongphaibun is one 

of only a few contemporary poets who is recognized as a 

'real poet' both by the older and more academically minded 
generation and the younger and more liberal generation of 
today.

The long poem Chak Ma Chom Mu'ang is an evident 

illustration of his mastery over the verse forms and poet

ical rules. Thus we shall use this text as a starting 
point in the study of the nature and significance of verse 
forms in Thai poetry.

This text is characterized by the 'richesse' of its 

verse forms despite the fact that it is almost all written 

in the form of 'Khlong' except for the beginning in Rai 

form and a few stanzas of 'K l o n ' composed by rearranging

1The festival of offerings in commemoration of the Birth, Enlighten
ment and Death of the Buddha.
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the lines from Khlong.

Therefore, by the term 'richesse' of forms here, I 
refer to the subtle variations within a single type or 
form of Thai poetry. These subtle variations reflect the 
natural richesse of the Thai language that allows poets 
a wide exploration into its possibilities by which they can 
manifest the creativity of their minds.

The variations within one single form serve to reveal 
and reinforce the attitude of Thai poets towards poetry.
In the Thai tradition, poetry is ultimately the art of 

language use and the exploration into the possibilities of 
language.

As a result, excellence in Thai poetry is judged by 
excellence in the art of composing the most pleasing sounds 
to the ear. Thai poetry can hardly be recognized or acc
epted without rhymes. The primary function is to produce 
a series of melodious sounds and secondly to develop the 
richesse of meaning and imagery in association with the 
already established patterns of sounds.

The detailed subtlety and difference in each variation 

is the evidence of the efforts of Thai poets to explore and 
manipulate the possibilities of language in order to create 
the best effect from their language use. The refinement of 
the language in poetry has always been the primary concern 
on the poets' part and the source of joys and appreciation 

on the readers' part. This fact has remained unchanged 
throughout the long history of Thai poetry despite all other 
changes in the matter of themes and ideas.

From this point of view also I may justify my choice
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of the text Chak Ma Chom Mu'ang by Naowarat Phongphaibun.

In this text we can see how the poet makes use of one 
traditional form with all its variations in order to 
express and convey various themes and ideas in his work.

This reflects the real capacity of 'verse forms' that 
can be used quite regardless of the 'ideas' or the 'content'.

We can say that the unity of forms in this text - that 
is the form of 'Khlong' - is able to embrace the varieties 

of themes and ideas without losing the subtlety and refine
ment of the language use.

The nature of this poetical work is mainly descriptive 

since it is the description of the mural paintings of the 
story of Ramakian in the Temple of the Emerald Buddha. How
ever, the poet manages to insert other themes and ideas such 
as folk legends, a Buddhistic allegory or interpretation of 
the story of Ramakian as well as his own ideas about liter
ature and poetry.

As far as the 'verse forms' and rules are concerned the 
poet is sure that he has followed them strictly as he exp
resses at the end of his work.

smvianiKu
ft m u  

M i  f in
V 1a s u v m s m v i m u

Strictly abiding by the poetical rules, 
Is the poetry of mine,
With exact and sacred rhymes!

^Naowarat Phongphaibun, Chak Ma Chom Mu'ang (Bangkok, 1977), p. 190.



Each line, each stanza devotedly follows 
The convention of the past I

However, it is worth noticing here that the poet 
specifies that he follows the rules of the 'old tradition 
of the p a s t 1. By this the poet refers to more flexible 
or less rigid rules of the past when the effect of sounds 
was more important than the number of syllables used. In
other w o r d s , poets as well as readers in the past read
poetry more with their ears and not only with their eyes. 
Therefore, in Chak Ma Chom Mu'ang we can find a number of
poems which have more syllables than the 'standardized
forms'.

The Khlong form is believed to be one of the oldest 
verse forms in Thai poetry. Some Thai scholars believed 
that it was derived from a Chinese verse form with the 
Thai 'invention' of a rhyme-scheme. Prince Damrongrajanu- 
phab mentioned that the origin of Khlong was from the Thai 

of the North. Dhanit Yupho supported this idea by refer-
v_____________________________________ _ring to the evidence that in Chindamani various Khlong 

forms were referred to as Khlong Laos (Laos was used in 
the old days to refer to the Thais in the North). Besides 

he remarked that there were quite a few Northern dialect 
words commonly employed in the composition of Khlong.'*'

On one hand, this form is rather difficult to compose 
as it is comparatively more restricted than other forms 
because of its restriction of 'tones'. On the other hand, 
the evident success of the form throughout the history of

^Dhanit Yupho, Kansu'psaoraoru1ang Kap Klon Khlong Chan 2nd ed. 
(Bangkok, 1974), pp. 37-9.
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Thai poetry proves its virtue as a 'suitable1 form that 
corresponds to the inner qualities of the language itself.
As Thai is a tonal language, the rule of tones even helps 
to create a poetically satisfying result that encourages 
the poets to strive with the restricted rules of the form.

The Khlong form is used in long and short poetical 
works both by itself and in combination with some other 

forms. The combination of 'Khlong' with 'Rai' is called 
'Lilit' which is a major type of Thai poetry. A

number of outstanding poetical works in Thai are composed 
in this type, for example: Lilit Phra Lq , Lilit Yuan Phai, 
and Lilit Taleng Phai.

The combination of 'Kap' with 'Khlong' when composed 
in pairs, that is one stanza of each form with the same 

content, has its special name of 'Kap Hp Khlong' DIWEJVUdIpiSH 
meaning Kap embracing Khlong. The most famous poet who 
composed in this type is Prince Thammathibet in his well- 

known Nirat such as Nirat Than Sok and Nirat Than Thong 
Daeng.

The popularity of the 'Khlong' form in composing long 
poetical works is evident from the early Ayuthaya period 
when we can find great and outstanding works written all 

in Khlong such as Nirat Hariphunchai, Thawathotsamat and 
Kamsuan Sri Pra t .

Even in the early Ratanakosin period the 'Khlong' form 

still held a very prominent position in the tradition of 
Thai poetry. Many important and influential works were 
composed in the Khlong form, for example, Nirat Narin, Nirat 

Supan and Khlong Lokanit.



The importance of this form survives to the present 
day, though it is not common to see a long poetical work 
written in this form. Thus, the poet's decision to 

compose his long poem in this form reflects his awareness 
of the significance of the Khlong form in Thai poetry as 
well as the continuity of traditional verse forms in gener 

Chak Ma Chom M u 1ang is an obvious illustration of the 
modern continuity of the tradition and convention of Thai 
poetry. The poet not only employs the 'traditional1 form 

but also exploits and explores its variations. Moreover, 
he manifests his deep understanding of Thai verse forms by 
illustrating a close relationship between the 'Khlong' 
form and the 'Klon' form.

9

Both forms are undoubtedly recognized as the most 
important and widely used forms in Thai poetry. This is 
evident even in a fixed collocation in Thai referring to 
'poetry' in general as 'Khlong Kl^n1

In fact, the poet manifests this relationship by play 
ing with the fixed collocation 'Khlong Klon'. He uses the 
same words to compose three stanzas in Khlong form under 
the title of 'Khlong Klon'. Then he rearranges the same 
words in Klon form in three stanzas again but he labels it 
'Klon Khlong1 - a reversed variant of Khlong Klon.

p. 8 (Khlong Klon)
y | y

r n  *  fit) n l m m r n  . I n ^ n

micinu iflnn
i ~ * I v

f i 'H i b s m j r u t N  n t h f n r n



duang dok mai ming kaeo 
mat iem sa-at phi sut 
kham luang rot rung dut 
duang pra dap ruang p h u 'ng

ko mut
cham su'ng
dao roet boek ra
ram nam kham kawl

p. 9 nafiulfia-] (Klon Khlong)
| y

fi1 a n t) n1 n fl n3 u n 11 n jjvi un fi
*4 4 1 £t ti tiuti s f h v i i n  a

t~ 1 1*
I l On n f m

 ̂ l y ^
lifzmjn'jUNinxnpnn')

duang dgk mai ming keeo ko mut mat 
iem sa-at phi sut cham su'ng kham luang 
rot rung dut dao roet boek ra duang 

pra dap ruang phu'ng ram nam kham kawl

This example illustrates the poet's mastery of 
language use and his deep understanding of Thai verse forms. 
From the example we can see that ultimately speaking the 

significance of 'form' lies in the significance of 'arrange

ment' of words. With the same number and sequence of well- 
selected words the poet can 'arrange* them in different 
forms.

This, however, does not mean that each different form 
has no quality or character of its own. Rather the fact 

that it is possible to 'arrange' a certain number of selected 
words into different forms manifests a deep relationship 
between these two forms.

Traditionally and comparatively speaking, the 'Khlong' 

form is regarded as a 'higher' or more 'prestigious' form



than the 'Klgn' form which is closer to the 'oral1 

literature of the common people. As a verse form, Klon 
is considered more 'natural' since it is nearer to the 
'spoken' language. The poet's demonstration of the signif

icant relationship between the 'Khlong' form and the 'Klon' 
form seems to explain why 'Khlong', though a rather elabor
ate verse form, remains so prominent throughout the history 
of Thai poetry. Perhaps, ultimately speaking, the virtue 
of the 'Khlong' form also lies in its closeness to the 
spoken language.

This fact reinforces the primary idea of our study 
that the success of a verse form depends on its harmonious 
accordance with the nature of the language. The idea is 
explicitly expressed by Phraya Uppakit Sinlapasan in his 
lecture on 'Thai language and its poetry'.

'The verse forms which are suitable for our Thai 
language are Khlong, Rai , Kap and various kinds of 
Klon, including songs like Ch<?i Song, Khorat Song as 
already mentioned. These forms are genuinely part of 
the Thai heritage so they are perfectly suited to the 
Thai language, unlike the verse form of Chan which we 
borrowed from Pali and Sanskrit. I find it totally 
unsuitable for our language.' (trans. S.C.)

As a highly reputable scholar of the Thai language 

and a poet in his own right, his personal view on the 
relationship between the Thai language and its poetry here 
certainly deserves serious consideration.

Phraya Uppakit Sinlapasan, Chumnum niphon O.N.K. (Bangkok, 1973), 
p. 223.
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It is obvious that by virtue of being a poet who was 
also a grammarian Phraya Uppakit Sinlapasan could offer 
an insight into the relationship between language and 
literature not normally dealt with among Thai poets.

It is worth noticing here that Phraya Uppakit 

Sinlapasan included various types of folk 'songs' in the 
category of 'verse forms', giving equal importance to 
'songs' as to Khlong, Rai, Kap and Klon. This is quite 
understandable since the verse in Thai songs is very closely 
related to the form of 'Klon'.

To put it more strongly, Prince Bidyalankarana in his 
article 'The Pastime of Rhyme-Making and Singing in Rural 
Siam' described the term (phleng) not as 'song' but
as a form of amusement and the 'phleng' in all its varieties 
is described as a form of 'Klon'.t

'I will now describe the form of amusement knowni
as Ifllinw (len blen) , or merely iwtw (blen) in 
Siamese. The I wen (blen) in all its varieties is a 
form of nfl-eu (Klon) which I will describe in the last 
part of this p a per1.

Although Naowarat is not a grammarian we can see that 
he actually expresses a very similar insight indirectly in 
the manner in which he composes his poetry. Considering 
his works as a whole, we will certainly notice the obvious 
influence of 'songs', especially folk songs in most
of his poetry, and in particular in his 'Klon1. As Naowarat

Prince Bidyalankarana,* The Pastime of Rhyme-Making and Singing in 
Rural Siam', Journal of the Siam Society vol. 20, Part 2 (1926), 
pp. 101-127.
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is very much influenced by Sunthon P h u , his predominant 

form in the early period of his career is 'Klon' as can 

be seen in his first book: Kham Yat - a collection of his 
short poems.

Naowarat also employs many 'verses' from various 
types of folk songs in his poetry by embracing them into 

his Klon. This is evident in many of his poems for example
* A  ' *m  the book of his collected poems I VlltHfltjEJ I VIVID Tv's'll

'Phleng khlui n u 'a thung khao' (Flute songs above the rice 
fields).

We can consider this as a reflection of the poet's own 
recognition of the close similarity between the verse of 
folk songs and the verse form of Klon. Thus he can success 
fully create a harmonious combination of verses from songs 
and his own Klon.

9

However, since we are, at the moment, considering the 

text 'Chak Ma Chom M u 'a n g ' we should try to observe first 
how the poet expresses his 'insight' into the relationship 
between language and literature in this text.

Firstly, the choice of his verse forms as 'Khlong' 
reflects his awareness of its significance. Secondly, his 
effort to manifest its relationship to the Klon form re
emphasizes his deep understanding of the underlying 
significance of 'forms' in Thai poetry.

Besides, this understanding is reflected through the 

poet's intensive use of ftflUV! Konlabot - different restrict 

ed forms with elaborate stylistic devices - throughout the 
text.

This characteristic of the text is of course not



uncommon in all the major works of Thai poetry in the past. 

On one hand, it is esteemed as an 'excellence' or 'mastery' 
of language use on the poet's part to create the beauty of 
'sense and sound' in his work. On the other hand, it 
reflects the nature of the language that allows an intensive 
manipulation and exploration into all its possibilities.

In the text of Chak Ma Chom M u 'ang Naowarat employs a 

great deal of Konlabot both explicitly and implicitly. 
Explicitly, the poet composes a series of ten different 
types of Konlabot each of which is given its specific name.

V  _All these ten types of Konlabot are from Charu'k Tamra 
Khlong Konlabot, , an inscription from the
treatise of Khlong Konlabot from Wat P h o , the temple consid
ered as the first university in the country created as a 
result of an idea of King Rama III. The group of these 
variations of Konlabot inserted in the text has as its 
content the description of the musical performance with 
traditional Thai instruments. The imitation of the sounds 
and melodies of the music under the more restricted rules 
of Konlabot seems to create a successful 'musical interlude' 
in the text.

On the other hand, the deliberate theme of 'music' in 

the series of these Konlabot helps to reveal the poet's 

attitude towards this stylistic device. He looks at all 
these 'more restricted forms' as an invitation to compose 
'music' in verse form.

This attitude is re-emphasized in another piece of 

Konlabot in the text where the poet also uses 'Konlabot' to 
describe the melody and music from Thai musical instruments.



The poet uses as the title for the group of Konlabot 
fifmfllin - a fixed collocation meaning 'to play in an 

orchestra of stringed or wind instruments'.'*'
The verse form employed in this group of poems is 

known as (Khlong Krathu) with the theme or the
heading of the title

*4
f i  n

V 1
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1McFarland, Thai-English Dictionary, p. 331.
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We can see that each Khlong has a special 'form' 
beginning with the same single word from the title. This 
form of Khlong Krathu can be considered a form of Konlabot 

not uncommon in Thai poetry.

It is understandable that by imposing more restrict
ions on the forms the poet has to create a certain amount 
of the intensity of 'poeticalness' through the pattern of 
sounds, rhythms, and rhymes. This 'intensity' naturally 
impairs the 'eloquence' of the poem and thus it is believed 
that it is not possible to compose a long poetical work with 
these restricted forms of Konlabot.

The only evidence of such an attempt is the work of 

Luang Sripricha in the late Ayuthaya period who composed 
Konlabot Siriwibunkiti by taking the story from a Jataka 
tale. Yet the work remains unfinished.

Nevertheless, the 'musical interlude* created by the 
poet in the text Chak Ma Chom M u 'ang serves to reveal 
another dimension of the poet's attitude towards Konlabot. 
Restricted by more elaborate rules as it is, Konlabot may 
not be 'eloquent' but it can be highly 'expressive1.

By 'expressive' here I refer to -the capacity of 
Konlabot to convey sentiments and feelings without necess
arily telling any story.

As far as Konlabot is concerned, we can say that even 
the name of each type will already tell us something about 
the pattern of that poem.

The ten different types of Konlabot in Chak Ma Chom 
M u 'ang are those rather well-known ones, all with different 
and interesting names as follows:



unttjfiau
mmnuin
vitfiivimi

<
mfiufmis
pufujfhmwV ImumiMin
I m m i v m
fhjSiijjnv
ljBinfhftm

- Alternating letters
- Kinnara picking lotus
- Cows circling a stake
- Elephants joining tusks
- A snake's composition
- The mountain covered
- Stems joining on to flowers
- Lions swishing tails
- Charioteers driving
- Flowers in designs

To illustrate the point that the names of Konlabot 
explain somehting about their particular movements and 
appearances, we shall now look at some examples in the text

n a u v i s m  iJ J s f h i i ' n

136

Elephants joining tusks

v n u t N  

inn mi

j z a t m v r n f m m i n i i

ooooo
opooo
ooooo

ooooo

** *1m r m
«* K

oo
00

00

0000

(The normal rhyme-scheme is not indicated here, only the 
'extra1 sound patterns particular to this 'type1 of 
Konlabot).

We can see that there are three pairs of words in the 

poem that share the same sounds.
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V)314f)^/mil titH Tham Nong / Than Nuang
ll^ftm4I 'a £haek Khan / £ha _Khe
*  ̂1iJIN h/Tsatin Riang Lai / Ra Lgk

These pairs are placed in juxtaposition at the end of 
each line to link with the beginning of the next line.
Since the word in each pair consists of two syllables, it 
is comparable to the two tusks of an elephant and by virtue 
of its juxtaposition with one another, the name 'Elephants 
joining tusks' seems to be justified.

nauvrnjimnn'iw The mountain covered

137

frnfTnofiafiTB

? sHifininflyjflsflfi

ooooo
ooooo
ooooo
ooooo

la- B

00

00
00

0000

Here we have a pair of the same word of the first 
syllable and the last syllable in each line. Thus we can 

see throughout the poem a connection or a link within the 
same line.

Literally speaking, the word '*fi5‘73W means 'a mountain 

range', a circular mountainous boundary, or, according to 
Thai mythology, a 'fabulous belt of mountains bounding 
the outermost regions of the seven seas and dividing the
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visible world from the regions of darkness.'
Thus, it is obvious that the appearance of the poem 

with the beginning and the end of the line rhyming in pairs 
reflects the image of a mountain range as well as a circular 
mountainous boundary.

lauvilfl Lions Swishing Tails

p. 138

nnfiibsftunnmi
IV V

Tinij i mi'n

'wvns

oo 
00 

00 

0000

Here we have the two syllables at the end of the first 
part of each line rhyming with each other in pairs. Thus, 

this special characteristic corresponds to the image of a 
lion swishing his tail.

From the examples of Konlabot above we can see that the 
name of each type of Konlabot already implies some character
istics corresponding to the name. These characteristics can 
indicate some particular structure of the poem which can 

consequently affect the sound pattern and the rhythm of the 
poem.

1McFarland, Thai-Enqlish Dictionary, p. 237.

00000
00000
00000
ooooo
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On one hand, we can say that Konlabot is not really 
a distinguished element in Thai poetry since it just 
involves more elaborate and systematic rules of 'word-play' 
in a poem. Sometimes the poet might insert one 'Konlabot' 
in his long poem without giving the name and thus it can 
pass unnoticed by most readers.

On the other hand, Konlabot seems to reveal so much of 
the essence of Thai poetry. Not only does it reveal the 
nature of the Thai language that lends itself to various 
types of 'word-play' and 'puns' but also it reveals the 
attitude of Thai poets and Thai readers towards poetry as 
an attempt at excellence of language use. The elaboration 
and restrictions of the verse forms are regarded as a 
challenge for the poet to manifest his 'mastery' over 
language use, the success of which is normally highly 
esteemed.

In Chak Ma Chom M u 'a n g , the poet employs Konlabot in 
a very explicit manner by composing all ten different types 
each with its proper name. This 'explicitness' or 'deliber
ateness' on the poet's part is not a common phenomenon in 
Thai poetical works. In the past when the Konlabot appeared 
in any part of the work the poet hardly mentioned or 
specified its name.

The only occasion for any explicit use of Konlabot is

in a text book for versification or language teaching as in 
v _ _Chindamani where examples of different types of Konlabot 
are given and illustrated with their proper names without 
any attempt to explain them.
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Seen in this light, we can also consider this series 
of Konlabot as a reflection of one of the underlying 
themes in the text: the theme of poetry-writing. This 
theme, in fact, is already apparent in the poet's manifest
ation of the close relationship between two important verse
forms in Thai poetry: Khlong and Klon.

This is clearly emphasized if we look at the 'content'

of this pair of poems (Khlong Klon) and natvulftfn
(Klon Khlong). This pair of poems can be considered as the 
poet's 'resolution' as well as his personal 'philosophy of 
poetry 1.

p. 9 «
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IfiSwSS I UU I tfiuiuuuvi 
lbs'mmiuuiutmtujuiN Id 

vi a n  n k  B  u  u  u  ej a  ft n$fi t] i 1 ^ 
fh u n'T, a a j 1] u ?i - j n >i 11 vrn ̂  n1

In resume we may state his views:

'For the poet, poetry is an exquisitely refined 
and elaborate creation, comparable to the creation of 
a piece of jewelry. Poetry has the beauty of flowers, 
the purity of gold, the brilliance of the stars and 
the taste of honey. Since this life is short and 
tiring, all the sages will not cling to it but try to 
escape from being born again. However, life is still 
the source of poetry to be re-arranged and contemplated 
so as to create joys and enlightenment in the form of 
poetry'.

The underlying theme of poetry-writing is in fact 
subtly designed throughout the text. Even the structure 
of the work with its 'richesse' of verse forms is a part 
of the manifestation of this theme.

Apart from the 'richesse' of verse forms, the poet 
also illustrates a close relationship between two important 

forms: Khlong and Klon, in his 'resolution' as a poet. The 
poet expresses his ideas of poetry as well as its value for 
the human mind and spirit.

He even states explicitly that the source of literature 

and poetry is human life.
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p. 19

yiuvmon

i nsirn
V

I t V
fh m iV K n n tu fta iJ iim

• V
fffNumnumnu

Human life indeed is the source 
That creates the beauty of literature!
The overflowing stream of life 
Is the stream of literature divine
Purifying the heart and the mind!

The explicit statement about the source of literature 
and poetry here is, in fact, very unusual in Thai poetry. 

Traditionally speaking, Thai poets rarely concerned them
selves with the 'theory' of literature or with its values 
but concentrated more on its practical purposes such as to 
entertain the king and the court or to gain religious 
merits through the composition of religious poetical works.

Here, the poet makes it clear that he regards human 
life as the source of literature, like a flowing stream
that gives life to literature itself. This also includes

the idea that literature has its spiritual value for the 

heart and mind.

Apart from the 'source* of literature and poetry, the 
poet subtly reveals the 'art of poetry' through his work. 
The various stylistic devices employed in the text can be 
considered as a part of the poet's illustration of the 'art 

of poetry'. Thus it is not surprising that we can find an 

intensive illustration of 'poetical devices' in the text; 

different types of Konlabot, word-plays and puns as well as
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quotation and allusion and especially with the p o e t ’s 
personal footnotes on his poems.

The poet's own footnotes explain either the types of
his verse forms or the sources of his quotations. This
characteristic in the text reflects the 'seriousness' of 
the poet in his profession as a poet.

To manifest this 'seriousness' explicitly in the form 
of footnotes by the poet himself is certainly not typical
of Thai poets. Yet it would be wrong to say that this is
completely unknown in Thai tradition.

King Rama VI and Prince Bidyalankarana did manifest 
their 'seriousness' in a similar manner by adding an intro
duction, an appendix or some footnotes to their poetical 
works. We can find an introduction as well as a rather 
long appendix in the work of King Rama VI, for example 
Sakuntala - a poetical drama translated from Sanskrit. 

Similarly, in the works of Prince Bidyalankarana we can 

find the poet's footnotes explaining the meaning of some 
difficult words he uses. Such works are, for example, Kanok 
Nakhon and Sam Kru'nq.

These two poets were of course very serious scholars in 
languages and literature. Thus, it is natural to see their 

'academic concern' for their poetical text, reflecting 
their desire to clarify the text and to offer some help to 
the readers.

Nevertheless, this characteristic of the text Chak Ma 

Chom Mu'ang cannot at all be considered as typical of the 
poet. We do not find anything similar in his other poetical 

works. This evidence, therefore, re-emphasizes the under



lying theme of poetry-writing in this work.
The theme is further expounded indirectly through the 

poet's use of allegory and symbols in the text. As the 

story consists basically of various episodes from Ramakian 
the poet can simply describe them according to the paint
ings in the temple. However, he seems to add in a lot of 
Buddhistic interpretation of Ramakian and thus turns his 
poetry into something deeper than just a descriptive poem.

For example, the poet describes Sida as a symbol of 
pure perfection, growing in the earth and discovered in 
the heart of a lotus. This is comparable to those who are 
pure enough to look into their own selves and find enlight 
enment on their own.

Sida is a creation of perfection 
Grown out of pure and clean earth 
Where hidden by her father for sixteen years 
She has flawlessly grown into a beauty!

A lotus-blossom covers her precious self 
Appearing only to those with real devotion 
To attain. one's own enlightenment 
One has to look into one's own heart!

p . 23
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Another episode that the poet uses as an allegory 
to explain Buddhistic philosophy is the episode where 
Hanuman found the heart-box of Thotsakhan and destroyed it. 

The poet explains that the heart-box is a symbol of ultimate 
ignorance that creates all the sufferings in life. There
fore once we find it we should try to destroy it completely 
to put an end to our sufferings.

P • 144 ^

nannu
V 1

vujutmiN'Uflmjfi ftflunn
‘I'nivNtfwvnmi vftiiwumfiuiivw

Ignorance, the ultimate cause of suffering,
Is like the heart-box well-locked.
Once found, it should be uprooted 
To completely destroy the heart's desires!

After Hanuman destroyed the heart-box of Thotsakan , 

he put an end to the war and the sufferings of war and 
enabled Rama to conquer. Thus, the virtue and justice of 
Rama prevailed over the evil and injustice of Thotsakan..

Apart from adding a certain amount of Buddhistic 
interpretation to the episodes in Ramakian, the poet also 

makes use of Buddhistic philosophy in his work. When 
describing the sufferings and love longing of Rama in the 

Nirat tradition, the poet employs a Buddhistic consolation.
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p. 73
wflfnmffi/nfitH

1 ■'i 1tfuS'j iwfn^n 

lJnjmn^lwjn-

u tir i l i lS 'a ^ iJ T n jn u niihivm'zmniuvnintJ 

To depart from your loved ones is suffering 
To join with those unloved is also suffering,
To desire something in vain is a deep pain 
Only with a heart freed from desire,
Can the end of suffering be attained!

Traditionally speaking, the poet in a Nirat poem tends 

to employ the rule of karma as a consolation by alluding 
to some bad deeds in the past that cause the present suffer

ings. Here, the poet offers instead the ultimate truth 
according to Buddhism - love and desires cause endless 
sufferings, the end of desires is the end of sufferings.

In fact, this rather 'philosophical' attitude does not 
sound quite 'consoling' but 'revealing'. The poet is simply 

giving a general statement of 'truth' according to Buddhism 
in a detached manner.

Besides, the poet points out to the readers that all 
the detailed story of Ramakian and its beauty is just like 

the peel of a fruit. We have to be able to gently strip 

off the peel in order to appreciate the 'flesh' and the 
'essence' of it.
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p. 146

UT\ LT'D^fin^'mW

naiilSunilfii5fj^u 
llflfl L ll^finilti'3 L T 4 Q  I ft

tfirnvuflniAirutln^ tiutij j n

i 'Eijjlt3fia 
4 * ‘om n n t n v m u  

Myriads of images and words I combine,
To create a story well-beautified.
'Tis like a peel covering sweet flesh.
To enjoy the ambrosia inside
The peel needs to be gently removed.

In other w o r d s , the poet is trying here to remind the 
readers of the importance of interpretation or the effort 
to perceive and appreciate beyond the appearance of things. 
To understand and appreciate poetry we need some effort to 
go deeper and beyond the surface.

The real essence of poetry can be covered by various 
elements that can be appreciated by themselves, yet it is 
always worthwhile trying to discover the 'reality' under

neath. To enjoy the 'ambrosia' of the fruit, we cannot stop 
just at the 'peel' of it.

It is obvious here that the poet is concerned about 
the importance of poetry-writing as well as of poetry- 
reading. He regards these two activities as equally 
sophisticated and demanding. If the poet has to labour 

with his talents to create a refined piece of poetical work, 
it is just as important for the readers to put in some 
effort in order to appreciate it fully.

The poet's remark here also reveals the significance of 

interpretation. In the realm of poetry and literature so
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much depends on the interpretation. The 'richesse* of a 
poetical work lies in the wide possibilities of its inter
pretation. To understand and enjoy poetry is far from a 
simple process. It requires an effort to perceive the 
deeper structure and meanings rather than what appears at 
the surface.

The importance of the subtlety of perception is 
emphasized in the text both by the poet's illustration of 
the subtle variations of 'verse forms' and his remark on 
the significance of interpretation.

The main themes of poetry-writing and poetry-reading 
together with the Buddhistic theme in the text are harmon
iously intertwined. The structure of the work with all its 
'richesse' of verse forms and poetical devices indicates 
the underlying theme of poetry-writing and reading. The 
use of Buddhistic allegory in the interpretation of the 
story of Ramakian serves both to reveal and to preach the 
subtlety and the depth of Buddhism and, at the same time, to 
illustrate the significance of interpretation in poetry- 
reading .

The poet, of course, declares his intention: he comp
osed this work as a 'religious’ worship-offering for the 
Wisakhabucha festival. Thus, the 'religious' theme of the 
philosophy of Buddhism is conveyed through the episodes from 

Ramakian and fulfils the poet's 'religious' intention.

On the other hand, the poet expresses his personal 
'resolution' as a poet - to compose poetry for his spiritual 
enlightenment. His ideas about poetry are, similar to those 
of Angkhan, highly spiritual. The 'seriousness' and
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1 academic concern' on his part as a poet reveal his real 
devotion to poetry.

He creates 'beauty' to cover the 'essence' of poetry 
yet he does not fail to make his readers realize that the 
'essence' and 'reality' of it lie deeper than what appears 
at the surface.

In fact, the poet seems to make a parallel between 
poetry and religion. To understand either poetry or 
religion we need the power of mind to perceive the essence 
and the imagination and insight to interpret the meanings. 

This parallelism validates the 'spiritual' value of poetry 
claimed by the poet.

The harmony between the themes and the poetical devices 
employed by the poet contributes to the unity of the work. 
The poet's subtlety in creating this unity reveals and 

emphasizes the fact held by the poet that poetry is a care
fully designed creation, like a precious piece of jewelry.

Apart from the 'spiritual' value of poetry, the poet 
also esteems poetry as the pride and honour of the nation 
as a whole. He likens poetry to the 'diamonds' of language, 
contributing to the dignity of the linguistic independence 
of the country.

p. 7
* , - ynmmviibsviuwTfiLi
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Like adorning diamonds to our language 
Is the poetry that describes and beautifies!
Remaining the pride of Thai forever,
To cherish the independence of our letters!

The concept of poetry as the glory and pride of the 
nation is not uncommon in the Thai tradition and the poet 
here continues or follows the tradition with his own 
'emphasis' on the 'independence' of the Thai language. 
Therefore, it seems that-the poet perceives a deeper sig
nificance in poetry as an adornment to the prestige of 
the national language which is the reflection of the 
independence of the country.

The poet's purpose in composing the work as a 
'religious' offering is explicitly stated in the text. He 
would like to pay respect to the Lord Buddha and the 

Emerald Buddha in the temple to ask for help to protect 

the people and the country.
He also wishes to preserve this work as an evidence of 

the glory and beauty of the temple so that even in the 
future when things change, this glory will remain in his 
w o r k .

p. 189 , w
rn:rmnvmt)i3LN
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With love and perseverence to preserve 
I combine here all various arts 
Lest things should change with time 
They will remain the same in my rhymes!

This desire leads naturally to the wish of 'immortal
ity' for his work as the poet states it at the end.

\

191
phlpifNvnjfitiuvi

i
OfifinijnmtHwu 

1  ̂fluffosnijfiinn'j

inv^jtu
V

limiting
i i

ivh jtffi m u  vitro)
i #

Five hundred verses are here completed,
By the poet whose name is Naowarat Phongphaibun. 
Should there be any mistake or imperfection,
Please freely give your correction,
So that the work will remain,
To eternally preserve the ultimate truth!

This, in fact, is a 'convention1 well-cherished in 
Thai poetry - to mention the name of the poet and to wish 
for the 'immortality' of the work. In this case, the poet 
follows the convention very strictly for he even allows 

his poetry to be altered by future generations. This 
reflects the 'generosity' and the 'modesty' of the poet 
and it is a characteristic of Thai poetical tradition.

The poetical tradition of 'generosity' and 'modesty' 
can be seen in the works of great poets in the past like 

Prince Thammathibet in his Nirat Than Sok where he states 
generously that if a scholar finds any mistake in his work 
he will be pleased to have the text corrected or improved.
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to correct his work.
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Another significant theme apparent in the text is the 
theme of narration. Despite the intensive use of Konlabot 
and elaborate poetical devices the poet manages to tell a 
story in the form of folk legends.

The term 'to tell a story' here is used in a rather 
literal sense since the poet contrasts the 'telling' of the 
story in the folk legends in the text with the 'describing' 
and 'interpreting' of the episodes from Ramakian.

"4)hanit Yupho, Phraprawat phraniphon chaofa Thammathibet (Bangkok, 
1973), p. 102.
2Ibid., p. 143.
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It is quite obvious that the poet employs the tech
nique of 'narration' to tell the legends of mjslflfi

V
(Karaket) and (£hao Khunthong), the well-

known folk heroes. These techniques of narration are 
reflected through the use of different diction, the dialogue 
and the explicit and direct description of the scenes and 
the feelings of the characters in the story.

These techniques are employed in the 'narratives1 in 

the text to create a contrast with the 'description' of the 
beauty and art of the temple as well as the episodes from 
Ramakian. Even though these episodes can be treated as 
narratives we can perceive the difference in the way the 
poet treats them.

The episodes from Ramakian are in fact 'described' 
rather than 'narrated' in the text. In other words, we 
can say that the poet presents the episodes to the readers 
as they are - still life mural paintings in the temple.
Yet he manages to create the 'depth' for his description 
by adding Buddhistic interpretations.

As far as the 'description' is concerned the poet 
follows the Thai tradition of describing in detail and in 
a rather elaborate manner. Thus we will find that the poet 

describes each part of the temple separately, admiring and 

comparing its beauty with the divine residence in heaven.
Moreover, Thai poets usually praise the marvel of the 

beauty of the temples as being a result of divine hands.
It is quite common to find that the poet wonders whether 
the beauty seen is not created by gods since it is too 
beautiful to be from just human effort.
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Yet in Chak Ma Chom Mu'anq the poet seems to diverge 
completely from that convention. It is true that he follows 
the poets in the past in describing a host of details with 
elaboration.

For example, the staircase of the temple is described 
vividly with the details of designs and colours - a rather 
traditional and conventional device in most Thai poetry.

p. 43
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Following the 'convention', however, does not prevent 

the poet from expressing his own unconventional ideas. 
Instead of praising the beauty as being a result of the 
divine hands of gods the poet insists that human hands are 

enough to create all the marvels and beauty in the world. 

For the poet, gods do not belong to our world and thus are
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not responsible for the beauty created by human hands
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In heaven and dreams are gods and angels 
How could they care to descend and create?
Only human hands can really create
And by their labour challenge the divine!

It is the heart that reveals the truth 
It is the heart that creates all refinement 
That softens and fills the soul 
To lead the heart to enlightenment.

Exquisitely refined and gentle is the heart
That creates a cottage or a great palace
That creates human beings and their work
That creates sufferings and joys, chains and pains!

The poet emphasizes the 'human value' of human beings 

and insists that human beings alone can create all the
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beauty with their efforts. The activity of 'creating' has 
in itself a spiritual value to refine minds and souls. 
Ultimately speaking, the world consists of human beings 
and their own creations, both high and low, big and small, 
as well as pleasant and unpleasant.

This emphasis on human values and efforts corresponds 
with the poet's 'theory of literature' that the source of 
literature is human life. Besides, it is related to the 
narratives of the legends of folk heroes inserted in the 

text since the legends are also concerned with common people. 

Thus, we can obviously see the pattern of unity in the text 
and how the poet subtly builds up this unity.

In the narratives, the poet gives a vivid description 
of the way of life of the common people such as villagers 
and farmers, their work, their festivals as well as their 
problems. The poet describes the ceremony of the rain-making

i idance uVit!3̂ UJJ1 ^ae Nang Maeo , when there is a problem of 
drought in the countryside.

In the description of their ceremony the poet refers to 
the problems and the hopes of the farmers who are very much 

dependent on nature. Without rain they will have to suffer 
and therefore they ask for rain for their survival.

A similar aspect of the farmers' lives is conveyed in 
an effective and vivid manner in the narrative of Chao 

Khunthong. In the narrative the poet explains and paints 
the humble life of a farmer's family, their simple joys, 
their love for their own land and their hard struggle for

^See Sathirakoses-Nagapradipa, Lathithamniam lae.prapheni khQnq Thai 
(Bangkok, 1965), p. 239.
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survival amid all the hardship caused by both nature and 
the wickedness of human beings.

Ultimately speaking, we can consider the theme of 
'narration' as an extension of the theme of poetry-writing.
In fact, it is quite valid to regard 'narration' as an 
aspect of the techniques of poetry-writing. Seen in this 

light, the poet's effort to distinguish the difference 
between 'narration' and 'description' is a subtle device 
to expound and complete the underlying theme of poetry- 
writing in the text.

Even though it is rare, in the Thai poetical tradition, 

for poets to deal with the theme of 'poetry-writing' and 
its techniques, Naowarat seems to be able to handle and 
expound this theme perfectly well. His success, to a great 
extent, is due to his mastery of language use and his 
thorough understanding of the 'convention' both in forms 

and techniques of Thai poetry.
The use of various types of verse forms which is one 

of the poet's significant characteristics serves to reveal 
his belief that ultimately verse forms are not 'restrictions' 
but 'possibilities' of expression.

If verse forms are considered more as the possibilities 
of expression, it is natural that the poet can always invent 
a 'new' verse form by exploring the possibilities of lang

uage use. The success or failure of each 'new' verse form, 

however, depends on its harmony with the nature of language. 
The verse forms that correspond to the nature of its lang
uage are undoubtedly more successful as we have observed 
through the discussion on the importance of the forms of



Khlong and Klgn in Thai poetry earlier on. We have discov
ered that by virtue of their close relationship with the 
spoken language, these two forms have held a prominent 
popularity throughout the history of Thai literature.

The characteristics of the language are generally 
reflected in its verse forms. In other words, verse forms 
are 'forms' of special language use where its dominant 
characteristics are highlighted. Therefore, the poets who 
understand the nature of language can successfully exploit 
it to create any 'original1 verse form with the ultimate 
effect of the most pleasing sound and sense, essential to 

all types of poetry.
The richesse of verse forms in Thai reflects the 

richesse of the language that lends itself to wide 'arrange
ment' and 'combination' of possibilities. By virtue of the 
nature of the language and its richesse of verse forms, Thai 

poets can cherish the tradition of 'variation' and 'combin
ation' in poetry. By 'variation' I refer to the technique 
of Konlabot which creates some elaborate restrictions on 
a verse form to achieve a wider variety.

Moreover, to serve different purposes and to enrich as 

well as embellish long poetical works, Thai poets tend to 
appreciate the possibility of 'combining' various verse 
forms to create different types of poetry.

For example, the combination of Kap and Khlong composed 

in pairs is named 'Kap Hg Khlong' nnwmreAfttN (Kap embrac

ing Khlong). The combination of Rai and Khlong is called

Lilit whereas the combination of various kinds of
<

Chan in long poetical works is known as Kham Chan fVllftiV).
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In fact, there exist no specific rules of how to 
combine different types or kinds of verse forms. The 

existing combinations are the results of the invention of 
the poets in the past and they have become, more or less, 
conventions cherished by later generations.

Therefore, it is still a matter of choice and the 
possibility exists for the poet to invent new combinations 
so as to create new 'types' of poetry.

These wide possibilities obviously reflect the attit
ude of Thai poets towards poetry as a refined and elaborate 
creation. The refinement and elaboration are not limited 
to the diction or imagery alone but include the 'arrange
ment' or 'forms'. The varieties of verse forms or the 
variations of a single form together with the 'combination' 
of various forms are ultimately evidence of the efforts 
made by poets to refine and embellish their works to the 
utmost possibility.

The fact that these characteristics and qualities of 
Thai poetry still survive in the works of a contemporary 
poet like Naowarat is worth discussing. Firstly this fact 
reveals that verse forms in Thai, apparently elaborate and 
restricted, are far from pretentious. On the contrary, 
these verse forms help to bring out the 'poetical' qualit
ies of the language and thus encourage the poet to attain 
the ultimate goal of creating poetry as the 'excellence of 
language use'.

Secondly, the continuity of the convention among pres

ent-day poets proves its lasting virtues. Undoubtedly,Thai 
poets today are differently inspired and motivated. They
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have different ideas and messages to convey to the readers. 
Yet, no matter how 'original' their ideas are, it is still 

possible for them to find expression in the cherished 
'convention' of the past.

The manner in which modern poets express themselves 
through the 'convention' is either to follow or to manip
ulate it in different ways. Seen in this light, convention 
is an invaluable basis from which grow and blossom 'invent
ion' and 'modernity'.

Generally speaking, verse forms are included as a part 
of convention in Thai poetry. Poets normally have to learn 
these 'forms' and rules as well as poetic diction.

The understanding of all these rules allows poets to 
employ their talents in making the best use of the rules. 

Most serious poets learn to appreciate the significance of 
the rules and consequently gain insight into the relation
ship between language and literature.

This insight guides the poets to the 'individual' 
style or expression in their own works. Therefore, despite 
following the same 'formulae', Thai poets do not compose 
all in the same style or manner. Each poet can express his 

'individuality' in a subtle manner for each poet can always 

reflect his own diction and emphasize different aspects of 
the same 'formulae'.
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CHAPTER IV

THE INFLUENCE OF 'ORAL TRADITION' 
IN MODERN THAI POETRY
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CHAPTER IV

The Influence of 'Oral Tradition' in Modern Thai Poetry

The term 'oral tradition' here is used to refer to 
the whole heritage of Thai oral literature ̂ which embraces 

oral poetry such as nursery rhymes, lullabies, folk songs, 
as well as proverbs and sayings. Moreover, the 'oral 
tradition' refers to the essential and unalienable relation

ship between songs or music and poetical composition in Thai.

The word 'song' used here is a general translation of the 

word IWfN phleng in Thai which in fact has rather wide and 
varied meanings in Thai poetic tradition.

As far as Thai poetry is concerned, the term 

phleng is widely used in connection with different types of 
poetry, both oral and written. For example, a metrical 

composition of a letter, usually a love letter, is called

I’Nfl'JU'l') (phleng yao). A short lyrical poem composed for 
singing or reciting is called (phleng sakrawa)

V

or IVWfifing?DU (phleng dok soi). Many types of folk 

songs sung by the farmers during their special festivals or 
certain seasons are known as ’phleng* with a differing spec

ific name added such as IWtHlJj'uln (phleng prop k a i ) ,

IVIfNSiflfJ (phleng cho i ) , I (phleng khorat). These

folk songs can be considered more or less as Thai 'oral' 
poetry.

These varieties of (phleng) reflect the fact
that Thai oral poetry is as rich as, if not even richer than, 
'written' poetry. However, it would be a great mistake to 

believe that there exists a definite barrier between oral 
and written poetry in Thai.
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The important verse form of Klon is a very common 
form of all folk songs or lyJtlO 'phleng', mentioned above.
On the other hand, there exist many long and important 
poetical works composed for singing, reciting or chanting. 
These works are normally written for special purposes,for 
example: to tell a story about a hero, as Sepha R u 'ang 
Khun Chang Khun P h aen, to be chanted for religious purposes 
as Kap Mahachat or Mahachat Klonthet, or to be sung during 
a boat journey or procession, as Kap He R u 1 a .

Thus it is obvious that in Thai tradition 'oral' and 
'written' poetry are closely related and can naturally 
influence each other. It is quite understandable that this 
tradition can still be traced even in the works of modern 
and contemporary poets.

Certainly, the influence of the 'oral' tradition on 
the poetical works in the past was not precisely the same 

as it is today. Yet this particular tradition is still 

alive in modern Thai poetry.
In the previous chapters we have discussed in passing 

the influence of oral literature such as nursery rhymes, 
folk songs and legends on the works of Angkhan Kalayanaphong 
and Naowarat Phongphaibun. In this chapter we will look at 
this aspect of modern Thai poetry in more detail.

To create coherence in our study, we shall start by 
examining the works of Naowarat Phongphaibun. As discussed 

in Chapter III, the poet's works reflect his deep awareness 
of the relationship between 'poetry' and 'songs' or music. 

The influence of songs is apparent not only in the text
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Chak Ma Chom M u 1ang but also in other works.

Like most Thai poets, Naowarat is careful to create 
beauty of 'sound' or melody in his works. This includes 

the fact that sometimes he even makes use of some kinds of 

the 'verse form' of songs. For example, in his first book 
Kham Y a t , a collection of short poems, he either uses the 

technique of quotation from some well-known songs or imitates
a verse form of folk songs for his poetry.

1 ^In his poem ILlitfT M s e  Sri, the poet starts with the 

quotation of the song and then continues to use it as the 
main theme of the poem.
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The quotation is from a well-known song 'Me© Sri' used

as an invitation song for the spirit-inviting game of Mas Sri,

played during the traditional Thai New Year in April. In

this 'game' one player, usually a young girl, is supposed
to be possessed by the spirit of ' Mle Sri' and then performs

2an elegant dance while the others sing for her.
The poem describes the beauty and elegance of the girl 

performing a Mae Sri dance. The poet embraces the conven

tion of beauty appraisal and love poem in the text. This 

short poem is a harmonious combination of both 'oral' and 
'written' tradition, for the quotation of the song serves 
effectively to create a background atmosphere for the text.

1 _ _Naowarat Phongphaibun, Kham Yat (Bangkok, 1969), p. 169.
2 _ _ _See Khana AnusSsanachankgngthapbok, Chumnum Mae Sri (Bangkok, 1960),
pp. 251-64.
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The beginning of the poem is actually a dialogue 
between a boy and a girl. It is a courting song improvised 
by both sides as a form of festive entertainment especially 
in the countryside.

The poet makes use of this courting song as the topic 
of his poem and combines this with his own poem in the 
voice of the boy requesting sympathy from the girl and 
assuring her of his true love.

It is worth noticing that the technique of punning 

with place names is employed here as in a conventional 
Nirat poem. To illustrate this point we will look at a 
line from the poem in the form of transcription to see the 
technique of punning the poet employs.

^Ibid.# p. 174.
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V • w
m u  m f n  fmun 'BimLLiĴ nin

Ban Wangrak rak raek ya plaek rak

The poet is playing with the word 'rak' here because 

the name of the place is 'Wangrak' and the word 'rak' in 
Thai can mean love or the name of a flower or tree. As the 

name of a place, the word 'Wangrak' can mean the place where 
'rak' trees are in abundance.

However, the word 'rak raek' the poet uses here means 

'first love'. Therefore, the poet associates the meaning 

of 'rak1 in a different context from the original place 
name so as to convey the feeling of the boy in the song.
This technique of punning with place names is quite conven
tional in Thai poetry of the Nirat type because the poet 
can describe his journey and his love-longing at the same 
time.

In the tradition of Thai folk songs which are mostly 
improvised rather than formally composed, the ability of 

the singers to create puns in the songs is essential. As a 
form of contest and entertainment, these puns reflect the 

'literary talents' of the ordinary people. This particular 
heritage from the 'oral' poetry is accordingly elaborated 
and has become a special technique of 'written' poetry of 
the Nirat type.

The possibility of this technique, however, results 

from the nature of the Thai language which is rich in 
monosyllabic words with meanings varying according to 
context. The poet can easily make use of this quality of
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the language to create literary effects in poetry.
The technique of quotation from a folk song is some

times less obvious as the poet will 'integrate' the 
quotation into his own text rather than use it as an 
introduction to his poem.

In the poem vn'TUfUJl fitn (Wan Khom Khieo) the poet

describes a romantic scene in the rice fields during the 
harvest time when young lovers enjoy working together and 
singing their love songs.
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The poem begins with a 'pastoral' scene of the rice 
fields during harvest time, the happy atmosphere of 
abundance and the joyful expectation of young lovers about 
working together. The poet describes how the lovers express 
themselves in their 'songs' while working. At this point, 

the 'songs' are inserted in the text in a harmonious and 
natural way. The integration of the songs into the text 
serves to enliven the poem and increase the intensity of 
feelings in the text which is primarily of a descriptive 

nature.

The combination as well as the integration of folk 

^Ibid., p. 165.
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songs into 'written1 poetry can be regarded as the effort 
of the poet to 'extend' and 'simplify', to a certain 
extent, the 'written' tradition of poetry.

This attempt extends beyond the manipulation of the 
verse forms of the folk songs but includes the 'realistic' 
use of dialect in the text. For example, when the poet

i
writes about the ceremony of I'Sl'JtjJ (Su Khwan) , a spirit- 
welcoming ceremony in the North-East of Thailand, he employs 
a few words of North-Eastern dialect in his text.

l‘Ivtini fhm ijn vunfunl ilia
' I V

mifmfiuMihvhnvh inau
1 * y A 1

The use of the North-Eastern dialect here serves to 
create the 'authentic' and 'realistic' atmosphere in the 

text. In fact, when considering the 'dialect' words 
employed here we can notice that the poet does not use them 
too 'intensively'. He seems to select some rather common 
and well-known words so as to enable his readers to under

stand without much difficulty.

The underlined words are those from the North-Eastern 
dialect with only slight differences from the 'standard' 
dialect of the capital and the central part of Thailand.

''"Ibid., p. 143.



For example, the difference is only in the consonant
used

H u 1 an is R u 1 an in standard dialectIfftm _ an -LS L
(meaning 'a house')

t tlao is Rao in standard dialect
(meaning 'we')

Otherwise, most of the words used are generally known, 
for instance,

1>W - Phai meaning 'who' or 1$ - Sai meaning 'where1.

Thus, the use of the dialect in the text is not an 
obstacle to the readers but only a harmonious and subtle 
device to create a more 'realistic' atmosphere.

The poet also makes use of the verse forms of simple 
folk songs in his work. He manages to illustrate how the 
use of 'simple' diction can create no less poetic expression 
than the more elaborate diction of Pall and Sanskrit loan
words .

In his poem ' L^i Krathong'^ the poet describes the 
festival with various verse forms including a series of 
poems composed in a simple verse form of a song almost like 
a nursery rhyme with pairs of rhyming words.

atlLirUSVN
* * * V * Afuvtj itiufuM m  iifi'Hinfmiuu

wi) ifmvmwmviu

yitKmilnim 
inun^j'bij'u

Lpi Krathong is an annual festival to pay respect to the goddess of 
water during the full moon of the Thai traditional twelfth month by 
floating decorative baskets made in the shape of lotus flowers lit with 
candles.
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On the other hand, we can regard this verse form as a 
type of Klon SI - not commonly used in written poetry - but 

more common in the oral tradition. The simplicity of form 

is in harmony with the simplicity of the diction which 

consists mainly of monosyllabic words, both Thai and foreign 
w ords.

1Ibid., p. 91.
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The simplicity of the form and the diction echoes the 
'style' of the well-known inscription of King Ramkamhceng 
of the Sukhothai period, considered by many scholars as the 

first evidence of Thai 'written' literature.

The technique of rhyming words in pairs is actually 
quite characteristic of the spoken language in Thai. The 
poet's deliberate use of this technique gives a strong 
impression of a song sung with the smooth and simple rhythm 
of the spoken language.

Nevertheless, the simplicity of the text does not fail 
to create 'poetical effects'. The readers can still perceive 
the vivid images of the festival and its joyful brilliance of 
the beauty of the moon, the night and the candle light.

The poet manages to illustrate the poetical effects of
the simple words, how they can create vivid images in a very 
intense and economical manner.

For example, the poet describes the whole atmosphere, 
the scenery and the beauty of the night in two lines of 
eight words.

I y
immthovifiuleb uVlflYhtbu

The literal translation would be:
The moon is bright.
The land is abundant.
The water is clear.
The sky is beautiful.

From the grammatical point of view the text in Thai 
consists of sentences each of which is of the same structure 
of a noun and a verb. The simplicity of the structure is in
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accordance with the choice of the words employed.
In fact, we can say that the words chosen are not

particularly 'poetic' as they are quite common and general
words employed in normal language use. Nonetheless, these
'common' words composed in this context are actually very 
rich in their 'poetic' values.

The 'verbs' the poet employs here are in fact related 
in their meanings and besides share the same sounds that 
create two rhyming pairs of words.

Swang Swai Sai Suai
i

The word 'swang' means 'bright, clear, glowing,

luminous, shining'1 whereas the word 'swai' means 'much,
2abundant, ample, copious, plentiful'. Usually these two 

words are employed together as a fixed collocation meaning 
'very bright and clear'.

t
The poet's use of the word ffl'-N 'swang' to describe

the moon as bright and clear is common enough. But the use
of the word 'swai' to describe the land as plentiful is

not quite common. The sentence by itself sounds
rather odd but in this context being collocated with the 

 ̂ •sentence the meaning of this unusual sentence is
very clear.

^ 'The collocation with the sentence Ifi'BUfb'N serves to 

give a connoted meaning to the sentence . Here the

1McFarland, Thai-English Dictionary, p. 830.
^Ibid., p. 895.
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land is not only plentiful or abundant but it is also bright 

and clear, shining with the joys of the celebration of the 
festival on the moonlit night.

The meaning of the 'brilliance' and 'brightness of the 
whole scene is reinforced by the description of the water 
and the sky. The water is clear and the sky is beautiful. 
From these apparently simple descriptions, the reader can 
perceive the beauty and joys of the celebration to the full. 
This is partly due to the carefully chosen words that are 
harmoniously connected both in their 'senses' and 'sounds'. 
Their connected meanings serve to intensify and highlight 
each other to create the harmonious vividness of the imagery.

This example illustrates how the poet can create beauty 
out of the simplicity of language use. This shows how the 
combination of apparently simple words can have 'poetical' 
effect in poetry by virtue of collocation and how apparently 
'common' words can be combined to create 'uncommon' phrases 
with unusually rich meanings in poetical context.

These poetical devices employed by the poet reflect how 
the poet can successfully combine the essence of simplicity 

of the 'oral' poetry with the elaboration of imagery of the 
'written' poetry.

From the discussion so far we can obviously see how the 
poet manages to manipulate the 'oral' tradition in his work 
and thus, to some extent, succeeds in modelling a 'new' 
formula of 'modern' poetry shared by quite a few of his 

contemporaries.
Besides, we can observe how the poet subtly manipulates 

the names of songs in his text by using them as the titles of
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his poems. Various short poems of this nature can be found 
in his book Phiang Khwam Khlu'an W a i .

For example, the poet employs the musical term 
(Horn Rong) meaning 'an orchestral overture', combined with 
the name of a very well-known Thai classical song

fVcUihTSVUJCft (Khlu'n Kratop Fang) meaning 'the waves 

reaching the shore', for his poem. In this particular poem 
the poet makes use of the underlying meaning of the name of 
the song as well as its theme by presenting the poem in a 
specially re-arranged verse form in order to get the effect 
of the image of the moving waves from the 'typographical' 
setting.
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The poem consists of two types of verse forms: Khlong 
and Kap Yanl. The poet uses Khlong as an introduction and 

the ending and the actual content is composed in the form 
of Kap Yanl. The content is prominently a descriptive 

imagery of the movements and the sounds of the waves rushing 

to the shore. The poet's mastery of language use is fully 
demonstrated here when he manages to create a lively 
description of the scene - the detail of the movement of 
the rushing waves, the sounds and the glittering of the 
Waves caused by the wind and the sun and the description of 
the melodious music performed by Thai classical instruments.

The movement and the rhythms of the poem are re-emphas
ized through the re-arrangement of the verse form. The 
arrangement of the lines in a special way gives the effect 
of the movement of the waves just by the appearance of the

^Naowarat Phongphaibun, Phiang Khwam Khlu'an Wai (Bangkok, 1980), 
pp. 94-96.
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poem. The overlapping of the lines imitates the image of 
the waves running after one another, following the wind 
and rushing to the soft sand shore where exquisite designs 
are created through the movement of the waves.

This poem illustrates how the poet can manipulate the 

'essence' of this song to the full. Starting from making 
use of the name of the song, the poet manages to re-arrange 
the 'appearance' of the verse form employed so that it 
corresponds to the 'image' suggested by the name of the song. 

However, the 'name' of the song becomes the 'theme' of the 
poem describing the beauty and the movement of the waves 
rushing to the shore.

In fact, the 'graphic art' employed to create the 
vividness of his description in the poem can be traced back 

to the invention of the poets in the past. In the inscrip

tion of different verse forms in Wat Phrachettuphon there 
exists a series of Konlabot composed in different 'encoded' 
forms. The readers have to understand the 'code' so as to 
be able to read and understand the poem. Usually the poet 

will give enough 'key words' together with suggestive names 
of the poem and thus enable the readers to 'decode' his 
poems.

Here are some examples of Konlabot from fMvl3‘'"'llfifl'jri'auvi 

Charu'k Tamra Khlong Konlabot some of which truly give the 

impression of 'graphic art' just from their forms or 
appearances. For example, the one with the name

*=i  ̂ ^
fiA iP itl'J fn ifl'a iH  fiflU meaning 'the stars surrounding the moon' 

has an elaborate design corresponding to its name.'1'

1See Prince Damrongrajanuphab (ed.), Prachum Charu'k Wat Phrachettuphon 
(Bangkok, 1963), pp. 598-610.
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However, it is worth bearing in mind that these 
elaborate and encoded forms are more of a 'game' for 

‘prestige1 among the 'learned* poets themselves rather 

than for the readers. Thus ultimately speaking, they are 
more or less a kind of exclusive word game among the 
literary scholars who delighted in demonstrating their 

mastery of language use as well as challenging each other 
on literary talents.

Seen in this light, Naowarat's poem here is not 
exactly of the same nature as the Konlabot of the poets 
in the past. His purpose is more to re-inforce the under
lying meanings of his poem and to create a kind of 'typo
graphical1 effect from his deliberate re-arrangement of 
the lines of his poem.

His re-arrangement serves to intensify the significance 
of his work, for the rather 'unusual' arrangement of the 

form will naturally attract the reader's attention and 

thus the form itself becomes a part of the whole meaning of 
the poe m .

This also illustrates how the poet can successfully 

create a unity between the 'form' and the 'content' to get 

a harmony as well as the intensity of feelings for his 
w o r k .

The re-arrangement of the poet is not at all a 'code' 

or a mystery for readers to solve. On the contrary, it is
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a subtle aid to guide readers through the work and to help 

them appreciate the full significance intended by the poet.
Therefore, we can say that this particular technique 

here is neither 'conventional' nor 'original'. It is a 
subtle combination of both and at the same time a unique 

invention of the mind of a poet who understands the 'essence' 
of poetry as an artistic creation of harmony.

Besides, the poet makes use of some well-known nursery
t

rhymes such as the song to the moon IWfiOWTS'fiiVI? (in his
first book Kham Y a t ) or IW'cH I - a lullaby or a 
hammock song (in Phiang Khwam Khlu'an W a i ). We will examine 
closely one example of these to see how the poet combines 
the essence of a comparatively light-hearted song in a 
serious poem.
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1Naowarat Phongphaibun; Phianq Khwam Khlu'an Wai, pp. 58-60.
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A Hammock Song

"I will buy a hammock 
With loose strings.
Put my love in 
To lull her to sleep 
Morning and night!"

Do not cry, my lovely darling 
Soon someone will come and see!
Your tears my dearest
Will stain your cheeks so fair!

Do not get cold from the winter wind 
Look - how the stars are still shining 
How the world is so bright 
Full of the magic of night!

Then my eyelids fall across my eyes 
I hear the sweet and wavering sounds 
As from dreams, from the heaven of shining stars 
From the distant past... so far away!

Where the flowers offer their fragrance willingly 
And the wind is so pleased to sing melody 
For the green grass to dance joyfully 
While caressing the trees incessantly!

And the rocks appear like myriads of diamonds 
Waiting for the radiance of sunset 
And every beautiful brook awaits the power 
From the hands that rock the cradle!

The hands that sooth and console the earth 
To re-create the golden past!
These hands know not the art of destroying 
For these are mother's hands, loving and caring!
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O h , sweet hammock, I lull my love to sleep
Softly and smoothly, do not move, my love
For you might wake up the Giant!
He can eat up the world within a night!

Oh, how the loose and lonely hammock swings!
So frightened, the baby is awake crying
The Giant is screaming - so loud like thunder

*It is the melody of the guns destroying Vietnam!

*The word 'hammock' in Thai is lllfltjpw Pie Yuan'. Since 
'yuan' is also a word used to refer to Vietnam as a country the poet 
can manipulate this association of the word 'yuan' in the poem and 
convert or transform the hammock song as a well known lullaby into a 
serious poem with the theme of the Vietnam war.

The poet begins his poem with the quotation of the song 
'hammock song' and then continues with two stanzas of Klon 
Hok, a form similar to the form of the original song employed 
as an opening stanza. The rest of the poem is composed in 
the form of Klon P a e t , the best-known of all the forms of

9 9

Klon.r
The first two stanzas are composed in the voice of a 

mother trying to lull her child to sleep and to stop crying. 
The next three stanzas of the poem are in the voice of the 
child describing the feelings of sweet drowsiness and the 
dreamlike vision of the marvel of nature: blossoming flowers, 

the melody of the wind and the glittering dance of the grass 
as well as the brilliance of the rocks under the sun.

The last three stanzas are in the voice of the poet 
contemplating the virtue of motherly love. To the poet, 
the hands of a mother are those of iove and have the power 

of creation that can change the world for the better. The
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poet contrasts this creative power of love to the 
destructive power of hatred by evoking the image of 
a giant and war at the end of the poem.

This unexpected ending reinforces the underlying 
theme of the anti-war attitude in the poem. The apparent 
influence of the song serves as a firm background for the 
'foregrounded' element at the end.

Because of the title of the poem and the quotation 
as the opening stanza, the poet manages to create a 

completely different atmosphere and raise a different 
expectation from the text. Therefore, the contrastive 
ending becomes even more effective as the 'message' from 
the poet.

This example illustrates how the 'connoted' meaning 

of the title and the quotation employed can serve to sharpen 
or highlight the 'contrast' in the text. Here the poet turns 
an apparently light-hearted song into a serious poem on the 
question of war and its destructive nature.

The technique of using an unexpected ending to create 

a sharp contrast to the whole poem is an obvious example 

of the aspect of 'modernity' in the work. Needless to say, 
the theme of the anti-war attitude is also far from 

'conventional' in Thai poetry.

Therefore, this poem illustrates how the poet can make 

use of 'convention' in his text. Ultimately speaking, a 
song or a hammock song quoted by the poet in this poem can 
be regarded as another level of convention though less 
obvious than verse forms, rhyme schemes or poetic diction.

In other words, this song can be seen as 'natural'
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poetry that forms a 'model' or essential background for 
the poet to create his own work. The essence of the natural 
'poeticalness' in folk songs or nursery rhymes is in fact 
an underlying or 'natural' convention - an unalienable or 
integral 'soul' of Thai poetry.

As discussed earlier in our study, the 'poetic 
convention' can be a result of the 'invention' of the poets 
in the past who set up a large number of 'excellent' 

poetical devices to be cherished by the following generations.
Thus the nature of the language or the 'poetic' 

qualities of the language can be regarded as the 'natural' 
or 'primary' convention for the art of poetry in general.
This explains the close and significant relationship between 
songs and poetry in Thai. As Thai is a tonal language it 
easily lends itself to poetry and songs which both employ 
and explore the 'musical' nature of the language.

Looking back to the works in the past will confirm our 

'theory1. In the long history of Thai poetry there exists

a large number of works composed under the category of
i i

11VIIW UVinfl'aW 'lullabies1 or 'cradle songs'. It was a 
tradition to compose lullabies for royal children as well 
as for white elephants regarded as majestic possessions.
In addition, there exists a special type of poetry composed 

for the procession of the royal barges in the verse form of
* < ' 4mwtl kap called mifliJ IVIL Tfl Kap He Ru'a.

Similarly we can find major works composed for dance-
drama like Inao and Ramakian which are regarded as great and 

important poetical works in their own right. In these texts
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the 'musical' elements are quite explicit as we can find even 
the indication of the name of the melody for each important 
section of the work. Therefore, these poetical works can 
be both 'read' and 'performed' in an equally effective 
manner.

As a result of the close relationship between poetical
texts and music, there' exists a large number of UVIJjlw?
(Bot Mahorl) 'orchestral songs' with the verse from the

text of well-known poetical works like Inao, KakT and 
1Ramakian.

Even to the present day many modern songs or popular 
songs still make use of the well-loved poetical text like 
the works of Prince Thammathibet or Sunthon Phu for theirf
composition of the songs. Some contemporary Thai poets who 

are also musicians themselves compose songs or verses for a 
Thai classical orchestra. One of these poets whose works we 
are going to examine is QqHIVlfl Suchit Wongthet.

Like Naowarat and Angkhan, Suchit is a contemporary 

poet who makes use of the 'convention' of the past to create 
his own 'modernity'. His works are comparatively much more 
influenced by the 'oral' tradition of folk literature than 
the works of Naowarat or Angkhan. The main verse form he 

employs is Klon, composed in the style of 'oral' poetry both 

in the subject matter and the diction he chooses.
We can probably say that he is one of the prominent 

poets of the present day who attempts to 're-create1 and 
're-vitalize' the poetry of the oral tradition in the written

^See Prince Damrongrajanuphab, 'Tamnan Mahorl' in Prachum Bot Mahorl Kau 
Mai (Bangkok, 1920), pp. 1-25.
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form. The success and the recognition of his works is due 
to his choice of diction which is very simple yet highly 
effective. Like Angkhan, he dares to use a lot of 'improper' 

or 'unpoetic' words in his text. Yet he manages to illu
strate how 'unpoetic' words can create 'poetic' expression 
and beauty in a certain context.

The poetic expression he creates results from the 
'harmony' between his subject matter and his diction as 
well as the 'contrast' created through the manipulation of 
the convention.

The elements of songs and music in his works are 
quite obvious yet different from those in Naowarat's works.
Due to his interest in archaeology and Thai classical music, 
his poetry is highly influenced by his personal interest.

He employs a large number of 'archaic' yet 'idiomatic' 
expressions in his text. The first person pronoun he chooses 

for himself is fj Ku - a pronoun of the Sukhothai period 

which, in the present-day context, is normally used as a 

very familiar pronoun among men to define their group 

solidarity. It is also used to express the 'superiority' of 
the speaker as well as 'anger' and 'aggressiveness' in a 
certain context.

On the other hand, this pronoun is generally used among 
the ordinary people in the countryside without any implication 

of superiority or aggressiveness. Therefore, by the choice 
of this pronoun, the poet creates an 'ambivalence* of the 
diction which corresponds to the subject matter and the 
atmosphere of the text which is mostly about the rural people
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with whom the poet identifies himself.

This is quite understandable from the family back
ground of the poet, who was born in the countryside in the 
district of Khok Pip of Prachinburl province on the 20th 
April 1945. He started his career as a poet when he was 

studying at Silapakorn University in Bangkok. After his 
graduation he worked for titnufjj 'Siam Rat' - a well- 
known newspaper and established himself as a journalist- 
poe t .

Between 1973 and 1976 he worked with his friends as a 
journalist for the new liberal newspaper
Prachachat, which was closed down as a result of the coup 

d'etat in October 1976. He established himself as a 
publisher and started a monthly magazine called fifHJTWUBJTU 

Silapawattanatham, 'Art and Culture1 in 1979. Throughout 

his career we can see that his talent is versatile as he is 
as much a journalist as a poet.

One of the earlier works of the poet,first published 

in 1969, is g I Ku pen nisit naksu'ksa - I am 
a student! - a  collection of poems by Suchit Wongthet and 

Khanchai Bunpan, his poet-friend from the same university.

This book of poems was an important success and marked a 
significant turning-point in modern Thai poetry.

Examining his works in the book we can certainly notice 

the 'prominent' characteristics of the poet's style in the 

'boldness' and 'simplicity' of language use. These character
istics of the work include the use of simple but poetic and 
archaic diction which creates a special effect in the work
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as a 'harmonious contrast' between the past and the present.
By this I mean the poet manages to employ the ‘archaic1 
expression to convey the 'modern1 sentiment and ideas of his 
own generation. This' use can be regarded as an aspect of 
modernity.

In his famous poem ' Ku pen Nisit Naksu'ksa' (I am a 

student!) an example of this 'harmonious contrast' is 
beautifully illustrated. The poem is a satire on the social 
values attached to the status of students. The poet who was 
himself a student at that time expressed his personal resent
ment towards the so-called privileged academic life of the 
'intellectuals' of the country.

The diction employed is a mixture of 'archaic' and 
'idiomatic' expression with the deliberate 'boldness1 of 
using 'impolite' and 'improper' words. However, the result 
is a very effective poem with a clear and distinguished 
message for present-day readers.

It is worth noticing that the poet deliberately repeats 
the 'thematic' sentence of the poem throughout the text - 

Ku pen nisit naksu'ksa - I am a student! in order to emphasize 

the satire on this 'status'.
From the poem it is obvious that the poet is a sharp 

satirist. This characteristic element is apparent in most 
of his work and can be considered one of the modern aspects 
shared by young poets of the present.
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gitfinlflfiirnflnfcn

I AM A STUDENT 1

D

» ' J • V, *
in f’lnii ̂  ̂  tin

LfJV̂ î UVlL 

I am a student I
Favoured with high fortune and high society 
When dusk falls I'll go to a ball
To enjoy the sweet charms of flowers and beauties.

giflufiSmTnSnttn
V 1 ^ t

■w?'3fl'n>n;jej'nfHwu  ̂nM vi

I 8/ y
pndn^suniAvivmVtau

I am a student!
Smart and courageous like a lion,
The brains of Siam great capital
Oh, how I will indulge myself tonight!

giflm^mTnSnfen
v %/ $/

m !m ;jjfnnv)1'alvai 

vmlijtffi naflnjsmj ilu l upiIvi 

vianliJvmnliJfitnfifivm

I am a student!
Oh, you slaves, don't you know me?
Look at my buckle, buttons and tie-pin,
Step aside, let me pass by!
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 . *jjvmvtunfltifmrmoim'j 

flnuntimnflflninno
^  V V
ujnonnno^novitnnffijnnfi

I am a student!
In this enormous university,
I study diligently all kinds of tastes. 
Oh, how great and comfortable it is!

giduillfatinflnttn 

ifmifliiflfionunf!
1 1 1 ts 4unflnipstnimnfl? 

n^rtjfif^nnjjnnmi

I am a student!
Magnificent, I walk with dignity.
Tonight I'll tread the whole night 
Through 'marathon' Ayuthaya!

i an tjifltm^iTn^nun 

flt̂ iTqinjninLJiiEw
f\v  ̂ * i 1IvnfliTsSuviy j TPijjmjujfiTi

JfmnnnundfMgiflfmnoi

Hey, I am a student!
Higher than mountains is my intelligence. 
I challenge Indra to fight with me,
For I am well-trained by America!
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giflmiifamn3nw''i

vuvunuviajjviannpij^nuU
' grf V V, '

moufmmio Lilnuonu 1

I am a student!
Splendid, sharp and pre-eminent 
Tomorrow I will have to attend a party 
For intellectuals who all have degrees!

Ifiliijfnfaqitifitrfm fi 

m  {frnHfiuh^nin 

lonifbu #or) Llf%op
i

g ^ v n ^ v m n m j  . . .

Oh, please listen a bit to me,
I am a student!
Quiet! - listen - this is philosophy 
I am at university!

i
■ ^ . . '.tjfiyiivnnvitnmj 
A m  iwulvm fTlvm 

finlmnui n^no^fnuliJ 

ntiul n ijI i b o  i 3 n  n m i  i a  n 1
.... I am at university.
Do you know, can you see, isn't it great?
So soon we shall all die,
Let's accumulate wealth for ourselves!

“̂Suchit Wongthet and Khanchai Bunpan, Ku Pen Nisit Naksu'ksa 
(Bangkok, 1977), pp. 85-6.



It is quite obvious that the mixture of 'archaic' and 
'idiomatic' expression is not translated in the English 

version. (Because its nature seems to defy translation!) 
However, it is worthwhile trying to illustrate this point 
using the text in Thai so as to clarify this characteristic 
of the poet.

The poet chooses to express the thematic sentence in 
an archaic yet idiomatic style, using the first person 

pronoun Ku to convey the sense of 'superiority' and 'aggres

siveness'. This sentiment is further emphasized through 
the similes modifying the pronoun 'K u ' - 'I'. The 'I' in 

the poem is compared to a lion, his intelligence is higher 

than mountains and he is a 'superior' master considering 
others as his slaves.

The similes employed are, in fact, quite conventional 
or even cliches. The idea of comparing an 'ideal' beauty 
for men to the majestic pride of a lion is quite 'convent
ional' in Thai poetry. Nevertheless, the conventional 
simile is a contrast with the thematic sentence. The phrase

% 1 «=l «=t **WIN is actually quite conventionally
'poetic* , echoing many lines praising beauty found in Thai poet

ical works. The juxtaposition of this simile with the phrase 

tj t fl'U'uB̂ 'tTn̂ nyn creates a sharp contrast because this
phrase belongs more to a colloquial expression and is hardly 
1 poetic 1 .

The contrast between the 'poetic' and 'unpoetic' 
expression is prominent throughout the poem and thus 

creates a subtle sense of 'satire' and 'challenge' in the
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text .
In addition, the deliberate use of 'archaic' expressions

in the text serves to intensify this contrast. In the
fourth stanza, the poet manipulates the technique of
contrast of expression to create an effective satire.

The 'I ' in the poem describes the university and his
'activities' as a student. The description of the univers- 

*/
ity is ni/'N'2n9'3 kwang - khwang, meaning wide or spacious.

It is a rather 'modern' adjective used in normal written
language without any 'poetic' flavour. The poet then
describes the atmosphere of the university with a very

* v u'archaic' and 'picturesque' expression I UfH Via'111,

M u ’ang kwang chang lai, an echo from the famous inscription 
of King Ramkhamhaeng of the Sukhothai period.

A VLiterally speaking,\u ^ n m u 1 ang kwang means 'a
V

spacious city' and chang lai means 'plenty of
elephants1. The combination of these two phrases suggests 
an image of a prosperous city with riches in abundance. The 
poet collocates these with an idiomatic phrase tJUTufi sabai 
di meaning 'very comfortable1. The whole line

V V
13‘0'J n79'3‘in'3Vl£nU£lLnLm therefore serves to describe the

atmosphere of the university and, at the same time, creates 

a contrast of expression within the stanza.

The description of the activities in the university is 

SnU'lflT JYYJflOl Su'ksa saparot mi wen wang which,
stylistically speaking, is quite 'poetic1. However, the 

poet manages to create a satirical effect through the use 

of the unusual verb 3nwrlfJfJMfl Su'ksa saparot, 'study all
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kinds of tastes'.
This is rather unexpected as an expression since within 

the context it is more common to have the names of the 
subjects to follow the verb 'study'. But to study 'all 

kinds of tastes' implies a subtle satire that, in reality, 
the students are just enjoying themselves and indulging 
themselves in pleasure rather than studying. This implic
ation is already stated in the first two stanzas where the 
11 1 or the student describes that he is going to a ball to 
enjoy the charms of the flowers and to 'indulge1 himself. 

This 'unexpected' expression, therefore, serves to emphasize 
the 'satire' by corresponding to the images and ideas of 
the preceding stanzas.

The poet manipulates the technique of contrast of 
expression to the extent of bringing in various colloquial 
expressions both polite and impolite. In the sixth and

V

eighth stanzas, the poet employs the words t SIJ hoei and 
l̂ ll w o i , which are 'vulgar' exclamations made in order to 

call for attention.
In contrast to this 'vulgarity', however, the poet 

employs a polite request form in the eighth stanza when the 
'I ' in the poem is desperately asking to be listened to 

IfAlJjf)lflfi 'please'. This expression is a 'modern'

request in the spoken language quite uncommon in poetry.
The effect of this technique is the 'realistic' expression 
of the 'spoken' language conveying the feelings of the 'I' 
in the poem.
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The use of the 'modern' expression does not prevent 
the poet from employing 'conventional' images and diction 
in the text. For example, the 'I' boasts of his intelligence 
that it is higher than the mountains by expressing it in a 
'conventionally poetic' manner - I

The expression I is quite recognizable as an echo
from Ramakian. The stanza proceeds with an allusion to 
Indra as the 'I1 announces a challenge to Indra to come and 

fight him with a sword. This allusion brings in an element 
of a 'romance' in Thai tradition, because in most Thai 

romances Indra is quite prominent as a supernatural power 
to help the heroes in time of difficulty or crisis.

Here, the poet plays with the convention because 
instead of the hero asking for help from Indra he is 
challlenging Indra to come and fight with him for he is so

m
proud of his intelligence and power. The reason for his 
pride is that he is well-trained by America - ID I.

J

Apart from the idea of the poet, the diction itself is 
a sharp contrast to the allusion to Indra. The mentioning 
of 'America' is an intentional attack on the influence of 
'Americanization' in modern Thai society. The immediate 
juxtaposition of this line to the allusion to Indra can be 
regarded as an 'explicit' satire on the poet's part. The 
'I' in the poem is obviously challenging the old tradition 
by using a 'new' idea and belief. If Indra represents the 
old world of supernatural power, America has now replaced it 

and for the new generation, the latter is far superior to the
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former .
The contrast and mixture of expression reflect the 

significant theme of satire on the status of students and 
their mentality. It is an attack as well as a protest on 
the changing values of modern society.

The poem ends with three rhetorical questions, all of
which belong the the 'spoken' language quite uncommon in 
poetry. The conclusion of the poem is also a satire in a 
form of advice - since we are all going to die soon why 
should we not just think of ourselves and accumulate wealth 
for ourselves.

The ending questions can be regarded as another under
lying theme of this short poem. The poet not only creates 

a sharp satire but also raises a critical question on the 

whole problem. The reader is made aware of the satire and 
the questions at the end serve indirectly to invite the 
questioning on the reader's part. The poet raises the
question and draws attention to it by means of satire. He
does not try to find a solution but encourages the reader 

to question the existing values attached to the status of 

students.
This short poem is an outstanding example of the 

influence of the 'oral tradition' in modern Thai poetry.

It is an illustration of the poet's characteristic pattern

ing of language use in order to create a sharp satire. It 

reveals how the poet can make use of various traditions by 
combining them together to get a contrast of expression and 
an effective satire as a result.
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Compared with Naowarat who employs songs as ' intro

duction' to his poems or as 'models' and 'thematic elements', 
Suchit seems to exploit songs in his work in a different 
manner. He uses songs more to protest or attack something 
serious in an apparently unserious way.

This is a subtle and successful technique on the poet's 
part since ultimately speaking the structure of Thai folk 
songs often involves altercation and disputation. There is 
an element of provocation which is necessary in the contin

uity of the songs. This is normally personal argument but 

Suchit uses the technique for his political and social 
comments.

Thus the poet's effort to manipulate this element in 
folk songs is a reflection of his understanding of the 
'essence' of songs and how it can be effectively conveyed 
in a written form of poetry.

To 're-create' these songs of the oral tradition in a 
form of written poetry, the poet makes use of various verse 
forms of songs in his work and uses the title of 1 songs' 

for his poems. Some of the titles of the poems in his book 

a re  rifi-ainm n-an  itv iam sTt) l i i y n m n tH
t i  i jnflfmmrHVIlTmij? tnin n w  I These under

lined words in Thai have the meaning of 'songs' or 'lulla
bies ' .

Almost all of these titles are highly suggestive of the 

elements of songs and thus reflect how the poet considers 
his poetry as another type of song. This is comparable to 
the use of the word 'Lam N a m 1 meaning 'melody' in Angkhan's
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poetry and the intensive use of the imagery of musical 
instruments in Naowarat's works.

As discussed earlier, Suchit tends to use a satirical 
tone and style in his poetry and he makes use of this 
element in the oral tradition of folk songs.

For example, in his poem l'W£NPiQfNVI0'a?i Phleng Khlong 

Lot - the song of the Pipe Canal - the poet employs the 

verse form of a boat song to create a poem of attack on the 
traffic problem in Bangkok. The poet describes how the 
canal is quite polluted yet, compared with the traffic jams 
in the streets, he is still happy to travel by the canal in 
his small boat.

ifitmmnfimniitKi
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^ f ia fn u  

a un n ̂  11 b niln n pi a a <i fi a o fi 
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niivnzupij iflti1 
The attack and the protest made by the poet is

effectively but subtly conveyed. The poet follows the
convention of praising the beauty of nature - the rising

sun, the gentle morning breeze, the fish following the boat
and the sound of the water harmonizing with the shades and
shadows of the morning mist.

The diction employed is the combination of fixed

collocations and echoes from other songs together with the

word-play which is characteristic of the improvised songs
in Thai oral tradition.

To illustrate how the poet employs the stylistic device
of 'word play' in his poem we will look at some examples
from the text. As the theme of the poem is about the traffic

tfilfSSiimi
-5) ‘ Vi jfififN mpififNVifififi 

Liflihrmafi'jljjffsfnn

in vm lfi nz sz?n) 

fiatH lum uum rm
I
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a *■
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1 ^immni jflvnuu
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fifinvifi^fitioviTifluiau

^Ibid., p. 19.
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in Bangkok, the poet expresses his resentment towards 
the problem through the collocation of the word 'traffic'.

The poet first describes the traffic on the bridge as 
he sees it as follows:

Oh, look at the bridge of King Rama I 
What a disordered tumult!
Oh, how vulgar and indecent 
Is the traffic there!

The word 'traffic' here is collocated with and modified 
by a group of words all conveying the meaning of confusion, 

disorder and tumult . Moreoever the poet uses a

very unusual group of adjectives to modify the word 'traffic'
*̂=4 meaning obscene, vulgar and indecent. These 

words are actually very idiomatic expressions hardly used 
in written language and undoubtedly very 'unpoetic'.

The fact that the poet deliberately employs such 

'unusual' and almost 'improper' diction reflects two main 
points in his poetical technique. First he is a poet who 
exploits the 'oral tradition' in his poetry and therefore 
he chooses to use a colloquial expression instead of a 
written one. Secondly, this rather 'impolite' expression 

reflects the tradition of folk songs which are normally 

improvised by the country people. As the improvisation is

Lae hen saphan phut 
Sapadl sipadon

utalut onlawon 
c?hara chon



also a form of entertainment and competition between two 
sides, it is quite natural to find less polite expression 
which they use to provoke and challenge each other as well as 

to entertain the audience. The 'boldness' of the diction 
makes this 'unpoetic' expression very effective and fulfils 
the poet's purpose of conveying his strong resentment towards 
the traffic in Bangkok.

The poet makes use of the technique of pun and word-play 
in order to emphasize his ideas. For example, to emphasize 
how he perceives the traffic as chaotic he collocates the 
word 'traffic' with 'chaos' in his description.

u u u m u iijm jn fh u

charachon chalachon nae thanon thuk thuk sai
Tae ku ma r u ' a phai t h u ' ng thi kon

Oh, traffic and chaos!
Crowded is every single road 
But I, travelling by rowing boat 
Am the first to arrive!

In Thai, the collocation of the words 'traffic' and 
'chaos' has a deeper dimension of a pun and a word-play 
as both of them share the same consonants and sounds which 
can be seen from the transcription as follows:

chara - chon chala - chon
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These two words are very similar, except for the slight 
difference of spelling of ' r' sound and 'I1 sound. The 
juxtaposition of these two words creates a pun and a word
play as well as a vivid image of the situation of the 
traffic. By virtue of the juxtaposition, the words 'traffic' 
and 'chaos1 are indirectly equated.

Thus it reflects the poet's idea about the traffic and 
how he resents the problem. Besides, this indirect 
equation conveys the tone of 'protest' and 'attack' on the 
poet's part in a rather 'humouristic' manner.

This element of 'humouristic' attack and protest is in 
fact very characteristic of the 'oral tradition' both in 
folk songs and folk tales. From this point of view, we can 
see how the poet makes use of the oral convention in order to 

create his own poem of attack and protest in a very effective 
w a y .

The poet's intention to exploit the 'oral tradition' of 
folk songs can be seen throughout from the title of his poem 

as 'the Sbng of the Pipe C a nal' and the rather unusual verse 
form which is more common in oral poetry. All these elements 
serve as evidence of his effort to re-create the oral poetry 
in the form of written poetry with all its sophistication 
and refinement of language use.

The poet manages to illustrate how the 'boldness' of 
diction can be considered as another aspect of refinement 
for it can create 'poeticalness' in the text no less than 
the conventional elaboration of diction cherished in the 
'written' tradition of poetry.

The poet's effort to make use of the conventions of
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folk songs for his own work reaches the extent of composing 
verses of songs for Thai classical orchestra. The poet 
composes the verses for songs and specifies the name of the 
melody. Most of the songs he composes, however, consist of 
the elements of protest and attack which are characteristic 
of the poet's style. The poet uses his songs as a protest 
against many serious social problems, for example, the 
problem of changing values, the problem of inflation and 
the poverty of the underprivileged.

In all these songs the poet employs a rather colloquial 

diction commonly used in the oral tradition. Nevertheless 
we can appreicate the effective simplicity of language use 
that conveys the vividness of the feelings in the text.

v i _ _ _In smtnnwinnilYN Khao Yak Mak Phaeng - song of protest 

against poverty and inflation - the poet manages to combine 

colloquial diction and its 'humouristic' elements with the 
clarity and vividness of description. The poet describes 
in the voice of a poor farmer how he is deprived of all the 
good food because of his poverty despite the fact that he is 
the main 'producer' of food as a farmer who grows rice for 
the country.

It is worth noticing that even the title of the song is 
from a well-known fixed collocation or cliche in Thai

V

en7innViinr)UVH normally used to refer to 'famine'. Literally 
speaking, this phrase means 'rice is rare and fruit is 
expensive'. (Khao = rice, Yak = rare, Mak = fruit, Phasng =

1 ssSuchit Wongthet, Chao Khunthong Pai Plon (Bangkok, 1981), pp. 68-9.
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expensive). Therefore, the use of this phrase as the title 
emphasizes the theme of the song.

The poet starts the song or the poem with a refrain in 
very simple diction.

V  V V

fhjTmiflu mmomjiniJtn
v v v a m

u h i J ^ i J t n n  ( r a n )  n s f t n

Eating rice, eating rice with fish sauce 
With vegetable and fish steeped in brine 
Even that is good enough!

The following verses are mainly the description of the 
food and the resentment of the poor who cannot afford the 
high prices of it. The poet ends his song in an effective 
manner of satire with the technique of word-play.

gnifjuimSmtafTU 
mjlnljjlfmmunSf]

Dear children, be glad to have salt 
If you can't afford chicken, eat salt!

In Thai, the word-play is in the last line between 

the word If) 'Kai' meaning chicken and the word in St)
'Klu'a' meaning salt. It is obvious that these two key 
words 'Kai' and 'Klu'a' share the same initial sound of 'k'. 
However, the meanings of these two words are quite contrastive 
'Kai' refers to so-called 'expensive' food and 'klu'a1 refers 
to the most common or 'cheap' food that can hardly be con
sidered as food on its own. Salt can only give flavour to 
food and normally is used for cooking, but since there is 
nothing to cook with it, it has to be eaten as food by itself

This 'word-play' in the last line creates an effective
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image of the poverty which corresponds to the title of the 

song *11 n'IDOnviiJ'inU’V'Î 'famine*. From the 'content* of the
song it is obvious that the poet aims at creating a 'protest' 
on a serious subject in an unserious manner. The element of 
'humouristic' protest is actually very characteristic of the 
folk songs sung and improvised by the people who create them.

Examples from the works of Suchit Wongthet serve to 

illustrate the influence of 'oral tradition' in modern Thai 
poetry. Different poets make different use of the 'oral 
tradition' as can be seen from the different 'styles' of 
Naowarat Phongphaibun and Suchit Wongthet.

Chapter Three illustrates how, ultimately speaking, 
verse forms in Thai are well-cherished conventions which, up 

to present, are still prominent. The reason behind this lies 
in the virtue of these verse forms that helps to bring out 
the well-balanced and organized beauty of language use both 
in its senses and sounds.

The more successful verse forms are those closely 

connected and in harmony with the nature of the language. 

Therefore, it is hardly surprising that in a tonal language 
like Thai, music and songs play a very influential part in 
the art of poetry.

This underlying significance is manifested throughout 
the long history of Thai poetry. In the past, poetry 

composed for dance-drama and for reciting stories to enter

tain the court was not uncommon. Therefore, a close relation
ship between poetry and songs was quite evident. This fact 
is recognized by modern poets of today who study the 
convention and gain the insight into its essence that helps
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to create 'modernity1 in their own works. The 'musical' 

elements in modern Thai poetry are reflected through the 
influence of the 'oral' tradition in the text, for example, 
the use of folk songs in various forms with the 'spoken' 
diction and the simplicity of language use.

The poets of today make different use of the oral 
poetry and nursery rhymes. Different poets select differ
ent aspects of oral tradition to serve their purposes. 
Naowarat Phongphaibun makes use of the quotation of love 
songs to create 'pastoral' scenes in his love poems and 
manifests the beauty of the simplicity of language use and 
verse forms, characteristic of oral tradition.

On the other hand, Suchit Wongthet as a satirist-poet 

uses songs as a form of satire, protest and attack in a 
very effective style. The 'simplicity' of verse forms and 

diction is intensified by the 'boldness' of language use 
which is in harmony with the archaic yet idiomatic 
expression in the text.

These elements from the oral tradition integrated in 

modern poetry reflect a significant 'continuity' in the 

art of Thai poetry. This 'continuity' might not be too 
evident from the appearance of the forms and the diction of 
modern poetry. However, in the last analysis the deep 
continuity from the past is obviously traceable.

The 'continuity' reflects the virtue of the convention 
which corresponds to the nature of the language and thus 
enables the poets to explore the possibilities of language 
through various poetical devices.
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The oral tradition in poetry can be regarded, to a 
large extent, as part of the nature of the language as it 

is closer to the 'spoken' language than any type of 
'written' poetry. The deep influence of oral tradition in 
modern Thai poetry illustrates how the oral tradition is 
ultimately a 'primary' level of convention in Thai poetry.

Verse forms and poetic diction in the written tradition 

are, on the other hand, 'elaborate conventions', a complem
entary level to the primary one. These two related levels 
of conventions are fully manipulated by modern poets in 
order to create 'modernity' in their works.

The study so far illustrates how the nature of 
'modernity' embraces, in fact, the qualities of the 
'convention', consisting of the harmonious combination of 
the nature of the language and the invention of the poets , 
in the past as well as the present.

In the last analysis, 'modernity' in Thai poetry 
combines both 'oral' and 'written' traditions together.
The mixture of these two traditions can be regarded as an 
extension of the 'written' tradition as well. The process 
of extension by combining and making use of different 

aspects of different traditions is undoubtedly a means of 
enriching the heritage of Thai poetry.

The possibility of exploring and exploiting the 
nature of language in order to create beauty and harmony 
has been extended through the judgement and invention of 

modern poets of today. Their effort to combine the oral 
tradition in their works to re-create oral poetry in the
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written form can be considered a means to simplify and 
popularize the art of poetry in a constructive manner.

It is a way of acknowledging and recognizing the 

natural and genuine literary talents of the majority of 
the people and an attempt to make the best use of these 
talents to enrich the art of poetry. It is also a way of 
'preserving' these talents in a written form so that the 
nation will not risk losing this literary treasure.

The 'simplified' written tradition of poetry will 
encourage a larger audience to appreciate the art of poetry 
and thus widen the possibility of poetic creation.
Ultimately speaking, the 'simplified' written poetry does 

not decrease the 'refinement' of the art of poetry but 
rather increases another aspect of 'refinement' through the 
virtue of simplicity.

The simplicity of verse forms and diction further 
emphasizes the fact that the beauty of poetry is primarily 
a result of the harmony of arrangement with aesthetic 
subtlety. It is the poet who creates 'poeticalness' in 
poetry through his mastery of language use and imagination. 
It is the poet who manipulates and arranges the meanings 

and imagery of words so that their arrangement becomes 

'poetic expression'.
Seen in this light, the influence of 'oral' tradition 

in modern poetry serves to reveal the nature of the art of 
poetry and its genuine power of 'creation'. Furthermore, it 
reflects the 'continuity' of convention which is, in fact, 

the essence and soul of Thai poetry.



CHAPTER V

THE CREATION OF SYMBOLS IN MODERN THAI POETRY
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Chapter V

The Creation of Symbols in Modern Thai Poetry

In 1952, at the beginning of his career as a poet, 
Angkhan wrote a short but significantly 'symbolic' poem in 
the form of Khlong as follows:

,em

1 vanmj

VinUllfî v3£)U3J

aJJtU i f i t n m

vjm'ffiTvntom'j
S SI 1 vn m i i J l i r m

i w n s m i m Iv m

V1n3 ̂IVI'El'4 inEmau

Swpntj

mfUj^mfNVIEN
V  ̂ y
in3?i?ii0'3ltin3J'3u

The World
The World exists not just for a jewel. 

Sand and other elements also count.
High or low, they all help keep balance.
To which force then does the World hold?

The World is not merely for a gold swan. 
The crow lives and owns it also.
If ignorance and arrogance blossom 
How can we find friendship or peace?

"^Angkhan Kalayanaphong, Kawlniphon (Bangkok, 1970), p. 8.
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This poem is a very well-known one from Angkhan and 

its significance as a 'modern1 poem lies deeper than its 
apparently 'symbolic' values. In fact, it is outstanding 
as a 'modern' poem because of the 'message' expressed.
The imagery employed is, ultimately speaking, far from 

'original'. The images of a jewel like a gem or a diamond, 
a gold swan and a crow are not unfamiliar in the tradition 
of Thai poetry.

However, the originality of the poet lies in his 

'arrangement' of these so-called 'conventional' images.

The juxtaposition of these images creates an easily disting
uished 'contrast' between the 'conventional' connotations of 
the imagery and the 'original' ideas expressed by the poet.

The title of the poem 'The World' is actually quite 

uncommon in Thai tradition as Thai poets hardly entertained 
any 'philosophical' themes in their works. By giving an 
unusual title to his poem the poet already suggests an 
unusual message intended for his readers. The word 
(Lok) in Thai has wider meanings than just 'the world' for 

it includes the meaning of 'mankind' or 'the inhabitants of 
the w o r l d '.^

Therefore, the title of the poem can be more precisely 
understood from the underlying meaning which suggests that 
the 'world' conveyed by the poet is not merely the 'concrete' 

world of elements but also the 'abstract' world of mankind.

The poet describes the 'concrete' world by using two 

contrasting images - a jewel and sand with other 'insignif-

1McFarland, Thai-English Dictionary, p. 757.
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-icant' elements on earth. He explains how the world does 
not consist only of 'precious' gems and diamonds but also of 
sand and other 'unprecious' elements. In fact, the balance 
that sustains the world comes from those so-called 'insig
nificant' elements.

The meaning of the first stanza describing the 'concrete' 
world is expounded in the second stanza describing the 
'abstract' world of mankind. The imagery in the second 
stanza is also of a contrastive nature - the image of a gold 
swan representing 'beauty, pride and prestige1 or the superior 
and the image of a crow representing 'ugliness, humiliation 
and vulgarity' or the inferior. For the poet, the 'abstract' 
world consists of various qualities of mankind.

The world does not belong only to the 'superior' but 

equally to the 'inferior' as well. The poet even emphasizes 

that the distinction between the two is actually an 'illusion' 
for the notion of superiority and inferiority ultimately comes 
from human ignorance. Without this understanding, the world 
cannot be in peace for ignorance will create discrimination 
and separation among mankind.

The parallel created by the poet is between the image of 

a jewel and a gold swan as well as between the image of sand 
and a crow. Through this parallelism of imagery, the poet 
succeeds in establishing the 'symbolic' values of these images 

At the same time, this parallelism serves to emphasize the 

philosophical theme of the poem. The 'concrete' world is 
harmoniously linked with the 'abstract' world. Thus, the 
'philosophy' is*symbolically' derived from this harmonious 
link or parallel.

Therefore, within the context of this short poem, a
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process of 'creation' of symbols is vividly illustrated.

This process demonstrates the point that a 'symbol' in poetry 
is ultimately a significantly repeated image that gains its 
symbolic values through its use in a certain poetical context.

According to Thai poetical tradition, the imagery used 
in this poem is not uncommon. The image of a gold swan in 
contrast with a crow is quite conventional. For example, in 
Inao a similar imagery is employed when Inao writes a letter 
to Busaba expressing his concern about the ugliness and 
unsuitability of Jaraka, Busaba's fiance. He compares Jaraka 

to a 'crow' - so low and ugly by nature and Busaba is like a 

precious gold swan that is, in every way, far superior.

J K 4 ^ 'i xj b jj t mimivi a a n vi u a n 1 vi u a uxiu

v efarnfi'mnflfloel'mxtu
* * 1un iJ x t jj n tuw u1  ej vi 4  ti w 4  x t u 0

Similarly in Khun Chang-Khun Phaen, Khun Phaen when 

returning from the war blamed Wanthong, his wife, who was 

forced and deceived to marry Khun Chang, as a crow disguised 
in the shape of a swan.

^King Rama II, Inao (Bangkok, 1938), p. 400.
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Other numerous examples of the same nature can be found 
in various Thai poetical works. The repeated use of these 
two images established their symbolic values in the tradition 
of Thai poetry. A swan becomes a typical symbol of 'super
iority1 or noble birth and rank whereas a crow becomes a 
typical symbol of 'inferiority' or low birth and rank. This 
includes, no doubt, the connoted meaning of each symbol - a 

swan represents 'beauty, grace and virtue' and a crow
represents 'ugliness, disgrace and vice'.

The same is true with the use of the images of a jewel
and sand. The use of 'a jewel' as a symbol of beauty and
preciousness is common enough in Thai poetry. On the other 
hand, the use of 'sand' as a symbol of insignificance and 

commonness is not quite conventional. It is more common for 
Thai poets to contrast the image of a jewel or a gem with a 
stone or a pebble. However, the image of sand here serves 
to intensify the meaning of insignificance because a grain 
of sand is even smaller than a stone and consequently even 

less valuable. Therefore, the contrast of meanings between 

these two images is even sharper.

i _ __Sepha Ru'ang Khun Chang Khun Phaen (Bangkok, 1966), p. 312.
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It is worth noticing that the poet deliberately makes 
use of all these conventional and well-established images 

with their symbolic values to express his ideas. The poet 
certainly recognizes the significance of the conventional 
use of symbols in Thai poetry. Thus, by manipulating that 
'convention' he manages to emphasize even more effectively 
his original ideas.

Instead of praising the value of superiority, beauty
and grace of a swan or the preciousness of a jewel, the poet
chooses to emphasize the opposite qualities as equally
important. He, above all, emphasizes the harmony of both as

/

the ultimate goal for the happiness of the 'world' or man

kind. The title of this short poem 'The World' is also a 
significant guide to the main theme of the poem. In other 
words, this short poem is an announcement of the poet's 
'philosophy of life' and how he perceives the world.

The 'abstractness' of the subject-matter seems to justify 
the use of symbols in any poetical text. Therefore, since 
Angkhan's main concern is about beauty and the spiritual 
value of poetry he tends to employ quite a few symbols in 
his work.

Another well-recognised poem by Angkhan considered as 
highly 'symbolic' is a poem called TFlYlilfl - 'Scoop up 
the Sea' which has been translated into English by 
S. Sivaraksa and H. Woodward.
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Scoop Up the Sea

Scoop up the sea, pour it in a bowl, 
and dine on it and rice, 
reach out, gather some stars, 
and mix them with salt to eat,

Look at crabs and oysters dancing with joy 
and playing nostalgic songs, 
or chameleons and galley worms flying 
to eat the sun and moon!

A toad climbs on a golden palanquin
and floats around Heaven on a special tour.
He goes together with a bull frog,
and the angels there escape, into the shell of a

1Angkhan Kalayanaphong, Kawlniphon, p. 55.

coconut.
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Earthworms woo maids,
the Apsaras who sleep in Heaven,
and every amoeba
sticks up his nose because of his very high status.

The gods are bored with celestial abodes 
so leap down to eat the dung on earth.
This waste matter they praise,
for its taste is most splendid and can't be described.

Groves of trees and forests 
can talk deep philosophy.
Sawdust in its sleep
can calculate the weight of shadows.

Anyone who doesn't go up to Heaven 
and remains below on earth is stupid, 
for the heavy would be light, 
and the world is very, very drunk.

1967
(translated by S. Sivaraksa and H. Woodward)1

On one hand, the imagery in this poem can be considered 

as 'hyperbole' not uncommon in the Thai tradition. On the 
other hand, the imagery used is highly unusual in Thai 
poetical context because the poet does not try to avoid 

mentioning the less pleasant images of animals like toads, 

chameleons and worms as well as their highly 'unusual' 

behaviour.
The use of more 'conventional' images like gods, angels 

and Apsaras in heaven creates a sharp contrast in the text. 
This contrast is re-emphasized by the description of the 

most unusual behaviour of the 'divine' like escaping into

1A Sathirakoses-Nagapradipa Foundation, Three Thai Poets, pp. 14-6.
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the shell of a coconut, leaping down to eat dung on earth 
or the Apsaras being wooed by the earthworms!

The reverse roles of the animals and the divines 
described in the text reveals the theme of deliberate 

satire. The description of the reverse situation is a 
clear illustration of the poet's manipulation of the 
'convention'.

Ultimately speaking, these images acquire their 'symbolic' 

values through their use in the conventional Thai poetical 

context. The introduction of unusual images of animals 
seldom referred to or described in poetry with their reverse 
behaviour is an obvious contrast to the convention. As a 
result, the poet manages to create an effective sense of 
sharp satire.

Examined in more detail, the first stanza gives a 
beautiful image reflecting the wide imagination of the poet.
As an introduction, this stanza suggests the 'entering' into 
the world of poetry or the world of imagination. Therefore, 
the reader is more or less prepared for something out of the 

ordinary. The description in the following stanzas does 
not fail the expectation for all is far from 'ordinary'.

Nevertheless, the un-ordinary images are not altogether 
'incomprehensible' because the poet manages to establish an 

extended analogy between the conventional images and the 
'original' ones. The conventional image of 'a toad on a 
golden palanquin' serves indirectly to explain the 
significance of other unusual images in the text like worms 

flying to eat the sun and the moon, the crabs and oysters 

dancing and playing songs, the earthworms wooing maids, or



the amoeba boasting about his high status.
%

In Thai, the phrase Qr ‘a toad on a palanquin'
is a well-known saying used to refer to a person of low 
birth or rank who is so full of undue dignity and self- 
importance. A toad symbolizes a low and ugly creature and 
a palanquin symbolizes prestige and high status since it was 
used as a vehicle for the royalty in the old days.

The saying conveys a sense of contempt for the exagger

ated self-importance. The underlying meaning of contempt is 

carried throughout in the description of the highly unusual 
behaviour of all the animals. Their descriptions reflect 
the images of 'low' creatures behaving with pride and self- 
importance, aiming at 'unattainable' objects like the sun 
and the moon.

The sense of contempt for exaggerated self-importance 
is subtly established in the text through the use of the 
conventional image of'a toad on a golden palanquin'. There
fore, despite the apparently incomprehensible or highly 

'symbolic' images, the theme of satire is obvious in the 
t e x t .

The variation of the images showing a similar 'theme' or 
significance also serves to create a harmony and unity in 
the poem, and, at the same time, emphasizes and clarifies 

the poet's 'message* for the readers.

This poem clearly illustrates how the 'creation' of 
symbols depends, in fact, very much on the conventional 
imagery, in poetical tradition.

Angkhan employs 'conventional' images as a significant
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background to his invention of 'symbols'. Through the 
technique of harmony and contrast, the poet succeeds in 
establishing unusual images as clearly understandable 
symbols for his work.

Another example of a similar nature is the poem called 
'Imagination1. The poet creates a series of 

beautiful and highly unusual images describing nature in a 
symbolic manner. One well-known stanza from this poem 

consists of a series of 'symbolic' images describing the 
universe.

? u m n m  ?
* y

vis ifivmonynui^N viuvm
I I  I V

iivia<ivi«n 

i|3j fimiJsjuiim'n

i |  I m i r a m u v h  i M t m v l i i f i u f l ' m f i 1

Imagination

The sea overflows and floods the sky 
The stars are drowned and the world is cold 
Oh, how the rocks turn soft like cotton wool 
And the crabs climb the clouds
Crossing the sky, enjoying the taste of heaven!

This poem is a good example of the significance of a 

title in a poem. Generally speaking, the theme of a poem 

is reflected in the title and plays an important role in 
the interpretation of the text.

1Angkhan Kalayanaphong, Kawiniphon, p. 62.



The title of the poem 'Imagination' serves to clarify 
the apparently 'hyperbolic' imagery in the poet's descrip
tion. In the world of imagination the rule of realism can
not interfere and therefore the impossibility of the images 
is justified.

The poet uses a crab as the only symbolic creature 
that survives and enjoys the best of the seemingly 
'disastrous' situation. While the universe is in trouble 
the only creature that survives is far from the strongest or 
the most powerful. A crab is in fact just a small creature, 
awkward rather than graceful and insignificant rather than 
outstanding. Nevertheless, the poet's description of the 
crab's action is quite contradictory to its characteristic 
qualities, climbing the clouds across the sky to enjoy 

Heaven.

In Thai poetical tradition, an animal like a crab is 
not normally mentioned or described and, even less, employed 
as a 'symbol' in the text. The poet's description here is 
therefore, significant and 'original' in Thai tradition.

On the other hand, it can be argued that the choice 

of the word or 'Crab' is a part of the 'form' of the
*7 vpoem. The form of this poem is actually a form of IfiflOflTtV] 

Khlong Krathu with a set of the first syllable of eachi i
line ^  1̂|U lj b This particular syllabic set was

used in a rather well-known poem, believed to be composed 
by Sri Prat, one of the most brilliant poets of the 
Ayuthaya period.

Angkhan employs a few of Sri Prat's famous Khlong 
Krathu in his first book of poems Kawiniphon in which we



find the poem 'Imagination'. This reveals his deep interest in 
and understanding of the heritage of Thai poetry as well as 
his attempt to make use of it.

However, it is obvious that even though the word 
is a part of the form chosen by the poet, the meaning of )} 

as a crab is entirely intentional on the poet's part. The 
word «y in Thai can also be a verb meaning to spread out, 
to lay or stretch out. The fact that the poet chooses to 
use this word as a noun and not a verb is therefore important. 
The deliberate unusualness of the image of crabs climbing 
the clouds, crossing the sky to enjoy Heaven suggests the 
symbolic value of the image of a crab in the text. The 
specific meaning of this image is, however, less obvious.
The poet leaves the interpretation of this image to the power 
of 'imagination' of his readers as suggested in the title.

The use of unusual images in poetry, however, does not 
always create 'symbols' in the text. Generally speaking,
Thai poets concentrate more on creating and selecting 
beautiful imagery for the sake of embellishment and convey

ing the intensity and refinement of feelings in poetical 

context.
Various conventional images may acquire symbolic values 

as a result of long tradition. The literary tradition is, 
no doubt, a reflection of the culture and values of the 

people. In other words, the cultural values of the people 
indirectly influence the creation of imagery and symbols in 
literature.

This holds true for Thai poetry from the distant past 
to the immediate present. Examples of conventional imagery
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with its 'symbolic' values are quite numerous in Thai.
Imagery and symbols drawn from nature are not uncommon since 
nature has always been an essential influence in Thai poetry.

Thai poets perceive in nature balance and harmony among 
natural elements, and make use of this in their creation of 
imagery and symbols. For instance, the beauty of a beloved 

lady is compared to the beauty of the moon while the power 

and strength of a man is compared to the sun. Or, a beaut
iful woman is like a flower and a man is like a bee. Simil
arly, a woman can be an ocean while a man is a fish.

From these few examples, it is obvious that the poets 
make use of certain natural qualities as the basis for their 
expression in the form of imagery. Cultural values, to a 
certain point, also influence their 'creation'. To a Thai 
mind and according to a Thai tradition, the moon represents 

radiant beauty, charm, serenity as well as kindness and 
tenderness, all of which are highly esteemed as ideal 
feminine qualities. Similarly, the sun represents a great 
power, strength and glory which are desirable masculine 
qualities.

The concept of the sun symbolising a powerful man and 

the moon symbolising a beautiful woman has certainly become 
so well-established that it can hardly be considered other
wise than just poetic convention. Yet it is still alive and 
cherished even in the works of modern poets today.

In Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng, Angkhan, despite his 'original

ity' of ideas and expression, does not refuse the use of the 
conventional imagery in the beauty-appraisal of his loved one.
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To thee, my prestigious goddess, I pay homage 
More beautiful than the moon is your face 
So perfect are your manners and intelligence 
With sound education and refined taste!

Furthermore, in his love promise, the poet uses the 
typical images of the sun and the moon as the symbol of 
eternal togetherness or companionship.

p. 73 v v Atnua<i M'nsjTtnufN̂  Iti

Were you the bright and beautiful moon 
I would be the brilliant and shining sun 
No matter in which form you were born 
I would always be by your side!

These examples demonstrate how the 'poetic convention' 
is alive and cherished in Thai poetry. The 'convention' 

can be harmoniously combined with the 'modernity' or serves 

as a background for the creation of modernity.

As seen in the previous study of Angkhan's Lam Nam Phu 
Kradu1n g , nature or philosophy from nature is the main theme 
of the work. Therefore, the poet not only uses nature as the 
source for his creation of imagery but also extends his 

imagery to the depth of symbols. This is made possible 
through the 'patterning' of the text where the poet can 
manipulate the significance of the imagery and build up
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certain 'special' and 'unique' meanings to the images in 
the text."1'

The poet's creation of symbols is through giving the 
emphasis to the abstract qualities of the imagery. Thus 
the imagery tends to be more suggestive and calls for a 
deep interpretation. As a result, the symbolic values of 
imagery are formed and established within a certain poetical 
context.

On the other hand, Angkhan's deliberate use of highly 
unusual imagery conveys his awareness of the significant 
power and vividness of poetical beauty. The unusualness 
will serve to emphasize the 'symbolic' values of the imagery.

Angkhan's extensive use of nature, both pleasant and 
unpleasant elements and aspects of nature, adds a new dimen
sion to the significance of nature in Thai poetry. His 

deeply philosophical attitude to nature makes him perceive 
nature more at its 'symbolic' level.

Therefore, the poet's insight into the philosophical 
aspect of nature is an indirect extension of the symbolic 
values of nature in the tradition of Thai poetry. The 
'convention' of using nature mainly as an element of 

description or embellishment in poetry is altered, extended 
and deepened.

The use of animals as symbols in the text is a rather 
well-established convention. Only certain animals are 
normally employed as 'symbols' in Thai poetry and their

■''See Chapters I & £1 on the image of the sea in connection with nature 
and the word ' yfvMLI *
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significance is usually quite 'conventional'. The readers 
can usually understand the 'symbols' almost without any 
effort just by virtue of knowing the language and its 
literature.

Seen in this light, Thai poetry in the past was hardly 
'symbolic' though full of 'symbols', quite naturally 'conven
tional' ones. Modern poets like Angkhan, Naowarat and Suchit 
are aware of the use of 'conventional' symbols in Thai poetry 
and manifest this in their works in their own 'modern' 
context and expression.

This, however, does not mean that modern poets dare not 
create 'new' symbols to serve their different purposes.
Since the ideas the poet would like to express are sometimes 
very unconventional, it is not always possible or desirable 
to cling to the imagery and symbols of the past alone. With 
the same basic ideas on nature and animals, the poet can 
succeed in creating 'new' symbols to express his 'new' 
ideas. The 'original' images and symbols of animals are 
worth noticing in the works of modern poets.

For example, Naowarat Phongphaibun introduces a 'new'
image of a snail in one of his most famous poems:

' 1
v m v m u v i o ^ u v n n  'The Passage of a Snail'.

"''Naowarat Phongphaibun, Phiang Khwam Khlu'an Wai (Bangkok, 1980), 
pp. 55-7.
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The Passage of a Snail
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In the wild green field 
Is a deserted pathway 
Where a small snail paints 
A shining silver track
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Waiting for the day
When the brilliant sun
Will angrily burn
The wild grass on the path:
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Then the beautiful silver 
Will glitter with the sun 
Like diamond shining bright 
To light the silver path
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And the small snail 
Will sacrifice his life 
Like all the creators 
As usual and always!

vmmmiJnrir)
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So that the passage will appear 
Leading to the land of heart's desire 
As long as the wild grass remains 
The struggling heart is veiled

m n f i f im x i  i^ u ib f i
V V

‘lufl'iuthidfl'iuYh

In birth there are inevitable sufferings 
Deep pains and torments 
In the rain there is lightning 
In deep rocks there are gold caves!
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Now come, share the sufferings 
And persevere with our friends 
Do not care or hope for glory 
In this life of ours!

* 4 ’rmus-nmntno
3/ J
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The first pace we make 
Will always create a new passage 
The wild all over the land 
Is still waiting for our steps!

Although the use of the image of a snail is not at all 
usual in the tradition of Thai poetry, the meaning of this 
image is guite clear. From the context of the poem, the 
reader can realize that the small snail is a symbol of a • 

creator, a pioneer who sacrifices for others as well as a 
perseverant idealist. The idea of sacrificing oneself for 
the good of others is obviously a 'new1 theme in Thai poetry. 
Therefore it is understandable that the poet will try to 
create a 'new' image for this new concept and idea.

The poet creates an allegory to clarify the theme of
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the poem by using a snail as a symbol in the first part of
his text. The allegory of how the snail sacrifices his life
as a tribute to the 'passage to the land of heart's desire' 
serves as an 'introduction' to the message from the poet. 

Ultimately speaking, this poem can be regarded as an invit

ation or persuasion for idealistic self-sacrifice. The tone 
in the ending stanza of the poem reflects a high spirit of 
youth full of optimistic hopes and ideas.

To be more precise, it is possible to say that the

image of 'wild grass' also serves as a 'symbol' in the text. 
This image is the first that appears in the poem and is 
closely linked with the image of the snail.

The poet describes how the snail paints a silver track 
in the 'wild g r a s s ’ which is later on burnt by the brilliant 

blaze of the sun. This destruction creates a 'passage to 
the land of heart's desire' and thus is a necessity for the 
creation. This idea is re-emphasized by the fifth stanza 
where the poet explicitly states that in fact the 'wild 
grass' is an obstacle for the birth of this ideal passage.

As long as the wild grass remains,
The struggling heart is veiled.

From the description in the text, the 'symbolic' value 
of the image of the 'wild grass' is clearly explained. Thus 

this apparently unusual 'symbol' is explicitly clarified by 

the content of the poem itself.
This poem with its 'unconventional' symbols illustrates 

how the poet can choose to purely employ 'new' or 'unconvent 
i onal' symbols in the text to express new ideas and concepts
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The 'novelty' of the symbols serves to re-inforce the 

novelty of the ideas conveyed in the poem. Nevertheless, 
this novelty has no weakness of 'incomprehensibility' for 
the poet takes great care to create the context that makes 
the symbols clearly understandable.

Another example of a similar nature is the poem called 

fUSJflfism 'White Squirrel' by Naowarat, which is a rather 
'philosophical' poem with a white squirrel as a main symbol
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White Squirrel

From tree-top to tree-top, far away 
As high as high then swooping down 
That's your way, the path you take;
That's your truth, your own way.

Who put you in a cage?
Your long free path 
That only you decided
Has become a circle round the inside of that cage, 
Your voyages a circle 
Shortened, limited.
And there you run all day 
Racing, racing round and round.
What are you after, little squirrel?
Exploring the nooks and crannies of your cage?
A runner showing off, delighting in the track?

It is not your free tree-top way;
That circle is no voyage;
Round and round it is not the middle way.

^Ibid., pp. 22-3.



What are you trying to make of it?
Have you found it yet, squirrel?
The ways you once m a d e ,
The long paths you have lost,
Who put you in a cage, squirrel?"*"

The use of a squirrel as a symbol in the text is not 
common in Thai poetry. In other words, a squirrel has no 
'conventionally symbolic' value, unlike a gold swan or a 
crow. Therefore, like the image of a snail, a squirrel is 
quite 'original' as a main symbol in Thai poetry.

In the title of the poem the poet specifies the colour 

of the squirrel as white which is normally a symbol of purity 

and innocence. Therefore, even though there is no mention
ing of the colour of the squirrel in the actual text, the 
reader can visualize the squirrel in his mind as a small white 
squirrel.

The poem is partly a philosophical contemplation on the 
poet's part and partly a self-questioning in the form of 
questions addressed to the white squirrel. The underlying 
philosophical theme of the poem is revealed through certain 
key words like 'way, path, truth'. We can say that the 
underlying philosophy here is Buddhist philosophy. This is 
obvious from the use of Buddhistic terms in the text like 
'circle' and 'the middle way'.

The image of a squirrel racing round and round inside 
a cage as if looking for something in vain is obviously the 

symbol of human beings trying to find some truth or some 

meaning of life but are caught in the 'racing cage'.
The 'thematic' question repeated in the poem is 'who

Sathirakokses-Nagapradipa Foundation, Three Thai Poets, p. 48.
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put you in a cage?'. The question is raised first in the 
middle of the text and then, to re-emphasize its signific
ance, at the end of the poem. It can be regarded at a 

deeper and philosophical level as an indirect self-question
ing on the poet's part.

The poet compares the situation of the squirrel racing 
around inside the cage to the normal situation of human 
beings who are restricted by rules of society as well as 
their own ignorance and illusion about life. The squirrel 
does not realise that it has lost its freedom by being kept 
in a cage and is allowed to run only around inside its cage. 
Similarly, human beings do not usually realize that they have 
lost their freedom, physically and spiritually, because of 
the restrictions of society and their own ignorance.

The poet also asks what the squirrel is looking for 
inside its cage. He compares the 'long free path' of a free 
squirrel to the 'circle' which is just a 'shortened and 

limited' way inside the cage. Thus, the poet creates a 
sharp contrast between the 'freedom' and the 'limitation' 
of the ways or paths of the squirrel. The 'way' in the 
poem here clearly symbolizes the path or way of life in the 
human world. This is made explicit when the poet states 

that:

That circle is no voyage;
Round and round it is not the middle way.

The term 'the middle way' or 'the middle path' is 

obviously a Buddhistic term. According to Buddhist 
philosophy the 'ideal' way of life is 'the middle way' or



.• {Thang Sai Klang), avoiding any extreme.

This term serves subtly to establish a clear allegory 

between the path or way of the squirrel and the path or way 
of human life. The emphasis on the virtue of 'freedom1 
corresponds to the idea of spiritual freedom in Buddhism.

Through various subtle devices, the poet succeeds in 
creating an allegoric poem on Buddhism. The use of the image 

of a white squirrel as a symbol of ignorant human beings in 

the text is not conventional but is highly successful. The 
allegory is made clear and therefore the reader can under
stand the 'real' meaning of the text.

This poem illustrates how the success of the invention 

of a 'new' symbol is a sophisticated combination of the 

stylistic devices and the influence of 'poetic convention'. 
Since Thai readers are not unfamiliar with the description 
of animals in poetry, especially beautiful and pleasant 
animals, the image of a white squirrel in this poem is 
readily acceptable. As this image has no 'conventionally 
symbolic' values attached to it, the poet can freely employ 
it to convey a unique significance in the specific context 
of his poem. The 'symbolic' value of a 'new' image is 
therefore created through the patterning of the text and 

serves to convey special meanings intended by the poet.
The creation of a symbol through the technique of 

'allegory' can also be seen in the use of the names of the 
heroes and main characters in the well-known works of the 
past as 'symbols' in modern poetry.

Poetic symbols of this type are, for example, Chao 

Karaket, Chao Khun Thong, folk heroes from 'oral literature'



such as folk tales and songs. Besides, modern poets some
times make use of the names of well-known characters in 
poetry like Khun Phaen, Ma Sri Mpk and Wanthong. These 
names have become a special kind of 'symbols' in modern 
poetry, reflecting the continuation of Thai poetical heritage 
from the past to the present.

Modern poets who employ this type of symbols in their 
works are Naowarat Phongphaibun and Suchit Wongthet whose 
works are highly influenced by 'oral' literature. Both 
poets share the use of the names of Chao Karaket and Chao 
Khun Thong as the symbols of young and idealistic heroes 
who sacrifice themselves to protect ordinary people.

The names of Chao Karaket and Chao Khun Thong appear 
in well-known lullabies sung for generations though the 
original significance of the text is no longer remembered 
precisely. To examine in more detail the creation of these 
two 'symbols', it is worth looking into the original text.

The name Chao Karaket comes from the lullaby called 

'Chao Karaket', telling the story of the patriotic Karaket 
who fought the foreigners to protect his dignity.

u v irtu  m m m n f i

V • vi y
' f l in iv iP h 'w  l i lv n ir f t

t i i
'i'WUYUtJft

m m ? : ;  i n m  a a

i,Phraya Anuman Rajadhon (ed.), Chan Yaowaphot (Bangkok, 1935), p. 14.
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Lullaby of Chao Karaket

Oh, £hao Karaket 
Leaping on horseback, heading for the palace 
Drawing out your dagger 
Wanting to kill a Farang^
Ignoring your wife's warning 
Oh, £hao Karaket!

In Chak Ma Chom Mu'ang, Naowarat composes a narrative 
of Chao Karaket from this old lullaby. The poet tells the 

story of a hero in the reign of King Narax of the Ayuthaya 
period who fought with a European soldier in order to 
protect his dignity and got killed in the end. Therefore, 
his name remains as a 'legend' of Thai patriotism.

The connoted meaning or significance of the name is 

manipulated in modern poetry. Modern poets select the name 
to use as a 'symbol' of patriotic feelings of Thai youth 
and their will to protect the dignity of the country even 
through their complete self-sacrifice. With this under
lying significance, the name has become a 'new1 symbol in 
Thai modern poetry and serves a new purpose and idea than 
just a well-known hero in an old lullaby.

This can be seen in the poem called 'Karaket' by Suchit 

Wongthet who composes it as 'verse' for a Thai classical 

orchestra. He composes a 'refrain' of his text by manipul

ating the original text of the lullaby ' £hao Karaket'.

1A Thai word meaning a foreigner, especially Europeans or other white 
peoples.
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Oh, Chao Karaket 
How patriotic you are]
Living in a temple near the palace
You proudly play Thai flute 1
Determined you are 
To defy any foreign influence 
You listen not to any warning 
Oh, Chao Karaket]

The theme of the poem is a patriotic invitation to
appreciate Thai music as a precious heritage of the nation.
Therefore, the connoted meaning of the name 'Karaket' as a 
symbol of patriotism is fully manipulated here. The poet 

imitates the verse form of the lullaby and composes his 

text accordingly with a similar number of syllables in 
each line and even a similar choice of diction.

As important and well-known as the name of Chao Karaket
■s/is the name of Chao Khun Thong which also comes from an old 

lullaby called Tfiluthl 'Wat B o t ' .

1 VSuchit Wongthet, Chao Khunthong Pai Plon <Bangkok, 1981), p. 61.
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Wat Bot

Oh, Wat Bot
With seven palm trees 
v _Chao Khun Thong is out for robbery 
Till now he is not yet back!
Dipping the rice out to put in a wrap 
I ’m going to pole a boat in search of you 
Then I heard the rumour 
That you are already dead!
Your body is out there
Nobody really cares
Only the precious bones are left
For your dear wife to bury
Khun Sri will hold an umbrella
Yok-krabat will hold a flag
Steering a barge for your funeral!

In Chak Ma Chom M u 1a n g , Naowarat composes a narrative 
based on this lullaby, telling the story of a hero who died

"^From the Appendix of Naowarat Phongphaibun, Chak Ma Chom Mu1ang 
(Bangkok, 1977).
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in the fight for justice. Suchit uses the name Chao Khun 

Thong as the symbol of heroes who fight for justice, 
especially the students who died for democracy in the 
political uprising in October 1973. Suchit composes a 
series of poems with the name of C?hao Khun Thong as the main 
symbol in his book of collected poems ’Chao Khun Thong Pai 

P l o n 1. The title of the book with the name of Chao Khun 

Thong re-emphasizes the significance of the name as a symbol 
in the work.

Apart from these two examples, modern poets like Naowarat 

and Suchit use the names of well-known characters in poetry 

such as Khun Phaen, Ma Sri Mok, and Wanthong as 'symbols' in 
their text. As Khun Chang Khun Phaen is one of the best
loved and best known poetical works in Thai, its influence 
on Thai minds is understandable. Besides, it is one of a' 
few stories in Thai poetry which portray mainly the life of 
ordinary people with whom the readers of the present day 
can still identify themselves. Thus, the allusion to this 
work is an effective poetical device even in the context of 
modern Thai poetry.

On the other hand, Khun Chang Khun Phaen can be consid

ered as a part of 'oral' literature as it was originally 
composed for Sepha, a type of verse for singing with accomp
anying music, and indeed has a long oral history. Therefore, 
the influence of 'oral' literature is also evident in the 

creation of symbols in modern poetry.

This is, of course, hardly surprising as the creation of 
symbols belongs to the general aspect of modernity which is 
the result of the combination and manipulation of 'convention'
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and the 'originality' of the poets.
As far as 'symbols' and 'images' are concerned, 

convention plays a very important role because the signif
icance of any symbols or images depends very much on their 
connoted meanings which are usually the results of long 

tradition. Any 'new' invention normally or inevitably has 
its root in the old convention of the past.
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CHAPTER VI

On the Formation of Thai Poetical Convention 
and Thai Concepts of Poets and Poetry

Part I: The Formation of Thai Poetical Convention

It is clear from the study so far how important and 
essential the convention is in Thai poetry. Thus, it will 

be appropriate and useful to discuss now the formation of 

Thai poetical convention, that is to say the manner in which 
Thai poetical convention was created and the various possible 
influences that existed in its formation.

We shall start by examining various Thai texts on 
versification. The first one to be considered is fchindamani 
composed in the reign of King Narai of the Ayuthaya period 
(1656-1688). It is believed to be the first text to teach 
Thai language and versification and thus a 'model' for later 
works of the same nature.

The exact date of the composition of £hindamani is not 
known but the name of the author is mentioned as Phra 
Horathibodi, the most learned court-poet of King Narai.
Prince Damrongrajanuphab explained that according to the 
Luang Prasert chronicle, King Narai gave an order to Phra 
Horathibodi to write the chronicle in 1680 (B.E. 2223) and 
therefore the prince believed that it was possible that King 
Narai also ordered the same poet to compose the text of
V _  „Chindamani. The reason for this concern about the text

book to teach Thai language and versification could arise 

from the fact that the French missionaries had arrived in 
Ayuthaya and started to build schools to teach Thai children.
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Therefore, King Narai was concerned that if he did not start 

educating his own people, the Thais would be at a disadvant
age . ■*"

V _In the text of ChindamanI the author claimed that 

actually he was composing the book by following the works 
of the sages of the past. The work he referred to as a 
resource for his text is Khampi Wuttothai or Vuttodaya 
composed in Pali.

According to the article by Major G.E. Fryer, the
Vuttodaya (Exposition of Metre) is the second metrical
treatise written in Ceylon during the twelfth century by 
the Pali grammarian Moggallana, under his priestly title of 
Sangharakkhita Thera. It is the only work on Pali prosody 

extant, and is founded on the Vrittaratnakara (Ocean of 
Metres), a Sanskrit work on post-vedic metres by Kedara 
Bhatta. It contains 136 stanzas or portions of stanzas, 
divided into six chapters which treat of the following 
subjects:

Chapter I - The technical terms, and symbols in prosody.
Chapter II - Metres regulated by time.
Chapter III - Metres with quarter verses similar.
Chapter IV - Metres with half lines similar.
Chapter V - Metres with quarter verses dissimilar.

2Chapter VI - The six problems.
(The problems are the problems of arranging variation of
metres or practical problems of arranging various types of 
metres without breaking the rules of versification.)

ChindamanI, pp. 149-50.
2Major G.E. Fryer, 'The Pali text of the Vuttodaya, or 'Exposition of 
Metre', by Sangkharakkhita Thera, Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, No. IV, 1877, p. 369.
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Another important text referred to in Chindamani is 

Kap SarawilasinI normally mentioned together with Kap Khanta 
in Thai poetical history. According to the article on metres 
of poetry by Dhanit Yupho, these two texts were composed in 

Ceylon around the same time as Vuttodaya and thus share some
similar characters. He believes that it was through the Mon
civilization that the Thais received these poetic influences 
which came with the Ceylonese Buddhist monks around the 18th 

or 19th century of the Buddhist Era (12th century A.D.). 
Therefore these texts could have arrived during the end of
the Sukhothai period or the beginning of the Ayuthaya
period.^

We can consider Vuttodaya as a Pali influence in the 
formation of Thai poetical convention and the significance 
of Vuttodaya is understandable since Pali was the 'sacred' 
language through which the Thais absorbed Buddhism. The 
Sanskrit influence, on the other hand, is less explicitly 
stated in Thai poetical history.

It is possible to believe that the Sanskrit influence 
arrived with the Thais through contact with the Khmers who 
were already writing poetry in Sanskrit during the 12th 
century. Although there is no evidence of any Sanskrit 
text of versification composed or translated in Khmer, we 

can trace an evidently Sanskrit influence from the Sanskrit 

names of various verse forms existing from the earliest period 
of Khmer poetry. Even later on when the Khmers no longer 
composed their poetry in Sanskrit, the names of various

1 — - - Dhanit Yupho, Kansu*psao raoru'ang Kap Klon Khlong, Chan, 2nd ed.
(Bangkok, 1974), p. 8.
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verse forms remained Sanskrit. This can apply also to the 
names of Thai verse forms of Chan, derived from Sanskrit, 
though the Thais never composed their poetry in Sanskrit.

It is worth mentioning that Khmer words are considered 

as a part of 'poetic' diction alongside Pali and Sanskrit 

words according to Thai poetic tradition. This is explicitly
I V __expressed m  Chindamani. In various Thai poetical works of 

the Ayuthaya period like Mahachat Khamluang and Samuthrakhot 
Khamchan Khmer words are employed almost to a similar degree 
to Pali and Sanskrit words.

These observations may serve to support the idea that 
the Thais received the Sanskrit poetic influence through 
their contact with the Khmers, possibly quite concurrently 

with the Pali influence like Vuttodaya through their contact 
with the Mons.

Since Thai education in the past took place in the 
temples with the study of Pali and Sanskrit as the main 

languages, it is not impossible that Thai monks and scholars 
could learn and profit from these texts from the very early 

period of Ayuthaya. As a result, Thai poetry already 
flourished before the existence of a Thai text on versific-

Vation like C h m d a m a m .
The evidence to support this idea can be found in the 

examples of poetry quoted in the text. To explain how to 

compose various types of poetry and to show the examples of 

each form, the author often quoted examples from the well- 
known poetical works like Lilit Phra L o , Samuthrakhot 

Khamchan, considered as contemporary works with Chindamanl, 
or earlier poetical works like Mahachat Khamluang.

The 'excellence' of the poetical works from which the



examples are quoted is, in fact, well-recognized. Therefore, 
it is possible to conclude that Chindamani, as a text on Thai 

versification, is partly an evidence, rather than a cause, 
of the flourishing of literature at that period.

The fact that the first Thai text on versification was 

composed rather late and more in the manner of being trans
lated and compiled from other resources is worth noting. It 
reveals that Thai poets in the past, or before the time of 
King Naral, probably did not have any ’established' rules of 

versification. Therefore the poet either composed by follow
ing the examples of older poetry and the advice of the learned 
poets of their time or adapted some 'rules' and forms from 
Pali and Sanskrit texts for those who could understand these 
two languages.

On the other hand, Chindamani can be considered as the 

text on Thai language as well. This aspect is more strongly 
emphasized in the later version of Chindamani composed in 

the reign of King Bgromakot in 1732 (B.E. 2295). All the 
versions of Chindamani however, share a very distinct 
character of a text that teaches language for the ultimate 

purpose of reading and writing poetry.

This aspect of the text is firmly and explicitly
V _established m  the first version of Chindamani of the King 

Naral period. Since the text is the most important one as 

the first text book in the language, it is worth examining it 
in more detail to find out the underlying 'essence' and 
'significance' which basically form Thai poetical rules 
for generations after.

The work starts with the homage to goddess SarassawadI -
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the goddess of arts and literature. It is worth noticing 

that this 'homage' itself is composed in the form of Rai - 
further evidence to show how poetry in various forms already 
flourished at that time.

Immediately after this homage, the author gives a 
glossary of 'poetic' words and synonyms for the use of 

composing poetry. The purpose of this glossary as a tool 

for poetic creation is clearly stated at the end of the 
glossary.

'All these words have been compiled by the learned 
poets in order to be used in all kinds of poetry.'1 {trans. 
S.C. )

The importance of this glossary of 'poetic' words can 
be seen through its priority in the text because even the 

worship of Buddha and and Three Gems in Buddhism, which usually 
appears at the beginning of a text, only comes after this 
glossary of 'poetic' words in Chindamani.

In the worship to the Lord Buddha, the author also 
explains that he composed the text according to Khampi 
Wuttothai. Then again, the author gives the examples of 

words with various spelling or, in other words, the rules 
of spelling, without any explanation. These lists of 
words are, however, composed in various verse forms, and 

they consist of words of Pali and Sanskrit derivation used 
in poetry as well as simple Thai words. These lists 

together with the glossary of poetic words given at the 
beginning of the text reflect the fundamental concern of

1V , _ _Chindamani, p. 9.
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the 'appropriate' use of diction in Thai poetry, and how 
the 'poetic' diction should be 'different' if not very 
'distinct' from ordinary language use. This concept has 
'governed' and 'formed' a part of the most influential 
poetical convention from the past until the present day.

The following section after the rules of spelling, is 
almost entirely about the rules of pronunciation and the 
nature of different sounds in the language as well as the 
wide possibility of various tones which create different 

meanings in Thai. The thoroughness and detailed explanation 
in this section are very noticable and this aspect is 
evidently shared by all the other versions of the text of
Chindamani.

As a text to teach a language, the emphasis on the rule 
of pronunciation is natural and appropriate enough. Never
theless, the underlying essence of the ultimate purpose of 
teaching the language for writing and reading poetry is 
evident. At the end of this long section the author explains 
the 'virtue' of 'correct' pronunciation that its result is 
like ambrosia sprinkling and delighting the heart.

vfaiifriiJnmntN
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iv _Chindamani, p. 29.



All this is the wisdom of the learned:
The precision of fine words well-pronounced
Is like ambrosia sprinkling and delighting the heart
How melodiously rings each word, each sound!

The ending of this section obviously illustrates how 
the author values the melody of the sounds in the language. 
The basic concern that the 'precise' and 'correct' pronun

ciation should be valued and appreciated by the poets and 

the students of the language alike reveals the essentially 
poetic virtue of the Thai language with its 'richesse* of 
sounds and tones.

This emphasis on the precision of sounds as an important 

element of poetic beauty is clearly expressed in the work 
of Prince Thammathibet who declares that the ignorance of 
the reader who cannot read properly will destroy the beauty 
of poetry.
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A similar idea is re-stated in the poetical work Sam 
Krung by Prince Bidyalankarana describing the Paradise of

^Dhanit Yupho, Phraprawat phraniphon Chaofa Thammathibet (Bangkok, 1973), 
p. 144.
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Poets as a divine place of glittering beauty and melodious 
music.

* fc! *4 d f ' *cjf)>3iJy s; jTHywatitJvin̂viTm nvn
^  V) ^  1 ** fcS « J ”1

vrn Im n t  ifUnsnTTSinwtuin flufiuqpiiVNfl'mi'imjfn

Oh, the glorious Paradise of Poets 
Illustriously glittering like jewels in the sky!
How its melodious music sweetly consoles the ear 
Graciously it deserves its name so divine!

These examples illustrate how the 'melodious' sounds 
play a very important role in creating the ideal beauty or 
perfection in Thai poetry. They also reveal how Thai poetry, 
according to a Thai concept, is to be or should be enjoyed 

through the ear as well as the mind - a concept that still 
holds true even in the works of modern poets today.

After the long section of pronunciation the author 
starts the main part of versification. The author gives 
many examples of various types of verse forms especially 
Khlong which was considered to have flourished at that 
period. The author also includes a variety of Konlabot or 

'encoded' poems without any explanation of how to read or 
'decode' them.

This aspect reflects the author's belief or assumption 
that the readers of his text should be learned enough to 

understand the rules of versification through the various 
examples given without much explanation or the readers 
should be able to get some advice from their learned masters

■^Prince Bidyalankarana, Sam Krung (Bangkok, 1952), p. 27.



or teachers.
Nevertheless, there actually exists some general advice 

on how to compose poetry. One interesting aspect in this 
advice is the emphasis on the poet's knowledge of various 
foreign languages like Sanskrit, Pali, Khmer, Laos, Burmese, 
Mon and Singhalese. The main purpose of this knowledge is 
to be able to use the vocabulary of 'foreign' languages in 
the poetic creation.

This emphasis reflects once more the poetic value Thai 
poets attach to the exquisiteness of diction. According to 

Thai tradition, the exquisiteness of diction includes the 
use of 'elaborate' and 'uncommon' words borrowed or derived 
from foreign languages like Pali, Sanskrit or Khmer which are 
not altogether unfamiliar among the learned Thai poets. The 
effort to create the exquisiteness of diction through the 
use of 'foreign* words has become a 'convention', well- 
cherished in Thai' poetic tradition.

It is true that Pali and Sanskrit loan-words are not 

uncommon in Thai but Thai poetic diction is still quite 
distinct from the non-poetic. In Thai poetic diction there 
exists a large variety of 'poetic' synonyms which are not 
normally used in ordinary language. For example, a word 
for a beautiful lady or the poet's loved one is extremely 

abundant in its varieties.
The poet can refer to a beautiful lady as

t < <
i N P i n o j  i m i m  i t m o n u m  m i m a y  - ail of which are
of Pali and Sanskrit origin, meaning a young girl or a 
beautiful girl. Though these words may have some slightly 

different meanings in the original language, Thai poets



make a rather 'flexible' use of them to refer to the same 
meaning.

Apart from borrowing 'foreign' words some poets 

created their own special terms in referring to their 

loved ones. These are quite uniquely created according to 
each poet's style and his own time. For example, in

    *4Thawathotsamat the poet refers to his loved one as fi'KlPiin
^  V  ^  t i

jmnufi fjfnmjyi umfirnumi î jjnqpiii -a t-qunI pii 1 *
V d * * V <=) *m i ' m w u  'JftSfmu u m n n ?ifi'Hflmihmiytii. on the 

other hand, in the works of Prince Thammathibet a loved
V v V ~

one is referred to as m m i m  mlttmnjj

viinimfum .

These examples show how Thai poets created their 

'poetic* diction either through the use of 'foreign* words 

or through their own creative combination and selection of 
words to convey their own specific meanings. These rather 
elaborate creations of the poets in the past therefore 
resulted in a clear distinction between 'poetic' and 'non- 
poetic' diction. The process of this creation had become 

an established 'convention' in Thai poetical heritage.
However, it would be an exaggeration to claim that 

there has been no change in Thai poetic diction since the 
time of Ayuthaya. Because the language itself changes 

with the passing of time, poetic diction is inevitably 

affected. Nevertheless, the accepted convention of 'poetic 
diction still survives in modern poetry. For example,

V V V
Angkhan still refers to his loved one as 'U'â LLflO limfn

V

LLfninifH - the poetic terms employed by Thai poets since 

the Ayuthaya period.
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This means that the diction of poetry in Thai has 
always been 'poetic' and 'distinct' from ordinary language 

and to a certain extent, 'poetic' diction is employed in 
poetry regardless of time and changes in the current 
language use.

On the other hand, a modern poet like Suchit Wongthet 
has created a 'new' type of 'poetic' diction by employing 

colloquial expressions and slang terms together with archaic 
expressions. As a whole, however, the 'convention' of 

creating a distinction between 'poetic' and 'non-poetic' 

diction still remains essential in the 'written' poetry in 
T h a i .

The author of Chindamani ends the text with the appraisal 
of the value of the work as a beautiful and precious gem, 
worthy of the state.

jy

pnuvipnnSfl'n

This appraisal reveals the underlying significance of 
the name of the book 'Chindamani'. According to a dictionary,
the word 'Chindamani' means 'thought-gem', 'wish-gem' - a

2jewel supposed to have the power to supply all desires.
The name of the book reflects the value the author attached 

to the art of poetry and the virtue of 'literary' knowledge.

lvChindamani, p. 78.
2McFarland, Thai-English Dictionary, p. 251.
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V ^Through the various versions of Chindamani, the 
essential emphasis emerging from the text is on the pronun
ciation which ultimately governs the 'melody' of the 
language and on the diction which is the most essential to 
the 'poeticalness' of Thai poetry.

Even in the Chindamani of King Boromakot (1732-1758) 
where there are no examples of verse forms, the text 
consists entirely of the rules of pronunciation and detailed 
explanation of how one can justify any pronunciation as 
'correct'. The author explains that when one encounters 
any problem of this nature the criteria by which to decide 
are quite various. One criterion that the author keeps 
referring to is the criterion of 'rhyming'.

He claims that in earlier Thai, the rules of pronun
ciation were quite flexible, for example, one word could be 
pronounced in certain distinct ways. Therefore, the author 
suggests that if it is in poetry, the 'rhyming' criterion 
will be the most important, as the reader can decide to 
pronounce the word in such a way that’it creates a 'rhyme' 
with the other word in the same line or the preceding or 
following line according to the rhyme-scheme.

This explanation reflects the fact that the most 
important 'essence' of Thai poetry lies in the 'rhyme'.

The significance of rhymes can even over-rule the pronun

ciation of the words and even the spelling of 'poetic' words.
This aspect is clearly illustrated in the work of 

Sunthon Phu who employed the form of Klon as his main verse 
form. He was the poet who not only established this form 
in the tradition of written poetry, but also perfected it.
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His influence has been so prominent that his 'style' of 
Klon has become the 'model' for the following generations 
of poets.

One outstanding characteristic of his 'style' is the 
'richesse' of rhymes within the same line or between the 
lines. In order to achieve the goal of rhyming, the poet 
allowed himself to 'adapt' the spelling of some words in 
order to create 'rhymes' while keeping their 'original' 
meanings. For example, the word 6Q7ffl chlwit, meaning 
'life' can appear in poetry in various forms like fbo

/ Chlwa Chiwin Chiwi Chlwan or even irf<|
Chlwang.

This variation of forms of spelling is recognised by 
the readers of poetry and it seems naturally acceptable since 
the virtue of rhymes is mutually valued by the poets and 
their readers. Nevertheless, it is worth noticing that 
this 'flexibility' is more accepted in the verse form of 
Klon. This is quite understandable as Klon is by nature a
very common form of oral poetry, normally less restricted
and nearer to the spoken language.

The essential emphasis on 'diction' and the 'melody' of 
sounds in poetry clearly illustrated in the text of 
Chindamani is further emphasized, though indirectly, in 
another important text on Thai versification: Konlabot 
Siriwibunkiti ..

As a text on versification, this text is quite different
V _ tfrom Chindamani, for it deals exclusively with the verse

form of Klon and its 'variations'. The text was composed 
by Luang Srlpricha in the reign of King Boromakot (1732-
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1758). It is an exquisite piece of poetical work in its 
own right, though it remains unfinished. Its uniqueness 
lies in its 'richesse' of the variations of Klon employed 
as it consists of eighty-four different 'variations' or 
'Konlabot' of Klon with different names specified by the 
poe t .

As far as the structure of the work is concerned, there 
is no 'explicit' indication in the text as being intended as 
a text on versification. Even the name of the work is 
simply taken from the name of the Jataka tale which is the 
subject matter of the book.

The only characteristic of the work that might be 
considered as 'giving instruction' is the explanation from 
the poet of how to read some 'complicated' types of Konlabot. 
However, for the most part of the text, the poet only 

specifies the name of each type without giving any explan
ation, a similar 'style' as appeared in Chindamani.

In fact, the poet mentioned the name of the book
V _Chindamani at the beginning of his text when giving the 

details of the resource of his work. This, at least, 

reflects the poet's recognition of the importance of
V________Chindamani in the world of poetic creation, though he did 
not announce any intention to create a text of a similar 

nature. The 'explicit' intention of the poet is to become 
'a renowned master of Klon', and, as conventionally stated 
in Thai poetry, to attain 'enlightenment' and Nirvana in 
the end.

Considering it as a piece of poetical work alone, it is
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certainly a unique illustration of the poet's exquisite 

mastery in the form of Klon. The poet managed to employ 
various highly-restricted 'forms' of Klon to tell the story 
smoothly and effectively.

The complicated restrictions imposed on the 'form' do 
not prevent the 'telling' of the story but even help to 

highlight and intensify some parts where feelings and 
emotions are concerned. In fact, the poet managed to 
illustrate how the 'form' is an integral part of the 
'content' and the 'message' in poetry. Besides, this 
unique piece of poetical work reveals how a verse form is 
actually an exploration into the possibilities of language.

This point will become clear when we examine more 
closely the various 'variations' composed in the work. The 
poet obviously made use of many aspects and characteristics 
of the language to create restrictions or rules on the form 
of Klon.

9

For example, as Thai is a 'tonal' language the poet 
imposed the restriction of employing only certain 'tone marks' 
in each line or specifying a certain 'tonal' consonant at 
the beginning of the line.

These restrictions render a rather elaborate control 
over the pattern of tones which affects the 'melody' of 
sounds in a poem. Since the 'melody' of sounds is highly 
esteemed in the tradition of Thai poetry, we can see how 
the poet made use of these elaborate restrictions to 
intensify the desired 'virtue' of 'poeticalness'.

On the other hand, the poet recognised the influence 
of Pali and Sanskrit in Thai poetic tradition. For example,
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the poet composed a 'variation' of Klon with a restriction 
of employing Pali words in combination with Thai words. 
Besides, the poet employed a restriction of short and long 

syllables ( flVj Lahu and Karu) as well as the Pali and
Sanskrit concept of 'poetic metre' in his text. These two 

restrictions are in fact characteristic of the verse form of 
Chan which is a Thai derivation of a verse-form of Pali and 
Sanskrit origins.

To apply these 'elaborate' restrictions on a compara

tively 'simple' form of Klon reveals the poet's deep under
standing of the nature of Thai language and how to make use 
of the 'foreign' influences to bring out or to create the 

most intensified 'poeticalness' of the language.

This also re-emphasizes the conventional 'ideal' of Thai 
poetry as 'excellence of language use' and proves that even 
in the apparently 'simple' form of Klon the poet can explore 
and manipulate the possibilities of language to create 

'poeticalness' in poetry.

As a text, on versification, this work reveals many 
interesting aspects in the history of Thai poetry. Compared

■vwith the first Chindamani which concentrates more on the verse 
form of Khlong, this text reflects the increased interest in 

and recognition of the form of Klon. As Klon has always been 
the most prominent form of Thai oral poetry, the poet's effort 
to 'elaborate' it in written poetry by creating many 

'variations' of the form obviously reveals how the form of 

Klon finally established itself in the written tradition in 

the late Ayuthaya period.

This 'trend' was to develop and flourish up to the



early Ratanakosin period when Sunth^n Phu perfected his 

style in Klon and established it as the 'ideal' in the art 

of Klon writing. Moreover, this form is still one of the 
'liveliest' verse forms among modern Thai poets.

The recognition of the form of Klon in the 'written'
tradition is further emphasized and illustrated in Prachum
Lamn-cirn - an important text on versification composed by 

Luang Thammaphimon in 1927. The work was commissioned by 

Prince Damrongrajanuphab, the president of the National 
Library (Wachirayan Library) at that time, as the author 

mentioned at the beginning of his work. The author claimed 

that the work was compiled and composed from the old texts 

of the masters in the past.

The work starts by the explanation of the 'history' of 
Thai versification with reference to old texts like KhampI 
Wuttothai and Kap SarawilasinI as well as Chindamani. Though 
the author employs material and examples from Chindamani, he 

gives more detailed explanation on various aspects such as 
how to read or 'decode' some types of 'encoded' poetry or 
giving explanation on old puntuation marks employed in poetry 
and prose writing in the old days.

Therefore, as a text on versification, Prachum Lamn^am

appears more detailed and complete than most old texts in
vthe past including Chindamani.

One outstanding characteristic of this work, apart from 
its thoroughness in verse forms and explanation, is the full 
recognition of the significance of Klon both in written and 

oral poetry. The author includes in his text the study of
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the verse forms of simple nursery rhymes, lullabies and 
various types of folk songs, all of which are quite 
obviously neglected in earlier texts on Thai versification.

The emphasis on the form of Klon is clearly illustrated 

in the detailed explanation on Klon. The author categorizes 
Klon into four different types:

1- Ifh'miil appraisal of beauty

2 . mfllTnlilViy consolation
3. reprimand

4. lamentation

Although this category is perhaps far from being an 
'original' idea of the author, it is 'explicitly' stated 
or explained here for the first time. Similarly, the 'rules' 

of rhyming within the same line are thoroughly explained and 
illustrated by examples.

The author gives further explanation on the rules of 
rhymes between lines, a long explanation of how to select 
the rhyming words as the qualities of tones are involved 

and play an important role in creating the 'melody' of the 
verses composed. The advice and explanation of how to read 
Klon is clearly given by emphasizing the fact that the reader 
has to know the 'rhyme-scheme1 of Klon and how to pronounce 
and prolong the sounds of words as well as to know where to 

pause according to the accepted rules.

The illustration of various 'types' of Klon are given 
including the less well known types which are not normally 
employed in written poetical works. Furthermore, the author 

gives an explanation of how various types of Klon are 

employed to serve different purposes according to the



'convention' of each type of poetry.

Considering the text in more detail, we will notice 
that an equal emphasis is given to oral poetry as well as 
to written poetry. Varieties of oral poetry such as 

lullabies and songs sung in a game or love songs improvised 
as an entertainment during a festival in the countryside 
are taken into consideration as various types of verse forms 
to be acknowledged by the poets who consult the text.

In fact, the recognition of the significance of oral 
poetry is evident in the title of the book Prachum Lamn^m 
which might be literally translated as 'The compilation of 
songs'. It is worth noticing that the word 'lamn'a.m' is 
intensively employed in the book. As this word in Thai 
means 'the theme of a song or metrical composition', its 
intensive use in the text and as the title of the work 
reveals the author's attitude towards poetry. Poetry is 
regarded not only as 'metrical composition' but also closely 
linked with songs - the expression of intensified feelings. 
This attitude explains the details in the text of the verse 
forms of oral poetry and songs which are mainly in various 
types of Klon.

Therefore, this text on versification is further evidence 
of the established importance of the form of Klon in Thai 

poetry and the recognition of the close relationship between 
oral and written poetry in Thai.

The recognition of the importance of oral poetry can be 
regarded as an attempt to extend the 'realm of verse forms' 
in Thai poetry. The concern over this matter was stated by 
Prince Damrongrajanuphab in the introduction of a collection
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of texts on versification - Chumnum Tamra Klon published in 
1914. The prince claimed that Thai poets seemed to limit 
themselves to composing in the forms of Khlong and Klon 
without trying to employ various other forms abundant in Thai 
literary tradition. He suggested that Thai poets should study 

carefully the various existing texts on versification so as 
to expand their scope of verse forms and to enrich Thai 
poetry.^

As Prince Damrongrajanuphab was indirectly the influence 
for the book Prachum LamntLm, it is not impossible to assume 

that the book is intended as an inspiration for Thai poets 
to study and explore more into the 'richesse' of Thai poetry 
both in oral and written traditions.

A later work illustrating a similar recognition of oral
poetry is the text on versification by Phraya Uppakit

✓
Silapasan called 'Chantalak' mjyiflfiMil composed in 1941.

The text is an important part of the most celebrated work of 
the author as a Thai grammarian - Lak Phasa Tha i .

It is a very complete text on Thai versification with 

explanation of its origin and history. As a grammarian, 
the author illustrates an evident awareness of the relation
ship between language and poetry.

The author makes an explicit distinction between prose 
and poetry and explains their different 'virtues'. The 
author claims the 'virtues' of poetry as 'superior' to prose 
because poetry can be recited and sung with the accompaniment

1 _ _Chumnum Tamra Klon (Bangkok, 1976), p. f\
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of music and thus is far more 'impressive' than prose.1 
This reflection reveals the author's deep awareness of the 
close relationship between songs and poetry in Thai.

Therefore, it is not surprising that the author considers 
various types of songs or phleng, sung on different occasions 

but usually not 'composed' in written poetical works, as a 
separate type of verse form. With a rather detailed explan
ation, the author illustrates the verse 'forms' and 'rules' 
of various types of songs in Thai tradition.

To a certain extent, this explanation can be regarded 
as a study of the 'convention' of oral poetry, reflecting 

how oral poetry can, in fact, be compared with the elaborate 
written poetry. For example, the use of pun and 'Konlabot' 
which is supposed to be an elaborate technique for written 

poetry is apparently abudant in various types of oral poetry 
as well.

This observation does not contradict the traditionally 
accepted idea of the refinement of language use and expression 
in written Thai poetry. Rather it serves to re-emphasize the 
fundamental idea that poetical devices serve ultimately to 
bring out the 'poeticalness' in the nature of the language 
itself. Thus, the mutual characteristics between elaborate 
written poetry and 'spontaneous' oral poetry could be regarded 
as the 'natural poeticalness' of the language.

As a linguist as well as grammarian, the author gives 

an explanation and criticism on the 'suitability' of verse 
forms depending on their accordance and harmony with the

1 _ _ _Phraya Uppakit Sinlapasan, Lak Phasa Thai (Bangkok, 1971), p. 351.
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nature of language itself. For example, in the section

dealing with Chan, a verse form derived from Pali and
Sanskrit, the author mentions that he will only explain
the types of Chan which are 'suitable' and widely composed
in Thai. Besides, he explains that the difficulties of
composing Chan lies in the different nature of Thai language
from Pali and Sanskrit. As a result, Thai poets are normally
obliged to employ Pali and Sanskrit words instead of Thai
words in their composition of Chan. Regarding these
difficulties as the 'disadvantages' of this form, the author

1obviously shows his reservation towards the form of Chan.

At the same time, the author indirectly demonstrates 
his preference and approval for the form of Klon through 
the detailed study of various aspects of Klon and the explicit 
recognition of oral poetry like phleng as another 'type' of 

verse form. Comparable to the study of various types of 

Klon in Prachum Lamn^m, this text includes the explanation of 
the technique of rhyming in Klon as well as a clear explication 
of various types of Konlabot.

These characteristics of the two texts on versification 

can be considered as constituting progress compared with the 

text of Chindamani where explicit explanations about poetical 
rules and techniques are not normally stated but only 
illustrated through examples.

Owing to the reputed authority of Phraya Uppakit 
Sinlapasan as a linguist and grammarian, the work of Lak 

Phasa Thai of which the text 'Chantalak' is a part, has

1 _See Phraya Uppakit Sinlapasan, Chumnum Niphon O.N.K. (Bangkok, 1973),
pp. 223-4.
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gained an important status as one of the most influential 
text books on Thai language and grammar.

One interesting aspect to observe here is the ’continuity' 
of the same concept as appeared in Chindamani that the study 
of language and grammar also embraces the knowledge of vers
ification as the manifestation of the mastery of language 

use. Nevertheless, it is clear that the work of Phraya 
Uppakit Sinlapasan is intended for a wider audience and aims 
at students of the language rather than the poets-to-be as is 
the case for Chindamani.

Despite all the differences between these two texts, 
they both reveal a fundamental awareness of the relationship 
between language and literature among Thai literary scholars.

To complete one's knowledge of a language one has to 
know its rules of versification. This idea is explicitly 
stated by Phraya Uppakit Sinlapasan when explaining the 
importance of the knowledge of versification.

'In Thai literature, there exist various kinds 
of poetry all of which are different. Therefore, it 
is absolutely essential that a student of Thai language 
should learn the rules of versification because these 
rules govern the rules of writing and reading as well. 
Thus, without the knowledge of versification one cannot 
claim to have a perfect knowledge of Thai language.1'*"

(trans. S .C .)

This statement clearly reflects the value attached to 
poetry in Thai tradition. It reveals how the art of poetry 

is considered almost as a part of the nature and quality of 

the language which cannot be ignored by any literary scholars.

1 Phraya Uppakit Sinlapasan, Lak phasa Thai, p. 351.
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It reflects also the ideal Thai concept of poetry as 
excellence of language use.

Considered as a whole, this text is not only evidence 
of the 'continuity' but also of the 'progress' of Thai 
versification. With the passing of time, Thai poets have 
explored the possibilities of the language, invented and 
established various types of verse forms for their poetical 
creation. The 'completeness' and 'richesse' of the later 

texts on versification like Prachum Lamn*am and 'Chantalak' 
reveals the recognition of the significance of oral poetry, 
cherished and flourishing side by side with written poetry.

The explicit recognition of oral poetry in the written 

tradition can be regarded as a subtle advancement towards 

the beginning of 'modern' poetry as we have seen how oral 
poetry influences modern Thai poets in various ways.

As we have observed through various Thai texts on 
versification, the refinement of diction and the 'melody' 

of sounds are among the most essential qualities of poetry. 
We have also observed that Thai versification is influenced 
by Pali and Sanskrit poetics as Thai poets and scholars in 
the past studied these two languages as an essential part of 
their knowledge.

There exist two translated texts on Pali and Sanskrit

poetics in Thai: Subodhalankara translated from Pali by
Group Captain Yaem Prapatthong and Alangkarasat translated 
from Sanskrit by P.S. Sartrl.

First we will examine briefly the text of 

Subodhalankara written in Pali and believed to be an import

ant text book for Thai monks to study thoroughly and



seriously. The text was first translated into Thai as early 
as 1812 and the present text under discussion is a result 
of the second attempt to translate this text into Thai in 
1964. As Pali was the language for the monastery where all 
the education of Thai scholars in the past took place, this 
text could be very likely one of the most influential 

resources for the study of versification before the existence 
of Chindamani in Thai.

According to the article of Major G.E. Fryer in the 
Journal of the Asiatic Society No. II, 1875, Subodhalankara 
is composed by the same author of Vuttodaya in Ceylon around 
the 12th century.

The text is a metrical treatise of 370 verses, divided 
into five chapters which treat of the following subjects 
namely:-

1. Faults in Composition.
2. Their Avoidance.

3. Merits, or Verbal Ornaments.
4. Rhetorical Figures, or Ornaments of the Sense.
5. Flavour.'*'

To see how this text can possibly influence and govern
the ‘ideal1 of Thai poetry we can start from examining the
title of the work Subodhalankara. The title is a combination
of two words of Sanskrit origin: subodha meaning ‘right

2 —  «■intelligence, good information or knowledge' and alamkara 
meaning 'the act of decorating, ornament, decoration, (in

^Major G.E. Fryer, On the Ceylon Grammarian Sangharakkhita Thera and His 
Treatise on Rhetoric, Journal of the Asiatic Society, No. II 1875, 
pp. 91-125.
2Sir Monier-Monier Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary (The 
Clarendon Press, Oxford 1899), p. 1229.
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1rhetoric) an ornament of the sense or the s o u n d 1. There
fore, the name of the work can be translated as 'the 
knowledge of the act of decorating or the act of ornament 
of the sense and the sound'.

From this meaning emerges the underlying concept of 
poetry as a creation of 'decorated' or 'ornamented' beauty. 
This concept is expressed quite clearly in the text when 
the author explains the significance of 'embellishment' in 
any poetic creation.

‘Even a flawless and beautiful face like a lotus 
or a perfect beauty still needs ornaments, how then 
can poetry be without any?'2 (trans. S.C.)

A similar idea of 'poetic beauty' as refined embellish

ment is further emphasized in the classification of poetry 
in the text. Poetry is classified into two kinds.
1. A short poem completed within four lines called 'B’UIAl'Ufi 

'uncomposed' poetry.
2. A long poem consisting of many stanzas or of various

«•
types of verse forms called irwiH] 'composed' poetry.

This classification, without devaluing the poetic value 
of a short poem, indirectly implies an 'ideal' poetical work 
with the esteemed 'richesse' of forms and a certain length 

as an illustration of the talent of the poet. To a certain 

extent, this can be an underlying influence in the concept
3of 'variation and combination' in Thai poetical tradition.

1Ibid., p. 94.
2 _Sangharakkhita, Subodhalankara (Bangkok, 1964), p. 12.
3See the discussion m  Chapter III.
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There exists also an explanation of the qualities of 
a poet which is worth observing since it can be linked 
with the 'ideal' of a poet in a Thai concept.

According to Subodhalankara, the qualities of a poet
a r e :

1. Knowledge of vocabulary
2. " " poetics
3. " " semantics

4. " " rhetoric and versification
5. Perseverance and practice.^

From these qualities, it is obvious that a poet has to
be a scholar in language and the art of versification. It is
worth noticing that the knowledge of vocabulary is a primary
demand. This can correspond to a similar idea prominently
expressed in Chindamani. These qualities obviously emphasize
the idea of poetry as 'excellence of language use' for a
poet is expected to be highly informed in all aspects of

language rather than to have 'ideas' or 'inspiration1.

The emphasis on the virtue of perseverance and practice
reveals the idea that poetry-writing is a skill as well as
a talent. The art of poetry is regarded as a highly skilled
art, combining the effort and practice with the brilliance
of mind of a poet.

Another important translation of Sanskrit rhetoric is
Alangkarasat which was translated into Thai in 1942. The

name of the book is a combination of 'alamkara' meaning the
2act of decorating, ornament and 'sastra' meaning a rule,

^Subodhalankara, p. 134.
2Sir Monier-Monier Williams, A Sansknt-English Dictionary, p. 1229.
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teaching, instruction.^ Thus it is obvious that both the
texts in Pali and Sanskrit have a similar name with the
same underlying idea of rhetoric as 'the act of decorating
or ornamenting'.

This can perhaps explain the 'conventional' imagery of
poetry as a precious stone or a beautiful piece of jewelry
appearing in various Thai poetical works. Since the art of
poetry is considered as the art of decorating and ornamenting,
it follows that poetry should be esteemed as a refined piece
of precious ornament.

This idea is explicitly stated in the text when the
author describes the 'virtue' of poetry. Perfect poetry is
compared to a pearl necklace strung together by the virtue
of beauty and deserves to be an ornament even for the goddess 

2of letters.

The relationship between language and literature is also
acknowledged in the text. The author states that languages

3are the body of poetry. This corresponds to a similar idea 
expressed in Chindamani which aims ultimately to teach the 
language for the purpose of writing and reading poetry.

On the other hand, poetry is recognized for its 'spiritual' 
value for the author praises flawless poetry as a glory which 
is like a passage to Heaven.^ Besides, 'pure poetry' or 
poetry that comes from the heart of a poet is like immortal 

nectar or divine ambrosia appreciated even by gods.~*
Obviously enough, the comparison of poetry to 'immortal

1Ibid., p. 1069.
2 _ _P.S. Sartri (trans.), Alangkarasat (Bangkok, 1961), p. 13.
^Ibid., p. 6.
^Ibid., p. 7. ^Ibid., p. 10.
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nectar ' or 'divine ambrosia' is not uncommon in Thai 
tradition as we can find it in various Thai poetical works

V _or even in Chindamani itself.

As a whole, the texts of Alangkarasat and Subodhalankara 

share various similar ideas and both give instruction through 
examples demonstrating different types of 'stylistic devices' 
that can serve to embellish a composition of poetry.

The details of these examples reveal some possible 
influence on the art of Thai poetry. Nevertheless, it is 
not really possible to find any exact evidence to confirm 

that Thai poets in the past learnt their art directly from 
these two texts.

It is essential to realize that ultimately speaking, 
the art of poetry is governed by the nature of the language 
itself as well as by the invention of the poets. The 
translation of these two important texts into Thai reflects 
a continuing awareness of their important inspiration and 
influence in Thai poetical heritage.

From the discussion of various texts on Thai versific

ation so far, we might be able to see the 'formation' of 

Thai poetical convention. On one hand, the 'formation' of 
the convention under discussion here is mainly of the 
'written' tradition. Nevertheless, in the later texts on 
versification the influence and the recognition of the oral 
tradition are also evident.

V  _The first text on Thai versification Chindamani reveals 
an evident influence of Khampi Wutthothai or Vuttodaya from 

Pali. Though this text is far from complete it is the most
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inf luential 'model' for all the later texts on Thai 
versification.

The prominent verse forms in Chindamani are Khlong 

and Chan which were at that time widely composed especially 

among the poets of the court. Emerging from various texts
V  ___of Chindamani, composed in different periods, are the 

'ideals' of Thai poetical beauty and refinement. The 
'melody' of the sounds in poetry is distinctly emphasized 
and valued as well as the clarity of diction which consists 
mostly of 'foreign' words such as loan-words from Pali, 
Sanskrit and Khmer considered conventionally more 'poetic' 
than Thai words.

These texts also reflect the awareness of the relation
ship between language and poetry for it is emphasized that 
one should know the language well in order to compose or to 

read poetry properly. This concept continues to influence 
later texts on Thai versification as can be seen in the 
texts of Prachum Lamn-am and 'Chantalak' composed in the 
Ratanakosin period.

The concept of poetry as excellence of language use 

and the exploration into the possibilities of language is 
explicitly illustrated in the work Konlabot Siriwibunkiti 
(1732-1758), consisting of eighty-four types or variations 
of Klon. This text is evidence of the established importance 
and recognition of the form of Klon in Thai 'written' poetry.

As various types of Klon are the common forms of all 
the 'oral' poetry and songs in the Thai tradition, it is 
possible to assume that this form originally belonged only 
to 'oral' poetry. Its recognition and significance as a



form in 'written' poetry came only during the late Ayuthaya 
period.

From the late Ayuthaya period till the present day,
Klon has been one of the most widely composed forms in the 
written poetry apart from being sung and improvised as a 
form of entertainment in Thai 'oral' tradition. The previous 
discussion on verse forms illustrates how, in fact, the forms 
of Klon and Khlong, equally important and widely employed in 

Thai poetical works, are closely related.'*'
This fact re-emphasizes the idea that the enduring 

success of any verse form depends on its harmony with the 
nature of the language since it is obvious that the form of 
Klon is comparatively closer to the spoken language.

This explains why the forms of Khlong and Klon are about
the only two forms most vigorously composed among modern 
poets. As for the verse form of Chan, derived from Pali 
and Sanskrit, it is evident that it,has become even more 
'uncommon' and more 'prestigious' in modern poetry and 
consequently far less employed and appreciated.

On one hand, we may regard this as an understandable 

change in the 'mode' of poetic expression according to the 
change of time. On the other hand, we can consider the 
'decline' of the Chan form as an attempt of modern poets to 
seek and to maintain the more 'natural' forms in their 
poetic creation. From its origin, the form of Chan can be
regarded as rather 'alien' to the nature of Thai language and

thus is comparatively less 'natural' as a verse form.

1See Chapter III on the nature and significance of Thai verse forms.
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Compared with the form of Khlong which is equally 
'old' in the history of Thai poetry, the Chan form today is 

far less 'current' or 'contemporary'. Modern poets and 
readers alike seem to feel quite 'at ease' still with the 
form of Khlong whereas the form of Chan appears much more 
'distant'.

This does not mean, however, that the Chan form has 

become 'obsolete' in modern poetry but it is less employed 
as a form for poetical works and is, without stating the 
fact overtly, reserved as a 'prestigious' form for special 
and 'serious' purposes like the adoration of Buddha or the 
praise of the King.

The 'formation' of Thai poetical convention is a 
combination of the 'foreign' influences like the influence 
of Pali and Sanskrit and the .'poetic' nature of the Thai 

language. There is no denying that Thai poets and scholars 

in the past found their models and inspiration from the 
texts in Pali and Sanskrit but it is the nature of the Thai 
language that ultimately governs, selects and adapts these 
foreign influences. An obvious example is the Thai adaptation 
of the forms of Chan from Pali and Sanskrit by adding 'rhymes', 
a characteristically Thai poetic quality, to the form.

Besides, the convention consists of selective 'inventions' 
of the poets in the past who explored into the possibilities 
of the language and indirectly established their results as 
'conventions' for the following generation. This can be 

seen in the 'richesse' of the variations of Thai verse 
forms known as Konlabot as well as in the technique of word-
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play and pun, well-cherished in Thai poetry from the past 
till the present.

The observation of the works from modern poets in our 
study reveals the continuity of a similar process. Modern 
poets, being aware of the virtues of various conventions, 
make use of them in their own 'inventions' which will become, 
to a certain extent, 'modern conventions' for other modern 
poets at the present and perhaps, in the future.

Thus, the 'formation' of poetical convention is 
ultimately a continuing process which embraces the past, the 
present as well as the future.



Part II: Thai Concepts of Poets and Poetry

To complete the previous discussion we will now extend 
our study to observe some underlying rules and concepts of 
poets and poetry in Thai tradition. This will serve to 
reveal any possible change in this concept reflecting through 
the works of modern poets under the study.

Although the art of Thai poetry is almost as old as the 
nation itself, there exist no special texts on Thai poetics. 

That is to say serious theoretical and ‘philosophical' 
discussion removed from the details of practice does not 
exist. There are, of course, some later works on Pali and 
Sanskrit poetics in the form of translation. Besides, there 

exist some modern works on literary criticism but these are 
mostly in the form of translation or compilation of western 
theories of literature and literary criticism and thus can
not be considered as 'proper' Thai poetics.

At the same time, throughout the history of Thai poetry, 

the poets' concern about their art and its values is more 

than apparent. Thai poets in the Ayuthaya period demonstrated 
a 'convention' of expressing a high esteem for their own work 
and wishing it to remain forever. Nevertheless, within their 
seemingly 'self-praise', Thai poets also established a 

'convention' of generosity and modesty by allowing their 
work to be judged and altered by the learned readers. 
Ultimately speaking, this modesty and generosity reflect a 
deep concern as well as a desire for the 'perfection' of 
the works created.



Before looking into the concept of poetic 'perfection' 
in Thai tradition we shall first examine the Thai concept 
of a poet. The word 'poet' m  Thai is m  kawl which is in 
fact of a Sanskrit origin 'kav l '. According to the Thai 
encyclopedia, the word 'poet' means 'the master of poetic 
composition'.1 In the doctrine of Buddhism there exists a 
classification of poets according to their art of composing 
as well as their inspiration. Poets are classified into 
four types:

1. the poet of imagination or fiction - a poet
who composes through his imagination

2. tj'firn the poet of tradition - a poet who composes

from what he has learnt and heard of
«=i

3. ‘05'5‘flfiQ the poet of real life - a poet who composes 
from reality

4. lifJj'I'IfUfl') the improviser or extemporaneous poet - a
2poet who composes through improvisation or extemporarily.

The last type of poet as an improviser reflects a 
significant recognition of 'oral1 poetry. A poet who 
composes in an 'impromptu' manner is equally esteemed as 
any other poets. This recognition reveals how 'oral' poetry 

forms an unalienable part in the rich and enduring tradition 

of Eastern poetry to which Thai poetry belongs.
VIn Chindamani there is no explicit definition of a

1The Royal Institute, Saranukrom Thai vol. 2 (Bangkok, 1958), p. 745.
2McFarland, Thai-English Dictionary, p. 64.



poet but a poet is normally referred to as “U T i l J i - a 
learned man or a philosopher which obviously reflects the 
attitude towards a poet.

A similar idea is expressed in the works of Prince 
Thammathibet when he ends his works by entrusting them to 
the judgement and appreciation of the learned u n i) j'l'BQJ L U‘B'1 . 

Nevertheless, the word poet 'kawl1 is employed in an earlier 

text like Thawathotsamat when the poet ends his work with 

'self-praise' and, at the same time, a modest generosity 

to allow other poets to better the text if they find it 
unclear or imperfect.

From these examples we might be able to say that the 
concept of a poet as a learned man or a philosopher is well- 
established in Thai poetry from the beginning. The value 
attached to the status of a poet is normally well-expressed 
but hardly exaggerated in Thai tradition. Thai poets 
created a 'convention1 of expressing the appreciation for

^See Dhanit Yupho, Phraprawat phraniphon £hao fa Thammathibet, p. 102.
2 _ _ _Chanthit Krasaesin (ed.), Khlong Thawathotsamat (Bangkok, 1961), p. 196.
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their works and the wish for their immortality. This
'convention1 can be seen throughout from the early
poetical works like Lilit Yuan Phai, Thawathotsamat, and
Lilit Phra L o . Nevertheless, most poets emphasized the
value and beauty of the work and not the genius of the
poets themselves.

This 'convention1 still survives in the works of
modern poets like Angkhan and Naowarat. Angkhan compares
his work Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng to a pure and beautiful

diamond and expresses the wish that his work should remain
1 _till the end of time. In Chak Ma Chom M u 1a n g , Naowarat 

compares his work to a beautiful and refined jewel but 
allows it to be altered by the readers so that it can remain 

to tell the 'truth1 forever.^

Although these two modern poets seem to follow the 
'convention* they extend it further to a deeper dimension 
of their own. Angkhan claims that being a poet is his only 

desire for this life and the next ones, and that he, as a 
poet, holds a divine heaven in his hand while his heart and

3soul belong to an 'immortal1 world of poetry. As a philo
sophical poet, Angkhan even composes 'The Poet's Testament' 

expressing his ideas and ideals of being a poet. He 
explicitly declares that his purpose of composing poetry is 

to 'salvage the soul' and expresses a wish for the eternal
4sacredness of the art of poetry.

^See the text and the translation in Chapter I, p. 51.
2See the text and the translation in Chapter III, p. 149.
3Angkhan Kalayanaphong, Lam Nam Phu Kradu'ng, p. 162.
4See the poem 'The Poet's Testament' m  Chapter I, p. 10.



Angkhan1s explicit esteem and concern for the art of 
poetry and the duty of a poet explains the emphasis on the 
'spiritual' values of poetry which can be considered as a 
'novelty' in Thai tradition. There is no denying that there 
exists a large amount of 'religious' and 'didactic' poetry in 

Thai. Nevertheless, Angkhan's emphasis on the 'spiritual' 
value of poetry is quite different for it is more direct 
and yet more universal than just a Buddhistic concept.

For Angkhan, his poetry serves ultimately to elevate 

the soul, of himself and his readers, and to bring truth 

and beauty to mankind. His awareness of the passing of time 
and the futility of human life can be considered an influence 
from Buddhism but his explicit and direct concern with the 
elevation and ecstasy of human spirit through the realiz

ation of beauty is quite unique in Thai tradition.

The poet's appreciation of art and its values is also 
apparent in his works for he repeatedly states that the 
beauty of art and nature is the most essential cure for 
the 'spiritual illness' of the modern world today.1 Thus 

indirectly, Angkhan seems to perceive the duty of a poet as 
an attempt to help to better the world. This concept is 
actually quite unknown in Thai tradition though it is not 
uncommon to find 'morals' in various Thai poetical works in 
the past. To declare and emphasize directly a spiritual 

duty or a resolution of a poet is a 'novelty' marking a 
turning-point in the history of Thai poetry.

^See the discussion in Chapters I & II.
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Comparing with Naowarat in his Chak Ma Chom M u 1a n g , 
we will notice a similar idea expressed rather differently. 
The main themes of this poetical work are the themes of
the art of poetry-writing as well as Buddhist philosophy.
The harmonious integration of these two themes serves to 
reveal the poet's attitude towards poetry. The parallel 
the poet makes between poetry and Buddhist philosophy 
illustrates how Naowarat shares the same view with Angkhan 
on the 'spiritual' value of poetry. As a Buddhist, Naowarat 
explicitly expresses his philosophy in Buddhistic terms. 
Therefore, he often employs the word or 'truth'
in his text together with other Buddhistic words like

t ^ t
lqn?! - suffering, fluufi - illusion, fiJJ1JTCU - wholeness,

- mind.

Besides, Naowarat ends his work with a wish that his 
work should remain to tell 'the truth' forever. Thus, it 
is not an exaggeration to say that both Angkhan and Naowarat 

reveal a 'new' idea of a poet as a creator as well as a 
preserver of beauty and truth. On one hand, they follow 

Thai tradition of creating 'beauty' in their works. On the 
other hand, they extend their concern to the revelation of 
truth and the enrichment of human mind and spirit. There
fore, it can be considered that Thai poets of today 

actually fulfil the 'traditional' concept of a poet as a 

philosopher or a thinker.
If the concept in the past emphasized mainly the 

mastery of language use and the learnedness of the poet, 
modern poets today carry the concept of a 'philosopher*
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much further. A poet is not only a learned person with 
the talent and mastery of language use but also a serious 
thinker who involves himself in the spiritual growth of 
mankind. A poet is far from a mere entertainer of his 
readers as he is supposed to be gifted with insight to serve 
and change the world for the better.

This concept of a poet's duty is also evident in the 
work of Suchit Wongthet. Rather than being 'philosophical', 
Suchit deliberately employs the technique of 'satire' for 
his purposes. He tries to draw the attention of his readers 
to various 'serious' social problems. For example, he 
portrays the problem of poverty among the farmers and the 
false pride and illusion among the so-called intellectuals.
At the same time, he demonstrates his concern in the problems 
of the environment such as pollution and traffic in the city.

As a journalist, Suchit composes a poem called 'Nak 
Nangsu'a Phim' - Journalists.1 In this
short poem, the poet reminds all the journalists of their 
immense power to destroy any institution or individual by 
their writing. The abuse of power by the journalists can 

only be controlled by their own conscience. Therefore, the 

poet through his poem, tries to request, without preaching, 
the moral sense of responsibility for the good of society.

To accomplish his 'serious' intention as a poet, Suchit 
employs the technique of 'satire', created through a mixture 
of diction - poetic, archaic and slang. He makes use of the 
oral tradition like folk songs and oral poetry in his work 
in order to achieve the simplicity of poetic beauty quite

1   _Suchit Wongthet, Chao Khunthong Pai Plon (Bangkok, 1982), p. 52.
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unique to his own 'style'.
Seen in this light, modern poets like Angkhan, Naowarat 

and Suchit actually continue and re-vitalize the 'traditional' 
concept of a poet as a philosopher or a thinker. They 
illustrate their mastery of language use and a profound 
understanding of the art of Thai poetry. At the same time, 

they are concerned with the 'spiritual' values of poetry 
and how poetry can serve to elevate and enrich human mind 
and spirit.

As philosophers and thinkers, modern poets today 
employ their poetry to invite their readers to join them in 
their 'spiritual' pursuit to ultimately change the world and 
humanity for the better.

To follow the discussion, we will now examine the Thai 
concept of poetry reflected through various texts. In
V _Chindamani there is no term used to refer to 'poetry' in 

general. Poetry is referred to as fl'TV'JUfifl'BU

, all of which are various combinations of 
different names of verse forms. So we can see that in fact 
there is no single word to refer to 'poetry'. However, we 
can notice that the word finwy Kap is quite prominent. This 
might be explained by looking into the original meaning of 
the word from Sanskrit m ^ U  Kavya which in Sanskrit means 
'words of poets'.1 Since the word Kawi or poet was accepted 
into Thai, the word Kavya meaning 'poetry' was naturally 

included in Thai vocabulary.

The significant use of the word f)'Willi kap as a general
< vmeaning of poetry m  Chindamani reflects how the definition

1Phraya Uppakit Sinlapasan, Lak Phasa Thai, p. 352.
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of poetry as 'words of a poe t 1 or 'a composition of a poet' 
was accepted in Thai poetic tradition from the Ayuthaya 
period.

<
There exists, however, an old Thai word D'l'UV) Kan

used to refer to a general meaning of poetry like the word
rniAID Kap. In Lilit Yuan Phai , believed to be composed around 

the 15th century, we can find the word Kan used in the mean

ing of poetry. Similarly, the word Kan can be found in 

Thawathotsamat and Lilit Phra L q .
Though Chindamani was composed as a contemporary text 

with these two poetical works, the poet did not consider the 

use of Kan as a general word to refer to poetry. This can 

be one reason why this word is generally less known and 
recognized.

£
The word m u v i  Kan is believed to derive from mtlfi Kanta

of Sanskrit origin meaning love, a beloved, pleasing, agree
able. Therefore, Kan as poetry can mean 'words that render 

lov e 1 or 'words that are pleasing'.^" The word is not used 
in any texts on Thai versification until the Ratanakosin 
period when Luang Thammaphimon employed it in his work 

Prachum Lamreajn. He employed it as a special name for a 

type of verse form as well as a general term to refer to 
poetry.

Phraya Uppakit Sinlapasan in his text on versification 

'Chantalak' advocated the use of the word Kan to refer to 
poetry in general. He explained that this word was an old 

Thai word used to refer to rhyming composition, and it was 
normally modified by various words referring to verse forms,

^The Royal Institute, Saranukrom Thai vol. 2, p. 1096.
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for example, Khlong can be referred to as KhlongKan or
_  _  _ iKlon as Klonkan or Konlabot as KonlaKan.

9 9

However, the effort to re-vitalize the use of the word
Kan as a general word for poetry was not really a success.
Prince Bidayalankarna tried to invent a new word for poetry
as Kawlvat^hana, meaning 'words of a poet'. The
prince was against the use of the Sanskrit word Kavya which
actually has the same meaning, as a word for 'poetry' on
the grounds that it is already used in Thai as a name for

2a specific verse form of Kap.
In a Thai Dictionary of the Royal Institute, there 

exists a word fil'UWUfj Kawiniphon meaning 'composition of
3a poet'. This word is now used as an equivalent of 'poetry' 

mostly in the academic field or in the study of literature. 
The combination of the word Kawiniphon - Kawl - a poet and 

Niphon - to compose reflects the continuation of the concept 
arising from the word Kavya and is similar to the invention 

of Prince Bidayalankarana 'Kawivatchana'.

Nevertheless, we can say that in general Thai people 
still refer to 'poetry' as Khlongklbn or KapKlon in the 
spoken language. Thus, it is obvious that the influence 
from the past still survives today. To a Thai mind, poetry 

is recognized through its various 'forms'. As a result, a 
combination of the names of well-known verse forms like 
KhlongKlon or KapKlon can satisfyingly be used to refer to 
'poetry' in general.

1 _ _Phraya Uppakit Sinlapasan, Lak Phasa Thai, p. 350.
2 —Prince Bidayalankarana, Sam Krung (Bangkok, 1952), pp. 282-3.
3The Royal Institute, A Thai Dictionary of the Royal Institute (Bangkok, 
1962), p. 99.



The significance of 'forms' as a distinction between 
prose and poetry is, in fact, quite understandable in Thai.
By nature of the language it is possible to find rhyming 

sounds even in normal prose. Therefore, even though 'rhyme' 
is the most essential element of poetry in Thai, it cannot, 
on its own, serve to distinguish poetry from prose.

The restricted structure of 'forms' and various 
'rhyme-schemes' are thus essential in distinguishing poetry 
from prose. This perhaps serves to explain why in a Thai 
concept the names of verse forms can be used to refer to 
'poetry' in general. Moreover, the significance of 'forms' 
in Thai poetry explains their continuity and vitality even 
in the modern poetry of today.

Despite the fact that there exists no real Thai word 
as an equivalent of 'poetry', there are some definite 

poetic qualities that Thai poets and literary scholars, both 
in the past and the present, seem to agree upon. As revealed 
through the study of various texts on Thai versification, the 
'poeticalness1 of Thai poetry depends on the refinement of 
diction and the 'melody' of sounds created through the 
'richesse' of rhymes as well as the harmony of tones and 
word-play. The emphasis on the 'correct' reading and 

recitation of poetry reflects the underlying concept that 
the beauty of poetry can be fully realized only through its 
recitation when the readers can perceive the beauty both 
through their ears and their eyes. Besides, this concept 
explains the close relationship between 'songs' and 'poetry' 
in Thai poetic tradition.

In A Treatise on Versification by King Rama VI, the



king tries to define the 'virtue' of poetry and the first 
point mentioned is that the pleasure of reading poetry is 
like the pleasure of listening to beautiful music. The 
king claims that the poet who composes himself would 

experience joy like a musician who enjoys playing music.
The king explains that though prose has some similar virtues, 
poetry is more 'entertaining' as poetry has the 'rhythm' and 
'melody' of sounds, not usually found in prose.1

Almost an identical idea is expressed in the work of 
Phraya Uppakit Sinlapasan when he tries to distinguish the 

'virtues' of prose and poetry. He claims that prose is 
suitable mainly for expressing or illustrating the 'ideas' 
of the author. But it is poetry that could create a more 
enduring effect in the heart of the readers, for poetry, 
with its rhymes and rhythms could be sung with the accomp
animent of musical instruments. He refers to lullabies 
which have been remembered and sung for generations in the 

form of 'oral poetry' without being composed in any 'written 

f o r m '.^
In Sam Krung by Prince Bidayalankarana the 'paradise

of poets' is described with the prominent emphasis on the
magical beauty of the music surrounding and giving enchant-

3ment to the paradise. The beautiful description reflects 
the poet's awareness of the 'musical' quality in poetry.
This awareness among Thai poets and literary scholars in

King Rama VI, A Treatise on Versification (Bangkok, 1927), pp. 1-2.
2Phraya Uppakit Sinlapasan, Lak Phasa Thai, p. 351.
3See the text and translation, p. 255.
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the Ratanakosin period can actually be traced back to the
V  _same idea expressed in various texts of Chindamani in the 

Ayuthaya period.

These ideas of the 'virtues' of poetry reflect the 
'conventional' qualities of Thai poetry with the emphasis 
on the beauty of sounds. It has been said that poetry is 
supposed primarily to convey feelings or to move the 
readers rather than to convey any 'ideas'. Among the other 
'virtues' of poetry King Rama VI placed the virtue of learn
ing the 'ideas' of the poet as the last point. On the other 
hand, Phraya Uppakit Sinlapasan seems to attribute the 

function of conveying 'ideas' to prose alone.

This concept clarifies the extreme concern of Thai poets 
on the art of composing poetry from a stylistic point of 
view. Poetry is esteemed as an illustration of excellence 
of language use and therefore an utmost attempt is made to 
refine and embellish the beauty of sense and sound to achieve 
the most 'poetic' effect.

Since it is the convention that 'what is said' is less 
important than 'how to say i t ' , most Thai poets from the 
past have cherished and followed a fondness of exploring the 
possibilities of language through the invention of various 

stylistic devices including different types of Konlabot. In 

almost all Thai major poetical works, the abundance of 

Konlabot in the text is quite apparent. As a whole, it 
serves to illustrate the mastery of the poet and his effort 
to intensify the 'feelings' in his work. As the poets are 
less required to express the 'novelty' of ideas, all the 

effort is concentrated more on the novelty of imagery that



can appeal to the feelings and the aesthetic senses.
Thus, the refinement of diction and the embellishment in 
poetry is most valued.

It would be an exaggeration to say that Thai poets could 
not express any 'ideas' through their poetry but it is import
ant to state that the 'ideal' beauty of Thai poetry depends 
more on its refinement and intensity of feelings. Any philo
sophy or ideas gained through poetry is normally a result of 
the readers' own contemplation.

From the study of the works of modern poets we have 
observed that they have, to a certain extent, established a 
'modern' concept of a poet's duty as a creator and preserver 
of beauty and truth. Therefore it follows that their 
concept of poetry involves both beauty and truth.

The previous study of the works of modern poets reveals 
the influence of 'convention', still highly esteemed and 
cherished, with the combination of the individual invention 
of each poet to serve their own 'style' and 'purposes'.

For example, the awareness of the deep relationship 
between ‘songs' and 'poetry' is well-illustrated in the 
works of Angkhan, Naowarat and Suchit. Angkhan makes an 
intensive use of the word 'Lam Nam' meaning 'melody' or 
'songs' to refer to poetry whereas Naowarat and Suchit are 
influenced by the 'style' of folk songs and oral poetry.

Nevertheless, the works of Angkhan reveal how the poet 
tries to invite his readers to perceive the beauty of 
poetry through their eyes and their minds as well as through 
their ears. To achieve this, the poet strives to create a 

large amount of exquisite and unconventional imagery in the
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text.
At the same time, the poet does not neglect the use 

of conventional imagery as a background. Therefore, the 
readers are indirectly guided to perceive the 1 unusualness1 
of the exquisite imagery and consequently to contemplate 

the 'significance' or the 'message' intended by the poet.
Thus, to a certain extent, Angkhan has extended the 

use of imagery from being an 'embellishment' in the text 
to being an 'expression' of the poet's main ideas. The 

use of imagery has become more essentially a means for 
conveying ideas and philosophy and not just an end or a 

practice of convention in itself.
The serious devotion of Angkhan as a poet obviously 

influences his concept of poetry. Fully aware of the 
conventional concept of poetry as excellence of language 

use, Angkhan follows the convention and manipulates it.
To him, poetry has to manifest both beauty and truth, for 
its value is not just artistic but also spiritual. Reading 
poetry is not merely for pleasure but for a certain kind of 
enlightenment.

Naowarat and Suchit clearly share Angkhan's attitude 
towards the duty of a poet, yet they employ different 
techniques to achieve their own purposes. Their attempt 
to employ the tradition of folk songs and oral poetry in 

their works reflects an attempt to simplify and extend the 
written poetry so as to create a new form of poetic beauty 
embracing both the qualities of oral and written tradition.

Thus, as a whole, the traditional concept of poetry 
still plays an important role in modern Thai poetry today.



The 'ideal' of poetry as an illustration of excellence of 

language use still governs poetic creation. Despite their 
different ideas and messages to convey to their readers, 
modern poets have to recognize the importance of convention 
both in verse forms and diction. They can either follow 
the convention or manipulate it or, as quite often is the 
case, both.

The success of modern poets under our study illustrates 
the importance of a balance between 'convention' and 

'inventions'. Although modern poetry is no longer exclus
ively for pleasure or entertainment or even for preaching 

alone, it is still essential for the poets to create a 
harmony between the 'ideas' and the art of conveying them. 
The noblest and most profound ideas from the poet will 
hardly be effective if they are not conveyed 'poetically', 

for it is, as it has always been, the heart of the readers 
that the poet has first to seize.
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EPILOGUE

POUR FAIRE LE PORTRAIT D 1 UN OISEAU

- Jacques Prevert

Peindre d'abord une cage 
avec une porte ouverte 
peindre ensuite 
quelque chose de joli 
quelque chose de simple 
quelque chose de beau 
quelque chose d 1utile 
pour l'oiseau
placer ensuite la toile contre un arbre
dans un jardin
dans un bois
ou dans une for£t
se cacher derriere 1'arbre
sans rien dire
sans bouger ...
Parfois l'oiseau arrive vite
mais il peut aussi bien mettre de longues annees 
avant de se decider 
Ne pas se decourager 
attendre
attendre s 'il le faut pendant des annees
la vitesse ou la lenteur de 1'arrivee de l'oiseau
n 'ayant aucun rapport
avec la r^ussite du tableau
Quand l'oiseau arrive
s ' il arrive
observer le plus profond silence 
attendre que l'oiseau entre dans la cage 
et quand il est entre
fermer doucement la porte avec le pinceau 
puis
effacer un a un tous les barreaux
en ayant soin de ne toucher aucune des plumes de l'oiseau



Faire ensuite le portrait de 1'arbre 
en choisissant la plus belle de ses branches 
pour l'oiseau
peindre aussi le vert feuillage et la fralcheur du vent 
la poussiere du soleil
et le bruit des b^tes de 1 ’herbe dans la chaleur de 1'et
et puis attendre que l'oiseau se decide a chanter
Si l'oiseau ne chante pas
c'est mauvais signe
signe que le tableau est mauvais
mais s'il chante c'est bon signe
signe que vous pouvez signer
Alors vous arrachez tout doucement
unedes plumes de l'oiseau

✓ 1 et vous ecrivez votre nom dans un coin du tableau.

''"Jacques Prevert, Paroles (Paris, 1964), pp. 151-2.
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